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Aq Association To Name
Outstanding Alumnus

Compromise
Nets Large
Settlement

Making the award to the 16th annual
recipient will be Michael E. McKinney,
county extension coordinator and
agriculture agent in Fountain County,
Ind., who was the winner a year ago.
The dinner will begin at 7 p.m. at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord.

CCHS HOMECOMING QUEEN — Kim Canady, a senior, was crowned the
1980 Homecoming queen for Calloway County High School Friday night
prior to the Laker-Reidland game. Canady was one of six finalist chosen by
the Calloway football team. She was selected queen by a school-wide
vote. Gridder Mickey Hutson presented her with a pendant. Metnbers of
the Homecoming court included Brenda Conley, Jana Henson, Lisa Dick,
Laurie Reeder and Tammy Torsak.

Proposal On November Ballot
May Decide Ambulances' Fate
If a majority of voters favor the
By Tom Powell
establishment of the emergency amMCCH Public Relations Assitant
Voters in Calloway County will be bulance service district, it will be
deciding two major issues in the Nov. 4 established. A board consisting of three
election: the presidential race, and a directors from the county. and one from
tax proposal.that may determine the Murray will be appointed by .the
fate of the Murfay-Calloway County Calloway County Fiscal Courtand the
Murray City Council, respectively. The
Ambulance Service.
tax will be collected like all other counThe proposal on the ballot asks "Are
you in favor of establishing an ty ad valorem taxes through the
emergency ambulance service district sheriff's office.
Presently, the emergency ambulance
for Calloway County which shall have
the authority to impose a four cent tax service is being operated through the
on each one hundred $100 worth of - Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The
property assessed for local taxation in hospital accepted the service on Jan. 1,
the district for the maintenance and 1980, on a temporary basis with the
operation of the Murray-Calloway understanding the tax proposal would
appear on the November ballot.
County Ambulance District?"

Calloway Results Of
CTBS Testing Program
COMPREHENSIVE TEST OF BASIC SKILLS
Below are the results of the spring, 1980 testing program. The chart shows
the percentage of students in the state of Kentucky and the Calloway County
School district who scored in either the average or above average range of
test performance. Keep in mind that77 percent of the students tested nationwide fell within these same ranges of performance in each grade and in each
subject area. Grades
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inside today
Local high school football teams did not fare too well Friday night.
Calloway County dropped its Homecoming contest to Reildland 14-7 while
Murray High suffered a 27-14 setback at Trigg County. For complete
details, see today's sports section.
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pients of two $200 A. Carman-MSU
Agriculture Alumni Scholarships for
the 1980-81 school year. They are: Keith
A. Junker of Hopkinsville Route 4, a
1980 graduate of Christian County High

The Agriculture Alumni Association
of Murray State University will name
its Outstanding Agriculture Alumnus of
the Year for 1980 at its annual dinner on
Homecoming Eve Friday evening, Oct.
17.

Possibly the largest monetary settlement in the history of Calloway Circuit
Court was reached- in a compromise
Thursday. Many court officials had anticipated the trial, which lasted four
"days before the compromise was reached, would run longer than any ever
tried in Calloway County.
Frito-Lay Inc. agreed to pay a total of
$350,000 to four of the surviving occupants of an automobile involved in a
Henry County, Tenn., collision on Feb.
10, 1979, and to the estates of the two
who died in the accident, according to a
court official.
Plaintilfs in the suit were Darrell
Russell and the estate of Jo Ellyn
Russell, who died in the accident. Ron
Christopher was the Russell attorney.
Other plaintiffs were Katina Beasley
and the estate of Benjamin "Benjie"
Norsworthy represented by Steve
Sanders and Charles A. Williams of
Paducah; James "Jimmy"
Norsworthy represented by William.
Donald Overbey: and Johnny Scott
represented by John Gregory.
The defendant, Frito-Lay, was
represented by Hardy-Terrell-Boswell
of Paducah.
The suit arose over an accident involving a 1976 Camaro, occupied by the
six plaintiffs, which collided with the
rear of a tractor-trailer on Highway 641
South about one and one-half miles
north of Puryear, Tenn. Barbara Mattox, not a party in this suit, was also an
occupant of the Camaro which was being driven by Scott.
The tractor-trailer, which was owned
by Frito-Lay, was being driven by
James B. Johnson of Louisville.
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partly sunny
Becoming partly sunny breezy
and much cooler today. High mid
60s to lower 70s. Clearing and
quite cool with a chance of frost
tonight. Low 34 to 40. Sunny and
still cooler Sunday. High 80 to65.
Winds becoming gusty northwesterly 10 to 20 mph today
diminishing this evening then
becomirig northeasterly 5 M /5
mph on Sunday

To date, the operation of the service
has been a financial diaster for the
hospital. From Jan. 1,.1980 to Aug. 31,
1980, the service made 783 runs and
generated a net revenue of $23,707.92.
During the same period, the service incurred $107,796.24 in expenses, leaving
a net loss of $84,088.32.
The Calloway County Fiscal Court
and the Murray City Council are partially supporting the ambulance service
through their general fund. The county
has designated $54,000, while the city
council set aside $36,000 for the service.
The ambulance service's emergency
contract with , the hospital expires on
June 30, 1981. During the period of Jan.
1, 1980 to June 30, 1981, the hospital projects an annualized loss of $126,132.48.
Even with the combined county and city donations, this still leaves the
hospital with a $36,132.48 loss.
"If the tax proposal fails, it would be
very difficult for us to continue the service," Said Stuart Poston, administrator of MCCH."We agreed only
to accept the ambulance service on a
temporary basis until the matter could
be brought before the voters."
See TAX,
Page 14, Column 3

Other past winners of the award have
been:
Hamp Brooks of Murray, 1978;
Charles L. Eldridge, assistant dean of
admissions at Murray State, 1977; Roy
E. Skinner of the Jackson Purchase
Production Credit Association at
Mayfield, 1976; .Dr. Joe H. Jones,
Southern Illinois University faculty,
1975; Dr. Charles Chaney, interim
chairman of the Department of
Agriculture at Murray State, 1974; Dr.
Lowell E. Wilson, Auburn University
faculty, 1973; Charles Magness, president of the Jackson Purchase Production Credit Association in Mayfield,
1972; Charles M. Moon, Fulton County,
1971; Joe Dick, Murray, 1970; Dr.
Walter Woods, Purdue University,
Lafayette, Inc., 1969; State Sen. Pat M.
McCuiston, Pembroke, 1968; William
Ralph Alexander, Sturgis, 1967; James
L. Pryor, Mayfield, 1966; and Mancil
Vinson, Murray,1965.
Jim Stahler, Callowat
,
County dairy
farmer,is the association president and
will preside during the meeting. Officers for 1980-81 will be elected at the
meeting and Will Ed Clark of the
Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers
Association, Inc., of Murray, presidentelect,, will accept the gavel as the new
president at the close of the meeting.
Another highlight will be the introduction to the membership of reci-

School; and Tanya Verae Travis of
Marion Route 1, a 1980 graduate of Critteden County High School. Both are
freshman agriculture majors at Murray State.

Ex-'Bred Star, Wife
Elude Arizona Gunman
TWO GUNS, Ariz. — Quick thinking
by Linda Perconte, wife of Los Angeles
Dodger rookie and former Murray
State University standout Jack Perconte, prevented her from being taken
hostage by a man who allegedly wounded a state Department of Public Safety
officer, authorities said.
The officer was shot three times Monday after he stopped a man who
allegedly had not paid for $5 worth of
gas in Flagstaff.
Perconte said he witnessed the
shooting of the officer and stopped at a
service station to report the incident to
authorities. The gunman followed the
Percontes, shooting at their car and at
a service station attendent.
The gunman. demanded that Mrs.
Perconte, who is a minister with her
own church, accompany him but she
pretended to be sick. Perconte started
to help his wife to the bathroom when
the gunman pointed his gun in front of
Mrs. Perconte's face and repeated his
demand. But Perconte insisted that he
be taken instead. The gunman fled the
scene without hostages. ••
Perconte, only the second MSU
baseball player to play in the major
leagues, played second base fw' Ur
'Breds from 1973-76
A two-time most valuable player at
Murray, Perconte hit .326 with the
Dodgers' AAA club in Albuquerque this
season before being activiated by the

Jack Perconte
Los Angeles in September. While with
the Dodgers, Perconte hit .286 (4 for
14), stole three bases and knocked in
two runs.
Perconte still holds School records,
for a season, in most attempted at bats,
most runs scored, most doubles, most
times on base, most total bases, most
stolen bases, most bases on balls, most
games played and most sacrifice flies.
His career records include most runs,
most hits, most times on base, highest
on base per9entage, most triples, most
stolen bases, most bases on balls and
most games.

Five Finalists To Compete For
1980 MSU Homecoming Queen

A highlight of Homecoming activities
at Murray State University Saturday,
Oct. 18, will be the crowning of one of
five finalists as the 1980 Homecoming
Queen.
Chosen from among 48 candidates
nominated by campus organizations for
the honor are: Patricia Ellen Jackson,
Clinton junior; Ann Patrice DeSanetis,
Louisville junior; Tammy A. Melendez,
Greenville sophomore; Beth Schapiro,
Crystal City, Mo.,senior; and Yvette R.
Payne,Joppa,Ill., junior.
The winner, to be chosen by the student body Wednesday, Oct: 15, will be
crowned in pre-game ceremonies to
begin at 1:30 p.m. in Roy Stewart
Stadium before the 2 p.m. kickoff of the
football game between Murray State's
Racers and Middle Tennessee State
University.
Miss Jackson,20-year-old daughter of
Dr. and Mrs. R.M. Jackson, 330
Samuels Street, Clinton, represents the
Alpha Delta Pi sorority, and is majoring in English. She is 5-3 and weighs 110
pounds, with blonde hair and brown
eyes.
An honor student with a 3.43 grade
point average, she was an ideal pledge
and treasurer of her sorority and serves
on its pledge board. She was a member
of the cast of the University Theatre
production "The Glass Menagerie,"
and is a member of Alpha Lambda
The Murray-Calloway County
Delta and Gamma Beta Phi honor
Chamber of Commerce has been consororities.
ducting an extensive search for its vaMiss DeSanetis, a nursing major, is
sponsored by the Alpha Sigma Alpha
cant executive director position,
chamber president Paul Kiesow told
Sorority, and is the 20-year-old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Taschal
the board of directors in a special
meeting late Friday afternoon,
DeSanetis, 301 fluckingham Terrace,
"Heavy emphasis has been placed on
I,ouisville.
finding an individual who has extensive
1
2 and weighs 110
She is 5-2 and /
industrial development experience,"
pounds. Both her eyes and hair are
Kiesow said.
brown. A summer orientation
He told the board that a highly .
counselor, she is on the dean's list with
qualified candidate accepted the posia 3.5 grade point average, and is at
tion and plans had been made to inform
Murray State on a four-year leadership
the membership and the community
scholarship.
but the candidate has notified the
A second-year field commander with
chamber that he has decided to stay in
the Racer band, Miss Melendez, 20, is
his current position.
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
"The chamber board still is striving
G. Melendez, 507 Tar Springs Drive,
to fill the position with a candidate that
Greenville,. and represents the Kapaa
has extensive industrial development
Delta sorority.
experience and a course of action has
She is 5-8 and/
1
2, weights 135 pounds
been planned to achieve this objecand has brown hair and green eyes. She
is majoring in radio-television as well
tive," Kiesow said.
Our industrial development acbvities
as speech and theater. As Miss
will continue with all work being handt
Muhlenberg County, she has, been a
ed by the Chamber Industrial Developrunnerup in the Miss Kentucky
ment Committee and special help.and
• preliminarieawat"7.""ernOn the Mt
,
guidance by the South Ketititcky
, USA preliminaries and recently was
dustrial Development Association,
elected Miss Watermelon Bust at MurKiesow pointed out.
ray State.

Chamber
Search
Continued

MSU HOMECOMING FINALISTS — Murray State University's 1980
Homecoming Queen will be chosen from these five finalists: front row,
from the left, Ann Patrice DeSanetis, Louisville junior; Patricia Ellen
lackson, Clinton junior; and Beth Schapiro, Cyrstal City, Mo., senior. Standing from the left, Yvette R. Payne, loppa, IV junior; and Tammy Melendez, Greenville sophomore. The winner, selected by the student body,
will be announced and crowned Oct. 18 during pre-game ceremonies at
the Murray-Middle Tennessee football game.
Miss Schaprio, 21, is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Schapiro,305 Taylor,
Crystal City, and represents the Alpha
Delta Pi sorority. She is 5-6, weighs 135
pounds, has blonde hair and green eyes.
A special eduction major, she is an
honor student with a 3.3 grade point
average, and is a member of the Murray State choir after having been in the
concert band, the madrigal singers and
the chamber singers. A contestant in
both 1979 and 1980 Mi., urtaY Stat°
pageants, she served as awientation
counselor this past summer.
. Currently Kentucky's collegiate

oratory champion, Miss Payne, 20, is
the daughter of George Payne, Joppa,
and is an honor student, majoring in
business management.
She is 5-9, weighs 135 pounds and has
brown hair and eyes. Also the Ohio
Valley Conference oratory champion in
1979, she represents Hester Hall, a
residence hall for women, and is a
member of the Gamma Beta Phi Honor
sorority.
The winner will be crowned by JoAnn
'Toms, a senior marketing majOrsfrs,—
hopkinsville, the 1979 Homecoming
Queen.
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Coming Events Of The Community Are Listed
Saturday,Oct. 11
bazaar by Women's
lirOliary of the Northside Independent Church will be at 9
tu. at the Calloway Public
.Library.
Annual

Benefit supper and gospel
,inging for the ViPSD-TV
' Crippled Children's TelethOn
I will be sponsored by the Dexter Homemakers Club at the
Dexter Center. Plate lunches
will be served from 4 to 6:45
at $1.25 per plate. The
gospel singing will be at 7 p.m.
Cutntry ham breakfast will
to. served from 7:30 to 8:30
• a.m, at the Oaks Country
. tub.

Saturday, Oct. 11 ?

Murray High Band and
Charlie's Antique Mall will
have an antique show from 10
a.m. to 9 p.m. at the Murray
High School. Admission will
be $1.
Murray State Racers will
play the Martin Pacers in a
football game at 1:30 p.m. at
Roy Stewart Stadium.

Art workshop for children
from kindergarten through
After the game social is the sixth grade will be from 9
planned at the Murray Conn- to 11 a.m, in the studios of the.
Club.
Department of Art, Fine Arts
Center, Murray State. For inMurray Squar-A-Naders
formation call 762-3784.
a ill dance from 8 to 10:30 a.m.
A tea in honor of women
it the Woodmen of the World
educators at Murray State
tall with Blackie Alverson as
University, Murray City
Schools, and Calloway County
Schools will be held at the
home of Agnes McDaniel,
Bargain Matinees
sponsored by Rho Chapter of
2:00
Sat. II, Sun.
Alpha Delta Kappa.
Zheri & Cine'
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Third night of "Oliver" will
be presented at the Murray
State University Theatre at 8
p.m. with admission being $3
for adults and $1.50 for
children. '
Alcoholics Anonymous and
Alanon will meet at 8 p.m. at
the west end of the West Kentucky Exposition Center.

Coolco • 753-3314

Sat.,Sun.

Choarwt9•753-3314

'hen 2--11
„ten
.
itpot
ROCK
RIOT...tt
High
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Sunday,Oct. 12
Square dance classes by
Murray Squar-A-Naders will
be at 1:30 p.m. at Gleason
Hall, North 12th and Payne
Streets. For infOrmation call
753-3215 or 753-0814.

Homemakers Clubs will
meet as follows: New Providence with Iva Mae Allbritten, Paris Road with Robbie
Blalock, and Coldwater with
Mrs. Dewey Bazzell, all at I
p.m.; Countryside with WanJoint piano recital by Dr. da Henry.
and Mrs. James McKeever
Calloway County Y. F. A. etwill be at 3:30 p.m. in the Farrell Recital Hall, Fine Arts tes will meet at 7 p.m. at the
Murray Vocational School.
Center, Murray State.

Motorcycle race sponsored
Second day of the Antique
by the Benton Bushwackers
will be at 7:30 pin. at the West Show will be held at the MurKentucky Exposition Center. ray High School from 1 to 5
Admission will be $3 for adults p.m., sponsored by Murray
High Band and Charlie's Antiand $1.50 for children.
que Mall.

Making' Molasses will be
from 9:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. at
Empire Point, Land Between
the Lakes.
Calloway Chapter • of the
Full Gospel Business Men's
Fellowship will meet at 6:30
p.tn, at the Colonial 'House
Smorgastiord with Jim Jeffers
as speaker. All men and their
families are invited.

First Christian Church will
have a churchwide picnic at
the City-County Park starting
at 2 p.m.- with-the meal to be
served at 5 p.m.
Rho Chapter of Alpha Delta
Kappa will have a breakfast at
the boston Tea Party.
Greater Paducah Chapter of
Parents Without Partners will
bowl at Red Bird Lanes,
Mayfield,at 2:30 p.m.

Murray Star No. 433 Order
of the Eastern Star will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge hall.
Singles Class of the Seventh
and Poplar Church of Christ
will meet at 7 p.m. at the
church building.

Joe Jackson and Richard
Valentine will pre.,ent a program of Broadway show tunes
at 7:30 p.m. at the Murray Art
Guild.

Mattie Belle Hays Circle of
First . United
Methodist
Church will meet at 9:30 a.m.
at the church.

Matinee performance of
Singles Unlimited will meet
"Oliver" will be at 2 p.m. at at 5:30 p.m. at Denean's and
the Murray State University later attend the movie at the
Theatre. Admission will be $3 Cheri Theater at 7:10 p.m.
for adults and $1.50 for
children.
Pap Smear Clinic will be
from 1 to 3 p.m. at the
Piano recital by Valerie Calloway County Health
Nicholson, Park Forest, Ill., Center. Call 753-3381 for an apwill be at 2 p.m. at the Recital pointment.
Hall Annex, Fine Arts Center,
Sigma Department of MurMurray State.
ray Woman's Club will meet
at 7:30 p.m. with Betty Boston
Mr. and Mrs. Loinari Paras speaker.
rish, Forrest Road, Murray
Russell's Chapel United
Route 6, will be honored at an
open house at their home at 3 Methodist Church Women will
p.m., in celebration of their meet at 1 p.m. at the home of
Lois Sparks with Marian Fox
50th wedding anniversary.
as cohostess.
Events in Land Between the
Murray Unit of National
Lakes will include Gospel Sing
Hairdressers will meet at 6:30
at 2 p.m. at The Homeplacep.m. at the Community Room,
1850, and Our Wildlife
North Branch, Peoples Bank,
Heritage at 2 p.m. and The for a
potluck supper and
Balance of Nature at 3:30
educational and business
p.m., both at Center Station.
meeting.

of Interest 7'o

Senior Citizens

Circles of First United
Methodist Church Women will
meet as follows: Maryleona
Frost at Boston Tea Party at 9
a.m.; Bessie tucker with Mrs.
Conrad Jones and Alice
Waters at Church at 9:30
a.m.; Faith Doran at church
at 2 p.m.
Men's Prayer Breakfast of First United Methodist
Church will be at Triangle Inn
at 8 a.m.
Mother; Morning Out will be
at 9 a.m, at the First United
Methodist Church.
Ruth Warren Group of Sinking Spring WMU will meet in
the home of Judy Smotherman
at 7 p.m.
Groups of First Christian
Church CWF will meet as
follows: I in the home of Mrs.
Woodfin Hutson at 10 a.m.
with Dr. Farouk Umar as
speaker; III in the home of
Mrs. Corinne McNutt at 7:30
p.m. with Mrs. Norman Hale
to have the program.

Fall Revival

McCUISTON BOY

Mr. and Mrs. Mickey McCuiston, 1806 Monroe, Murray,
are the parents of a baby boy,
Mitchell Kyle, weighing seven
pounds seven ounces, measuring 2034 inches, born on Sunday, Sept. 28, at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Gerald Pat Smith of
Almo and Mr. and Mrs. Max
McCuiston of Murray.
Great grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Acie Clyde Smith,
Mr. and Mrs. Cleo Sykes, and
Mrs. Lela McCuiston and the
late Richard T. McCuiston, all
of Murray, and Mrs. Elaine
Perighan of Puryear, Tenn.,
and the late Winfred James of
Murray.
A great great grandfather is
3V. Y. Russell of Murray Route
6.

'

Morning Worship
6 00 p.m. Evening Worship

10 30A.M

Monday, Oct. 13
thru
Thursday Oct. 16
7:00 P.M.
inforil Claiborne
11.•ooler.on. '1'1.

University
Church of Christ

Anierfea It Vvacte-ported that

there are now 23,871 men in
the organization.
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An after-school clinic for
students from kindergarten
through grade 12 who are experiencing learning and/or
behavioral difficulties is now
open at Murray State University.
Dr. Sam Minner, assistant
professor of special education,
said the clinic on the first floor
of the Special Education
Building offers a wide range of
diagnostic and remedial services.
He explained that university
students who are being trained as teachers provide the services under the supervision of

him and other faculty
members.
Interested parents should
call the clinic at 762-2446 and
request a Clinic Intake Form,
according to Minner. After
they complete and submit the
form, they will be contacted to
establish a time for an initial
meeting.
!Vintner said a charge for the
services will be discussed at
the first meeting with parents.
TABLE PORK
The table fork was introduced to England in 1601.

To Hawaii Is Planned
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room will be $1,148 each.
Booking forms and a detailed itinerary of the Hawaiian
trip can be obtained from Mrs.
Toopie Thomas, trip coordinator, at the MurrayCalloway County Senior
Citizens Office or by calling
753-0929 or 753-8274.

Mr-114014
BARRETT GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth B.
Barrett, Rt. 1, Buchanan,
Tenn., are the parents of a
baby girl, Amanda Dawn,
weighing seven pounds,
measuring 191,x inches, born
on Friday, Sept. 19, at 8:40
a.m, at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
They have two sons, Jesse,
4, and Andrew,14 months. The
father is employed at the
General Tire and Rubber
Company, Mayfield.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs,Raymond Barrett of Benton Route 6, and Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Glass, Route 1,
Buchanan,Term.

With Each Fish 'n Chips you get.
•3 Delicious Fish Fillets
-Golden Brown French Fries
•2Southern-Style Hush Puppies

SUNDAY THRU THURSDAY

Captain D's,
seafood

SERVICE
SAVINGS AND SECURITY

Start Planning Now
For

NOW
ACCOUNTS
As you may have heard NOW accounts will take effect nationwide
on December 31, 1980. We look at
the NOW accounts as an opportunity to service the public
with better and increased service
and we feel these interestbearing checking-type services
will be enthusiastically received
in Murray.
Check With Us

SECURITY FEDERAL
FSLIC

SAVINGS &
LOAN ASSOCIATION

Iwo Swop kon11.1110N1

FUTURE HOMEMAKERS
At the 35th annual meeting
of the Future Homemakers of

After-School Clinic To
Be Held At University

Senior Citizens Trip

A ten days' trip to Hawaii
for Senior Citizens has been
planned to start March 3, 1981,
by the Murray-Calloway
County Senior Citizens office.
The tour calls for visits to
three of the Hawaiian Islands
with four nights to be spent in
the Waikiki Beach area of
Oahu, two nights in Kona on
the island of Hawaii,and three
nights on Kauai.
Mrs. Toopie Thomas, coordinator for the trip, said the
tour will include a full day trip
through the Federal Volcano
Park of Hawaii, a visit to the
Polynesian Cultural Center including its world famous
show, a sightseeing tour of the
north coast of Kauai where the
film, "South Pacific," was
filmed, and other tour
Workshop in oil painting will features.
be from 1.to 4 p.m. at the Mur-. , A , film of Hawaii will' be
shown Wednesday, Oct. 22, at
ray Art Guild.
7 p.m. at the Calloway County
Library. An in depth descripSenior Citizens will meet as tion of the tour will be given
follows: Hazel Center and and-questions answered.
Douglas Center from 10 a.m.
The trip cost based on two
to 2 p.m.; Ellis Center from 10 sharing a room Will be $1,200
a.m. to 3 p.m.; Douglas Center each, and for three sharing a
at 9:30 a.m.,GIF±Alle

First Baptist Church
Women's Groups will meet as
follows: I with Mrs. Graves
Hendon at 9 a.m. and II with
Mrs. E. C. Jones at 2 p.m.

You Are Invited To
Attend Our

kealardiss

Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Culver of Boaz Route 2 will celebrate
their 40th wedding anniversary on Sunday, Oct. 12, with a
reception in the fell-owship hall of the Melber Baptist Church, Melber.
All friends and relatives are invited to call during the hours
of 2 to 4 p.m.
The Culvers were married on Oct. 12, 1040, at Benton by
Police Judge A. Barnes. Their attendants were A. N. Duke
and Mary Vlaholas Kaler.
Mrs. Culver is the daughter of the late Robert Henry
Langston and Alice Evans Langston of Melber. Mr. Culver, a
retired farmer, is the son of the late Sam Culver and Effie
Jones Culver Re'ynolcis of Calloway County.
They have one daughter, Mrs. Charles Wyatt of Sedalia
Route 1. One son, Cecil Culver, Jr., is deceased.

Concert by Murray State
University Wind Ensemble
with Dr. Gerald Welker as
conductor will be at Lovett
Auditorium, Murray State, at
Monday,Oct. 13
Annual Quad-State String 8:15 p.m. This is free and open
Festival will be at Murray to the public.
State University with the conExhibits of stained glass by
cert to be at 7 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium.
Dennis Weeks, Brocton,
Front Porch Swing, female Mass., and of photography by
barber shop singers, will meet Mark Duane Sawrie, Valley
at 7 p.m. at the library of the Station, will open today and
continue through Oct. 26 at the
First Christian Church.
Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Fine
Arts Center, Murray State
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center, University.
North Seventh and Olive
Streets.
Murray-Calloway County
WMU of the Blood River Girl Scout Leaders will meet
Baptist Church is scheduled to at 10 a.m, at the Girl Scout
Cabin.
meet at 7 p.m.

Hazel Senior Citizens will
Due to the death of Miss meet for activities fropi 10
Maude Nance the meeting of a.m. to 2 p.m. with lunch at
the Captain Wendell Oury 11:45 a.m. at the Hazel Center.
Chapter of the Daughters of
the American Revolution
Douglas Center will be open
scheduled for today has been from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for accancelled.
tivities by the Senior Citizens
with lunch at 12 noon.
Sunday.Oct. 12
Scarbrough Reunion will be
Youth Prayer Breakfast will
held at the Ellis Center with a be at 7:30 a.m. at the
at
basket lunch to be served
Fellowship Hall of the First
noon.
Baotist Church.

Sunday, October 12
9:30a m Bible Class

Anniversary Celebrated

Tuesday,Oct. 14

759-1234

1300 Johnson Blvd.
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Murray Business News Briefs
faculty

South Central Bell Aids
Deaf People To Meet
Communications Needs

ents should
762-2446 and
flake Form,
nner. After
submit the
contacted to
or an initial

Using the telephone is easy
— unless you are deaf.
In Kentucky, South Central
Bell is working closely with
deaf people to meet their
special telecommunications
needs.
We don't realize what a
severe handicap one has when
he or she is unable to use the
telephone," said Faye Best,
state coordinator, Services for
the Deaf, Bureau of
Rehabilitation Services in
Danville.
We take the
'telephone for granted."
A deaf person could drive
for miles to visit friends and
run errands only to find no one
at home or the store closed.
With the help of a hearing person, he or she can use the
telephone but must sacrifice
privacy,said Ms. Best.
Being able to use the
telephone opens up a whole
new world. She said. We in
Kentucky are fortunate to
have this unique package of
special services:
--A portable telecommunications device for the
deaf(TDD)that can be coupled easily to a standard
telephone to send and receive
messages;
—A state directory of TDD
users;
—Discounts on in-state long
distance rates to TDD users
and
—Free, 24-hour assistance
for placing specialized calls
including person-to-person,

large for the
liscossed at
vith parents.
ORK
vas introduc601.

Mortgage Rates
Cause Decline
WASHINGTON (AP) — Increased mortgage rates caused a 4.9 percent decline in
sales of new, one-family
'homes in August, the government reports.
The median sales price for
new homes also declined from
$64,300 in July to $63,900 in
August, according to surveys
released Wednesday by the
department of Commerce and
Housing and Urban Development.

I

third-number billed, credit
card and for directory
assistance.
The portable TDD weighs
less than four pounds and has
a typewriter-like keyboard.
Customers who qualify are
eligible for a reduced rate —
essentially at the company's
cost — of $22.80 per month.
Without the discount, the monthly charge is $28.50.
The directory lists some 300
TDD users from around the
state. It includes police and
fire emergency numbers,
government listings and indices for easy reference.
To obtain copies of the directory, apply for reduced portable TDD rates or reduced instate long distance rates, contact the local South Central
Bell business office. TDD
users can call Bell's Customer
Assistance Bureau by dialing
toll free 1-800-752-6064. There,
a service representative uses
a TDD to record and respond
to customer inquiries.
For 24-hour help in placing
specialized calls, TDD users
can dial toll free 1-800-855-115.
Calls from the (502) area code
are handled through Omaha,
one of four regional centers in
the country.

Revenue Bonds Provide Chances
To state officials plus some
developers, business owners'
and investment bankers, Kentucky's born-again industrial
revenue bonds provide the only feasible Way for new or expanding businesses to be
financed.
To other business owners
and investment bankers, the
bonds are candy for sweettoothed developers and a
potential wrecking ball on the
tax-exempt bond market.
Whatever your viewpoint,
however, the tax-free bond
rush is underway in Kentucky.
Under legislation passed by
the 1980 General Assembly,
most businesses are eligible
for up to 810 million in financing through tax-exempt bonds
sponsored by a governmental
agency; by the time the first
of those bond issues were considered by a state government
oversight committee in
September, there were about
$100 million in such bond requests pending.
The bonds are sought to ex-

1A1
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READY TO HELP — Anita Poole, service repcesentative,
South Central Bell Customer Assistance Bureau, is equipped with a tele-communications device for the deaf to
communicate with the hearing-impaired callers.

77mm lenses and for
Hasselblad lenses-now effectively extend the Ambico
Creative Filter range from
49mm to Hasselblad size, encompassing almost every contemporary lens diameter.
A new reducer attachment
is designed to accommodate
smaller-size 67mm filters
within the standarthmlaico
75nun filter holder.
Of the three new Special Effects Filters introduced by
Ambico, two are optical. A
new close-up lens allows
shooting at closer than normal
lens distances and fits into the
standard Ambico filter holder,
permitting it to be combined
with any of the other Ambico
Special Effects Filters for a
wide choice of effects. A new
split-field lens combines the
close-up feature with a clear
area to allow for ultra close-

ups simultaneously with sharp
backgrounds. ,The. circular
lens can be oriented in any
directioli and it, too, can be
combined with any other filter
in the same holder. Finally, a
near; sepia filter provides
unusually rich, overall sepia
tones reminiscent of early
• photographs, to create moods
and period effects.
Made of optical-quality CR39 material and colored with
optical dyes, the Ambico
System with its new additions,
now provides, the hobbyist
with the greatest number of
filters and adaptors in the
'field, for an almost unlimited
choice of effects.
Ambico, Inc., which also
manufactures the Shade+
compendium shade and other
photographic products, is
located at 101 Horton Avenue,
Lynbrook, New York 11563.

Thomas E. Rice Elected
Company Vice President
Edward N. Haskell, chairman and president of Haskell
of Pittsburgh, Inc., manufacturers of steel office furniture,
has announced the election of
Thomas E. Rice to the position
of
vice
presidentmanufacturing. Haskell said
that the company was very
pleased to have been able to
secure the services of a
manufacturing vice president
experienced in the office furniture industry.
Rice comes to Haskell
directly from ASE, Aurora,
Ill, where he was vice president of manufacturing.
His years of manufacturing
experience include Ford
Motor Company, Rockwell International, Powermatic Company, and Tappan Company.
He served as general manager
of Tappan's Murray plant.
Rice has a Bachelor of Science
Degree in industeial engineer-

Wrap a blanket of R-11 insulation (or an
insulation kit) around your electric water
heater. Tests by a national laboratory prove
that you'll recover the cost of the insulation in
ust a few months. After that, the money savings are all yours.
For step-by-easy-step instructions, ask
us for your free copy of Super Insulate Your
Water Heater. Then wrap it up.
an easy
way to save on the cost of hot water.

West Ky. Rural Eledric
Cooperative-Corporation
Murray-Mayfield
•

COPY AVAILABLE

conventional borrowing —
which has brought those cries
of "foul" from some existing
Kentucky businesses. They
claim the bonds give unfair
advantage to the developers
who receive the bond proceeds.
One group of businesspeople
filed a lawsuit to block a $3.5
million bond issue for a shopping center in Hazard. The
court allowed the bond issue to
go before the September
meeting of the oversight committee, however, and the
bonds were approved.
Two other organized
challenges were more successful. The "Concerned
Citizens of Clark County" opposed a bond issue for a Winchester shopping center and
"Christian County Citizens
Opposed to the Bond Issue"
fought a similar issue for a
Hopkinsville shopping center.
Both projects were turned
down by the oversight cornMittee.
Those were the only two

Oldsmobile Reviews Lineup

New Products Are Announced
Ambico, Inc., U.S.A., announces the addition of six
new products to its broad line
of special effects filters. These
will provide greater range to
the camera enthusiast interested in achieving a wide
choice of unusual and imaginative pictorial results
with both black and white and
color films.
Two of the products extend
the application of the System
to virtually every camera
made, while one adapts other
sizes of filters to the Ambico
System. Iii addition; three new
filters provide additional
photographic opportunities to
the hobbyist.
The two new adapters — for

pand or build new facilities as
wide-ranging as steakhouses,
television studios, shopping
centers and bank buildings, a
much broader scope of eligible
ventures than came under
former industrial bond programs.
Under the new state law, the
bond issues can be authorized
by a government agency —
normally a city or county
legislative body — and then go
to an oversight committee of
the Kentucky Development
Finance Authority, the financing arm of the state's Development Cabinet.
If the oversight committee
approves, the bond request
returns to the sponsoring
governmental agency for
possible public hearing arid
final approval. The government agency.bears no fiscal
liability for the bonds.
The bonds are sold through
traditional financial institutions. Because they are
tax-exempt, they can be sold
at lower interest rates than

Twenty-three 1981 models,
ranging from the compact
Omega to the personal-luxury
Toronado,
represent
Oldsmobile's most fuelefficient fleet yet.
The division's salesweighted fleet fuel economy
average for 1981 is estimated
at 22.5 miles per gallon. That
is nearly seven miles better
than Oldsmobile's fleet fuel
economy average for 1975.
There are two fewer models
than at the end of the 1980
model year. Cancelled are the
Cutlass Salon and Cutlass
Salon Broilgham coupes. Starfire models were discontinued
last December.
Here is a rundown on the
1981 lineup:
Omega: The compact
Omega is available in four
models with four special styling options. The 1981 models
carry over many of the
popular styling features of last
year's Omega and incorporate
new grille and tail lamp
design.
Special appearance options
on the 1981 Omega include the
SX,Sport Omega, ES 2500 and
ES 2800.
Cutlass: Eight models are
available in the 1981 Cutlas
series including Cutlass
Sedan, Cutlass Supreme
Coupe, Cutlass LS Sedan,
Cutlass Supreme Brougham
Coupe, Cutlass Brougham
Sedan, Cutlass Calais, Cutlass
Cruiser and Cutlass Cruiser

Brougham.
The Cutlass Supreme has
all-new styling and improved
aerodynamics. The soft fascia
front end extends to the
bumper rub strip. The clean
lirie of the front fnd panel is
uninterrupted by the swingaway grille and dual
headlamps. Park and turn
lamps are located in the lower
bumper.
From the side, the 1981
Cutlass Supreme takes on a
clean, tapered design, with a
lowered front end and slightly
higher deck lid. The side
feature line is softened and
carries the length of the body
with a flush-mounted quarter
window providing up-to-theminute styling. Wheel opening
moldings draw attention to the
wheels.

Coupes and sedans are
available in the Eighty-Eight,
Royale or Royale Brougham
series.
A
new
rectangular
segmented grille highlights
the front end treatment with
Custom Cruiser station
wagons sharing the same look.
Ninety-Eight: Three
models, the luxury sedan,
Regency coupe and Regency
sedan, are available in the
Ninety-Eight series.
The new grille has six major
sections per side with a
recessed eggcrate design.
All full-size car styling incorporates the aerodynamic
know-how learned last year.
The front end is low to cut
through the air and the rear
styling features a small deck
lid spoiler to break the air's
movement and cut turbulence.

The rear end panel wraps
down to provide a soft covering for the upper bumper with
a chrome lower bar. The tai'
lamps wrap up and over for
distinctive Oldsmobile' identification.
•
The 1981 Cutlass Cruiser and
Cutlass sedan share a new
grille and the Cutlass LS sedna, Cutlass Brougham sedan
and
Cutlass
Cruiser
Brougham get specific grille
and new dual headlamps with
park and turn lamps in the
bumpers.
Eighty-Eight: There are six
Eighty-Eight models for 1981.

tories in 10 races ( 3 out of the
last 4) and five pole positions
( more than anyone else in the
series).
The final race of the 1980
season for the Renault LeCar
IMSA effort will be
Thanksgiving
weekend
around the high banks of the
Daytona International Speedway.
The Renault LeCar is
available locally at Cains
AMC Jeep and Renault, Inc..
U.S.641 North.
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KENTUCKY STOCKS ON
THE MOVE LAST WEEK:
Market direction was -down.
Leading gainers: Humana
NYSE), to 593.4 .from 5834;
Thomas Industries (NYSE),
to 123's from 111s; Vermont
American ( AMEX), to 191
/
2
from 187s. Biggest losses:
Capital Holding (NYSE),to 17
from 18%; General Energy
t OTC), to 25 from 27; Glenmore (AMEX), to 29 from
32',4r Kentucky Central Life
(OTC), to 21,4 from 2251;
Reliance Universal, OTC,(
to
2534 from 28%.

New house?
Save 15%
on Allstate

Homeowners
Insurance.

If your house is less than two years old, you
may qualify for Allstate's "159- New House
Discount:'•
Homes two through five years old also may
qualify for a discount ranging from 5 to 10
percent. depending on their age.
Give me a callind get in on the savings.

Renault's Nice Weekend

Renault's U.S. competition
organization
engineered
another picture perfect
weekend, Sept. 21-22, as their
1.4 liter, front wheel drive
Renault LeCar dominated the
International Motor Sports
Association's Champion Spark
Plus Challenge race at Road
Atlanta, Georgia.
Renault competition
manager and driver, Patrick
Jacquemart, began the
weekend by surging from his
Thomas E. Rice
ing from Mississippi State
second row starting position
University. He is married and
and motoring away for a clean
has five children, all pursuing
and quick victory in Saturadvanced educational proday's qualifying heat race. By
grams or already engaged in
virture of his record setting
professional careers.
time, Jacquemart and his
Renault started Sunday's 75mile feature from the coveted
pole position ahead of 66 other
machines — many with engine
displacement Over twice the
size of the diminutive LeCar.
Once again it was Jacquemart who showed the way.
Demonstrating the perfect
combination of speed and
handling the Renault LeCar
easily outpaced the larger and
more powerful second and
third place finishing Mazda
and Datsun 200SX. Also
demonstrated was I.eCa r's
front wheel drive handling
superiority, as Jacquemart
was able to bob and weave his
.10
way through thick traffic with
Kf
ease as others demonstrated
INSI./RAN( I
ICklYIPOR r11.91•/•,.
much less maneuverability.
( OAAPAAA
En route he set the .races
fastest lap, a record,at over 87
mph around the 2.5 mile
course and finished the race at
210 East Main Street
an kvirage speed of'85.938
Agents: Ronnie Ross:*
mph. —
- •
•
Danny Ross, James Ross
The Road Atlanta performance brought the 1980
Telephone 753-0489 or 753-0493
Renault LeCar record to 3 vic-

issues rejected of the 15 that
went before the committee,
however. While three requests
were deferred, the committee
approved 10 projects that
sought about HQ million in
bonds.
Another batch of requests
will be considered at the oversight committee's Oct. 15
meeting and others are in the
pipeline.
Supporters of the bond program point out that, just as in
the case of traditional bonds,
an issue must be considered
financially sound fly prtvate
investors or they won't be sold
no matter how many governmental agencies give their approval.
"If it's not a good deal,
nobody's going to buy those
bonds," said Roger Peterman,
acting director of KDFA.
As for complaints that the
tax-free bonds give projects
an unfair advantage over
privately-financed ventures,
KDFA officials point out that
most of the latter were financed in the conventional market
when interest rates were
much lower than tax-exempt
rates are now.
But many investment
bankers still worry that the
new bonds may flood the bond
market, and make it difficult
or impossible to find buyers
for more traditional taxexempt issues — such as
municipal bonds to. build a
new school or fire station.
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Today In HistoryIlir A.5605.5.5566.: 1 t

Today is Saturday, Oct. 11, the 265th day
of 1990. There are 81 days left ui the year
Today's highlight in history':
On Oct. 11, 1779, Polish nobleman
Casimir Rdaski was killed while fighting
for American independence at the Battle
of Savannah in Georgia.
On this date:
In 1811, the first steam ferry was put into
operation between New York City and
Hoboken, N.J.
In 1863, Thomas Edison filed for his first
invention — an electrical vote recorder
that could rapidly tabulate congressional
votes. Congress rejected the applicaticrt
In 1932, the Democratic National Committee sponsored a television program
from New York — the first political

telecast ui the US.
And in 1967, Bolivian officials said the
body of slain Cuban guemlla Che Guevara
had been buried in a secret grave.
Five years ago, then-Vice President
Nelscn Rodtefeller called for federal aid to
New York City, provided city officials
hunched a plan to get their budget balanced within three years.
One year ago, President Fidel Castro of
(Alba paid his first visit to New York in 19
years and spent the day working on his
speech to the U.N. General A.ssembly.
Today's birthdays: Choreographer
Jerome Robbins is 62 years old. Musician
Daryl Hall is 34.
Thought for today: Keep quiet, and people will think you are a philosopher — a
Latin proverb.

14
Bible Thought
I will forgive their iniquity, and I will
remember their sin no more. —
Jeremiah 31:34.
The miracle of God's forgiveness is
sure. Both king and peasant rejoice in
God's goodness. Forgive your enemies

looking Back
10 lears Ago
Airman Ray G. Boren, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Clarence Boren, has completed
basic training at Lackland Air Force
Base, Texas, and has been assigned to
Chanute AFB,
Deaths reported include Mrs. Grace
Coursey, 78, Clarence Eddie Cunningham,89, and Norman Skinner,69.
A memorial ceremony was held
yesterday at Murray State University
honoring th late Tennessee Con:
gressman Robert A. (Fats) Everett
with the dedication of a perpetual
scholarship fund in his name.

Ninety-eight trophies and awards
were distributed among 47 men and 25
women on Oct. 9 when the annual
awards dinner of the Oaks Country Club
was held at the Holiday Inn.
The Murray State Racers in their
fourth game of the season overpowered
the Youngstown Penguins 42 to 32 to
even the record of two wins and two
losses.
Showing at the Murray Drive In
Theater is "Don't Drink The Water"
starring Jackie Gleason and Estelle
Parsons.

21) 't ears Ago
The District Junior 4-H Achievement
meeting will be held Oct. 22 at the
Graves County Courthouse, Mayfield.
Many Calloway juniors will be participating.
The Calloway County Republicans
will meet Oct. 13 at the court house, according to Gordon Crouch, Republican
chairman.
- Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Harvey, Mrs.
Lucille Ross, and Mrs. Joe Pat James
of the Murray Hospital are attending a
joint meeing of the West Kentucky and
Blue Grass Hospital Associations at
Mammoth Cave.

Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
James Towery, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Tidwell, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Readlinger, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Gerald Chambers, and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Moore Hale.
Mrs. W. J. Gibson spoke on her trip to
the Southwest and Mrs. Harry Sparks
on her trip to Holland at the meeting of
the Delta Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"Adventures of Huckleberry Finn."

30 Years Ago
Huron Jeffrey and W. Z. Carter,
superintendents forthe Calloway County and Murray City Schools respectively, have been invited to aid in forming
• councils for education to cooperate with
the Kentucky Council For Education in
the county and city.
Judge Charles Dawson, Republican
candidate for U. S. Senator, will speak
at the Calloway County Court House on
Oct. 13, according to Dr. P. A. Hart,
chairman of the Calloway County
Republicans.
Buford Hurt was elected president
and Mrs. Goldie McKeel Curd as second
vice president of the Kentucky Frater-

nal Congress of the Woodmen of the
World at a meeting held at Louisville.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. J. C. Williams, Oct. 7, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Boyd, Oct. 7, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Rollie Lovett, Oct. 6,
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Bogard
Dunn,Oct. 9.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Hanilin have
moved into their newly constructed
home on South 12th Street.
The Mary Russell Shop on Main
Street has been purchased by Mr. and
Mrs. Hunter Love and will now be
known as Love's Children's Shop.

Oct. 16 has been set aside as Registration Day for the United States' first
registration for the peacetime draft or
conscription. All men between 21 and 35
inclusive will register at this time, according to Mary Russell Williams,
Calloway County Court Clerk, who is in
charge of local registration.
Deaths reported this week include
William Howard Stone, 21, and John R.
Phillips.
On Oct. 17 Hazel will celebrate its
40th anniversary as a town, and all
Calloway County and West Kentucky
will join with those citizens to honor the
second largest town in Calloway County. A full day of activities is planned.
Over 5,000 persons attended the National Dixie Coon Dog Races held Oct. 6
, sponsored by J. N. (Buddy) Ryan, at
the H. T. Waldrop farm, one mile south
of Murray.
The 1,400 members of the First
District Education Association are
meeting today and tomorrow at Murray
State Teachers College in the 50th annual session of the body. W. Hickman

Raldree of Mayfield is the president.
Jane Haselden is serving as dean of
women at Murray State Teachers College. She came to Murray from Winchester in 1938.
Marriages announced this week include Marcile Riley to Henry Edward
Tress, Oct. 2; Mary Virginia Hoffman
to Marvin Hodges on Oct.8; Mary Alice
Morris to Paul Rogers on Oct. 5.
What its promoter claims will be the
World's Biggest Barn Dance will be
staged at the big Growers Warehouse
on Oct. 12 with Kerby Jennings, Murray's newspaperman and politician, as
the sponsor.
Otis Workman was honored at a dinner on his birthday on Sept. 22 at his
home.
The Murray High School Tigers beat
the Mayfield High School Cardinals by
the score of 14 to 13 in a football game
here on OCt. 4.
Showing at the Varsity Theater is
"The Golden Fleecing" starring Lew
Ayres, Rita Johnson, Lloyd Nolan, and
Virginia Grey.

50 Years Ago
The body of Irby Hurt of Hardin, 34,
missing since Aug. 7, was found Oct. 5
in a thicket near Dexter. Calloway
County Coroner J. H. Churchill said his
death was due to a blow on the head
from persons unknown.
Other deaths reported this week include Mrs. John Garrett and Mrs. Alice
Ernestine Williams,76.
The depression and drouth seem not
to have affected the automobile
business in Calloway County. The total
registration for 1939 was 1801 and this
year it is now 2094, according to Mrs.
Mary Neale, Calloway County Court
Clerk.
The Calloway County Board of
Education voted to employ a full time
band instructor for the three county
high schools of Hazel, Lynn Grove, and
Faxon, according to M. 0. Wrather,
superintendent of Calloway County
Schools.
...Construction of highway bridges over
the Tehnessee-ftiver arF.ggner's Ferry
arid over the Cumberland River at Canton is expected to be started within 30
'clays.

By S.C. Van Curon

Distillers To Add To Market
FRANKFORT — National Distillers
will create a market for an additional
six million bushels of grain next year at
two of its plants in Frankfort and one in
Louisville.
At least that is an estimate calculated
from a press release sent out last week
by the firm. The two Frankfort plants,
Old Crow and Old Taylor, are scheduled
to be in production early next year with
an annual volume of a 8 million 200 proof ethonol alcohol for motor fuels.
About the middle of next year, the old
Hill and Hill plant of National in
Louisville will begin production to
reach an estimated volume of 6 million
gallons per year Beverage production
of the Louisville plant was moved to
Frankfort early this year where National's Old Grand Dad plant increased
production and also handles that
formerly brewed at Old Taylor and Old
Crow plants here.
The two Frankfort plants that will be
turned to ethonol production are expected to hire 95 new employes in the
beginning or soon after production
nears its peak.
National now employs 650 people here
in its production of beverages.
About 80 employes will, be hired when
the Louisville plant begins production,
a company spokesman said.
A bushel of grain will produce about
five gallons of 100 proof whisky, Joe
Gilbert of National Distillers said. By

this formula a bushel of grain will produce about 2.5 gallons of 200 proof
whisky for use as motor fuel.
The whisky is mixed with gasoline
and the trade name for it is gasohol.
The mix tested to date is about one
gallon of alcohol to 9 or 10 gallons of
gasoline, or stretching the motor fuel
about 10 percent.
Calculating 2.5 gallons of 2.5 gallons
of 200 proof alcohol to the bushel of
grain means that it would take approximately six million bushels of grain to
produce around 15 million gallons of
alcohol. This would be a new market for
grain in Kentucky.
Some time back an announcement
was made that plans were underway to
produce ethonol at an abandoned
distillery in Nelson County and there is
talk that some others may get into the
production of alcohol for use as motor
fuel.
Kentucky is already one of the
leaders in construction of experimental
plants for the conversion of coal to liquid fuel and gas to bolster the national
supply of gasoline, oil and natural gas.
This is expected hi increase the
market for Kentucky coal once these
conversion methods are perfected and
proved economically feasible.
Tom Duncan, president of the Kentucky Coal Association, said last week
this is one bright hope for the coal industry in the state, particularly

Echoes From The Past

By Judy Maupin

The Scarbrough Family

40 Years Ago
5

Agree Or Not

The new $125,000 men's dormitory
and the $250,000 library building, now
under construction on campus of Murray State Teachers College, will be
completed by Feb. 1, 1931, according to
the contractors.
Births reported this week include a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Edd Adams on Oct.
3,a boy to Mr. and Mrs. A. A. McKinney
on Oct. 5, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Clifton Roberts.
Elected as officers of the Mothers
Club of Murray Training School were
Mrs. Rob Mason, Mrs. H. B. Bailey,
Mrs. R. M. Pollard, and Mrs. H. I.
Sledd.
A Murray tennis team composed of
Dr. M. G. Carman, Wells Purdom, Herman Broach, Moody. and Ty Holland
defeated a Paris, Tenn., team in a
match here Sunday.
(luck roast is listed as selling for 10
cents per pound in the ad for Shroat
Bros. Meat Mar1,4this week.
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is Lon
Chaney in "The Unholy 3" and the
fourth chapter of the serial, "Jade
Box."

Last week, Mrs. Ernest Madrey called me to let me know that the Scarbrough family would be holding its reunion this Sunday,at the Ellis Community Center. She also said that another
family member, Chyrel Oliver would be
sending me some information on the
Scarbrough family, in hopes that more
family branches could be traced by a

Thoughts
In Season
By Ken Wolf
The Roman historian Suetonius
about 70-160 AD) is famous for his
gossip-laden and slightly risque
biographies of the early Roman
Emperors. After several pages devoted
to the womanizing habits of Julius
Caesar, Suetonius felt compelled, one
supposes, to say something positive:
That he drank very little wine not
even his enemies denied. There is
a saying of Marcus Cato that
Caesar was the only man who
undertook to overthrow the state
when sober.
If the Romans had given prizes for
sarcasm, this statement might have
won first place in the category of
"back-handed compliments."
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reader of this column.
Cheryl Oliver, of 7150 Bronner Circle,
(12, Louisville, sent the following sketch
to me and asked that anyone who could
add to it please contact her.
Alexander Scarbrough Senior was
born about 1789 in North Carolina; he
married Clarissa (last name unknown)
about 1811 and subsequently moved to
and settled in Stewart County, Tennessee.
They were the parents of six
children: Eliza (married John C.
Pflueger); John W. (married Emily
Chilcutt; Alexander (married Harriet
Wood); Thomas (married Adna
Henderson); Caroline (married James
E. Owens); and James Pinkney (married Sarah Walker).
Eliza (Pflueger) had ten children:
Clarissa Marriah (never married);
Nancy (married John C. Miller); Sarah
Ann (married Jackson Wimberley);
John Fred (died at the age 13); Thomas
Jefferson (died during Civil War of
measles); James Levi (married Sarah
Younge); William A. (married Parlee
Nance); George Henry (married Rose
Bell Alexander); Eliza Hyland (married W.D. "Billy" Thomas); Franklin
Edward (married Mary Ann Chilcutt).
John W. had seven children;
,Sarah Ann (married Leon Cottom);
John A. (married Alice Tucker);
George Thomas (married Sonora Ann
Chilcutt and Jane Oliver); Clarissa
Alabama (married Hiram Moody); Andrew Allan (married Mary Elizabeth
"Molly" Cooper); Nancy Mary Conley
(married W. J. Chilcutt); and Julia Olif
(married William C. Oliver).
"I am also working on the following
family lines and would be interested in
corresponding with anyone who has information about them:
On my father's side: Oliver; Parker,
Coleman, Moody, Chilcutt, Spiceland,
and Price. On my mother's side:
Wilson, Harmon, Clark, Lamb, Elkins,
St, John, Milam, Holley, Franklin,
Whitnell, Stagner, Garrison, Maddox,
Crabtree, Looney, Dawson, and
Mathis."
againt- to all the readers who
have responded to requests for information. It's very exciting to be able to
help people trace their family trees.

•••••••••••••••••••••••.

western Kentucky Coal that is high in
sulphur.
Duncan said the coal industry is now
producing all the coal demanded on today's market and new demands must
be created if production is to increase
measureably.
Ethonol already has been proved
economically feasible. Gasohol has
been tested in several markets and in
Western Kentucky. The cost of gasohol
is just slightly more than gasoline.

ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger &
Times strongly believe that to limit
opinionated articles to only those
which parallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public,
we welcome a letter to the editor or
an authored article on whatever that
topic might be.
•
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Churches Living Together
Called Good By Ministers
MANKATO, Minn. (AP) — Four
years after their three churches started
living together, sans marriage but with
full benefits of clergy, the ministers sat
back and said it was good.
In their block-long MultiChurch
Center,the congregations of Centenary
United Methodist, First Baptist and
maintain
Congregational
First
separate identities.
- But they share Sunday schools and
youth groups, two sanctuaries and a
library, office workers and equipment,
choir rehearsal rooms and singers,
audiovisual gear,ideas and strengths.
The shared facility has been called
many things.
Some people call it the -three-in-one"
church.
Retired businessman Elmer A.
Fritts, 79, a prime Mover in the project,
calls it a "people church."
Pastors see the facility as a unique
experiment that may well become a
model of efficiency for other churches.
First Baptist, of the American Baptist Churches, and First Congregational, United Church of Christ, already
have paid their share of construction
costs. Each pays only about $5,000 yearly for maintenance,insurance and utility services.
There's one Sunday school, with
classes of 10 to 15. Separately, the
smaller churches might have had three
children in a class. Similarly, youth
groups might have numbered three or
four each but, by joining with the
Methodists, there are about 40.

fhere are energy savings and the
three churches share a secretary and a
salaried Christian education director.
About the only detectable shortcoming, if it is one, is softened denominational feelings. Some folks speak of attending the "multi-church" instead of
relating to their particular denominational congregation.
The Rev. Bill Kvale, Centenary's
senior pastor, says, "We have to keep
working to remind people of their
denominational identity."
The ministers agree, however, that
the advantages of shared facilities
heavily outweigh any deficiencies.
"We have given expression to Christian unity," says Kvale.
The common stimulus `for the joint
venture was that all three downtown
churches had major building needs.
While no church owns a specific part
of the 16,000-square foot structure, the
Methodists have 1,070 members and
normally use the south sanctuary,
seating 350, for two services each Sunday.
The Baptists, with about 175
members, and U.C.C., about 140, hold
joint services in the north sanctuary,
seating 150. The pastors rotate liturgy
and sermons.
All three churches provide teachers
for the joint Sunday school. The
Methodists have one choir, the U.C.C.
and Baptists another.
"We call on each other's people in the
hospital," says Schneider. "We have
been drawn together..." says Olsen. "..
.as one," adds Schneider.

wit

Business Mirror

Suffocating Economy
NEW YORK (AP) — The economy is
smogged down. With so little stirring,
the atmosphere is becoming stagnant
and polluted, and nobody can say with
much certainty that the suffocating
situation will improve soon.
Those who try to forecast events have
pretty well given up hopes of ny clear
weather ahead. They fear that housing,
coughing and wheezing, might collapse.
They worry that the automotive industry might choke.
The analogy with atmospheric smog,
isn't superficial. The country is indeed
trapped in an undesirable economic
condition that refuses to budge, that
relentlessy grows worse, that endangers the weakest units.
For the United States, those units are
housing and automobiles, and each is
showing the effects. Sales of new onefamily units dropped 4.9 percent in
August. Sales of US.-made cars have
been half expectations.
The two industries are the biggest
ticket items in the entire economy..
When they get a sore throat, so to
speak,thousands of other companies in
every town and city from coast to coast
come down with the chills.

Superficially, the inversion that
creates the irritating situation is blamed on interest rates but, since high interest rates themselves are a product of
the situation, the real explanation obviously lies deeper.
Whatever, this is the situation: The
economy is unhealthy, the result of a
plunge during early summer, and
whenever it attempts to get moving it is
met by the depressants of rising prices
and high interest rates.
For a brief few weeks it seemed that
the economic air would circulate. Housing seemed to recover, automakers expressed great hopes for their new products, consumers began borrowing and
buying. Plans were made.
Increasingly, economists fear consumer plans won't be activated. Ford
and General Motors have twice increased retail prices on 1981 models. And in
housing, 14 percent mortgage rates
have scared off buyers.
Six weeks ago a clean, if faint, breath
of optimism was being exhaled by the
economic seers. Now you find them
hedging again; they talk of the
possibilities and the probabililtles of a
"re-recession."
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Anne Gregory To Give
Program Of Piano Music

Beware dangerous dieting
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

DEAR DR LAMB -- I'm
planning on losing another 40
pounds I did it two years ago
with the help of diet pills
Then I found myself taking
them when I needed extra pep
so I quit using them. This year
I'm joining a spa and they tell
DEAR ABBY: I want to be a surrogate mother. I've been
me if I go on their diet I will
married for 14 years. My only child is 13, but I'm still young
lose weight faster
enough to have another. (I'm 3:1, but don't look it. I'm still
Do lecithin capsules really
asked for my I.D. when I go out.)
cut down on the fat cells in the
The problem is my husband. He doesn't approve of the
body! How important are prosurrogate mother idea at all. When we married, he was a
tein drinks, B complex tablets
widower with six children - all grown and gone now. We
and other vitamin tablets?
Will these products help me
had one child together, then he had a vasectomy, and I've
lose weight safely for good or
been wanting another baby ever since.
will I have to keep using them
Abby, I have always felt that giving birth is the most
noble function a woman can perform; it's the reason we wert to maintain the weight loss?
By the way, I did not regain
put on earth. Those of us who are able-bodied and fail in this
the 40 pounds I lost with the
duty are committing some kind of crime against nature.
diet
pills and 1000 calorie
I feel so full of life and want more than anything else to
diet.
have a beautiful, healthy baby for some woman who can't
I would like to lose weight
have one. I wouldn't mind giving it up. I just want to
from my body - not just
experience the thrill of pregnancy and childbirth again.
from
my wallet.
Please help me to feel fulfilled.
DEAR READER - Watch
My husband, who•is.55, is against any kind of service to
your wallet. Vitamins do not
his fellow man. He got mad when I started to work for Meals
contain any calories. You use
on Wheels, but I am still active in the program anyway.
a small amount of certain
Where can I register to be a surrogate mother?
vitamins to help in the
UNFULFILLED IN L.A.
biochemical process of tearing down the basic foods to
DEAR UNFULFILLED: I know of no place where
release the energy that's in
one may "register" for surrogate motherhood.
your food. Specifically, the
Arrangements are usually made through physicians
energy that's in carbohyand scientists. Please discuss this with your doctor.
drates, proteins and fat. The
reason to take vitamin tablets
It's a far more complicated commitment than Meals
is because your diet isn't proon Wheels.
viding the vitamins you need.
DEAR ABBY: I work as a waitress in a nice family•type
If you're on that kind of diet,
restaurant. We have our "regulars" who come in every week.
you're on a bad diet to begin
One family comes in every so often with their teen-age
with.
children. They eat a large meal and are always given good .
I'm sending you The Health
service.
Letter.
number 16-2, DangerAfter they finish eating, the teen-agent always leave first
ous
Dieting. You need it.
and the man goes to pay the bill. His wife lingers at the table
Other readers who want this
applying makeup and then casually scoops up the generous
issue can send 75 cents with a
tip her husband has left and puts it in her purse!
.
long, stamped, self-addressed
We work hard for our tips and find it hard to stand by and
envelope for it. Send your
watch! What should we do?
request to me, in care of this
newspaper, P.O. Box 1551,
TIPLESS
Radio City Station, New York,
DEAR TIPLESS: Tell the cashier that the next time
NY 10019.
"generous husband" pays his bill, to confide quietly,
Congratulations on losing
"Somebody around here has been getting to the tips
40 pounds and even more conbefore the waitresses, so would you please hand the
gratulations on having kept it
gratuity to your Waitress instead of leaving it.onLhe
off. The only really right way
table?" •
to diet is to learn to eat a
DEAR ABBY: A reader signed STUFFED wrote to say
well-balanced healthy diet
that after a satisfying meal,in order to be more comfortable,. that limits the total calories
enough to help-you slowly lose
he would unbutton the top button of his trousers. This,
excess body fat. This works
embarrassed his wife. You suggested "bigger troithers or
best if it's combined with an
smaller portions."
exercise
program. That part
There's another solution dreamed up by a New York tailor
the idea of going to a health
of
named Wetzel.(He makes my clothes; that's where I got this
club pleases me, provided
story.)
you're going to use their
It seems that Wetzel also made clothes for a Mr. G. who
exercise facilities.
loved to eat. Mr. G. confided to Wetzel that after a filling
One of the most dangerous
meal he would slip down-hie zipper a bit. His wife thought
aspects of dieting is trying to
this crude, so Wet.:-.4 solved the problem by putting two
lose weight too fast. People
zippers in all of Mr. G.'s trousers - one in front and one in
are an impatient lot and we
back - 80 Mr. G. could reach around under his jacket and
can allow ourselves to get into
pull down the rear zipper without being noticed!
miserable shape Ma period of
N.Y. ADMIRER
months or 'years and then
DEAR ADMIRER: I wonder how many tailors will' expect it all to be corrected in
a few days or weeks. Live
read this and try the "Wetzel maneuver?" Nu?

E3y Abigail Van Buren
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Mother Wants to Be
Parent Without Partner

liros cal

OPEN DAILY 9-9
SUNDAY 12-6

growing things, whether
they're plants or animals, just
can't be changed that rapidly
If you're successful in losing weight rapidly with the
program, you're running the
risk of depleting your body of
important minerals and salts
That's part of the reason why

some obese people who stayed
on the "Last Chance Diet"
died with the effort
In addition, your hair can
fall out from inadequate protein intake Now some of the
protein preparations that are
provided from different
sources are not good quality

protein That's what happened
with the Last Chance Diet.
The best quality protein
comes from good, basic foods
such as lean meat, lean poultry (breast of chicken is an
excellent source) and lean
fish. You also get good quality
protein in fortified skim milk

Anne Gregory, daughter of Euclid.
Miss Lytle and Miss
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Gregory of
Murray, and Gail Lytle, Gregory are both senior ap•
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. C. E. plied piano majors, studying
Lytle of Louisville Will present with Nathaniel Patch,
a program of music for two
pianos Monday, Nov. 10 at 8:00
p.m. in the Recital Hall of the
DWARF TREES
The Japanese art of growing
Center for the Arts on the
University of Kentucky cam- bonsai - or dwarf - trees is
pus, corner of Rose and hundreds of years old
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Calloway Drops Homecoming Game 14-7

Reidland Scores In Final
Minutes To Down Lakers

.01

PUTTING CALLOWAY COUNTY AHEAD - Laker
tailback Tommy Workman (26) finds a hole as he scores

from the 2-yard for a 7-0 second quarter lead

Past Forgotten As Royals Sweep
Yankees For First Series Berth
By JOHN NELSON
Sports Writer
NEW YORK(AP)- George
Brett had told his teammates
over and over and over.
"Forget the past,"'he said.
"Forget those three years.
Forget 1976. Forget 1977.
Forget 1978."
"We can win this series," he
had told Frank White and
Willie Wilson and Hal McRae
and U.L. Washington and
Willie Aikens and Darrell
Porter and all those American
League champion Kansas City
Royals.
Brett, who flirted with .400
in August when the Royals
were running away with the
AL West Division, put himself
and his teammates in the
World Series for the first time
in the 12-year history of the
Royals.
The Royals trailed the New
York Yankees 2-1 going into
the seventh inning of Game
Three of the AL Championship
Series Friday night, and they
needed a hero.
Brett simply did what he has
done all season for Kansas City. He lofted a tremendous
home run into the upper deck
down the right field line at
Yankee Stadium, driving in
three runs and giving the
Royals a 4-2 victory over the
Yankees and a three-game
sweep of the best-of-five game
series. The Royals begin the
best-of-seven World Series
next Tuesday against either
Houston or Philadelphia.
"We are over the first hop,"
Brett said in the locker room
afterward. "Now, we've just
got to make the second hop. If
we can beat the Yankees in the
playoffs, we can . beat
anyone."
The Royals have won their
division four of the past five
years, and in each of those
years, they have played the
Yankees for the league championship. They lost to New
York in 1976, '77 and '78, and
many felt 1980 would only provide another chapter in the
continuing saga of Kansas
City's Yankee woes.
"To beat the Yankees in

four games would have been a
miracle," Brett said. "To win
in three is unbelievable."
Yankees left-hander Tommy John had held the Royals
to one run through six innings
on White's homer in the fifth,
and he had gotten two out in
the seventh before things
came unraveled.
Wilson slapped an oppositefield double into the
right field corner, and Dick
Howser decided that was
enough for his 22-game winning left-hander. Enter Rich
Gossage. Yankees Manager Dick
Howser said John was not
tired. "I just wanted to give
Gossage a chance to pitch to
Washington."
Gossage, who saved 33
games for the Yankees during
the regular season, gave up an
infield single to Washington,
and that brought Brett to the
plate. It was a classic confrontation, and only another pitcher could have fully appreciated it.
"I was praying for him,"
Royals left-hander Paul Splittorff said of Brett. "A situation like that is made for the
premier players of the game,
and he certainly is one of
them."
Brett wasted no time in settling the issue. He tagged
Gossage's first pitch for his
Yankee-killing homer.
The long blast, his sixth in
league championship play,
ended an 0-for-7 drought for
Brett in these playoffs. It also
ended a Yankee domination of
the Kansas City Royals and
put a lot of royal blue hearts at
ease.
The Royals won games one
and two in Kansas City by
scores of 7-2 and 3-2. "Give
K.C. credit," Howse*" said.
"They held us to six runs in
the three games. That's just
not enough."
White's one-out homer in the
fifth had given Kansas City a
shortlived 1-0 lead. It was then
that Splittorff ran into trouble.
The tall left-hander got
Yankee first baseman Bob
Watson out for the first time
when he lined sharply to White

Is Your "Cash Flow 11
Becoming "Cash Drain?"
Introducing /Etna's Pay-As-You-Go
Business insurance
A tna ile
await),and out agency,an
now help you better manage your too,
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Through 4lotis Cornmernal Ace ram,
Billing System (CABS), you can PM,
yourmturance premiums either monthly or
quarterly oath only a small annual finance
charge And spot'.4 Ma Nth you derenth.
. our agency ran spend more time sent.
Intl and actwstng you on you,bus...As
insurance program
Call our agency today to find our
all the'advantage', ri GARS Frahm
mg convenient monthly or guar
*My pay as you go butyl-less in
surer. e

Think Positive. Think Anna. Think...
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at second base. White leaped
into the air to haul in the
smash. The next batter was
Reggie Jackson, whom Splittorff had struck out twice
already. But Jackson reached
out with his bat and slapped a
double to left.
Kansas City Manager Jim
Frey stalked to the mound and
signaled for his ace righthanded reliever, Dan
Quisenberry, another 33-save
man. Oscar Gamble, a lefthanded hitter, then came in to
hit for Eric Soderholm. Gamble chopped at one of
Quisenberry's submarine
deliveries and pounded it up
the middle.
White made a lunging stab,
snagged the ball but realized
immediately he had no play at
first. He tossed the ball toward
third, instead, hoping to get
Jackson, and the ball sailed
over Brett's head at third for
an error. Jackson scored, and
Gamble wound up on third.
"I knew I didn't have a play
at first," said White, who was
named the series' Most
Valuable Player. "My idea
was to throw to George and try
to catch Reggie rounding
third. The ball slipped out of
my hand."
Rick Cerone then singled
Gamble home to give the
Yankees a 2-1 lead.
Quisenberry set the
Yankees down in order in the
seventh, but in the eighth, he,
like Gossage,looked as though
the hitters were paying little
or no attention to reputations.
Watson led off with a double
up the alley in left-center.
Quisenberry then walked
Jackson after getting ahead 02. He walked Gamble on four
pitches, and Rick Cerone
came to the plate. Cerone ripped one, but Washington
snared it at shortstop and
doubled Jackson off second.
"I was in no man's land,"
Jackson said of the play.
"Washington even had time to
look at third and get me. I was

frozen. There was no way I
could get back, but I'm not
taking the blame for that one.
"Now;if you say I didn't hit
the ball out of the park and we
lost, OK," Jackson said.
Quisenberry ended the
game when -Willie Randolph
looked at a 3-2 pitch on the outside corner, wrapping up a 1-23 ninth inning.
Quisenberry, who got much
of his coaching from Pittsburgh's Kent Tekulve, said,
"It doesn't seem like it's over.
This was supposed to be a fivegame series. I just can't
believe I've got tomorrow
off." -

By DAVID HIBBITr8
Sports Editor
For almost a full half of football last night, Calloway County looked like a winner for the
second time this season. And
until the last two minutes,a tie
would have served notice that
the Lakers were a different
team than they have been in
the past.
But Reidland, which had
brought a 2-5 record into the
opening game for the Leiters'
new stadium as well as their
Homecoming, scored the winning touchdown with 1:47 remaining to put a damper on
the occasion, 14-7.
Reidland could not do
anything on offense in the first
quarter against a Calloway
defensive wall, which had
been strengthened up the middle during the last two weeks.
After the two teams had
traded possessions, with
Reidland gaining a slight edge
in field position, Calloway took
over at its own 20-yard line
late in the quarter.
On a third and seven from
the 23, Laker sophomore
quarterback Tim Brown found
Randy Dawson waiting in the
backfield on a flare out pass
that Dawson took 40 yards
down to the Reidland 37.
Having gained the momentum, Calloway tailback Tommy Workman began steadily
cranking out most of the remaining yardage before going
in from the 1-yard line with
10:43 left in the half.
Calloway's defense continued to shut down Reidland
completely in the second
quarter, with a couple of
Greyhound drives stopped on
key third and fourth down
stands.
But with 2:23 left in the half,
Reidland's substitute quarter-

1968 MSU Grid
Team To Reunite
At Homecoming
Members of the 1968 Racer football team will reunit
next weekend as part of Homecoming activities at Murray
State University.
The 1968 squad, coached by Bill Furgerson, recorded a
7-2-1 overall record and placed second behind Eastern
Kentucky in the Ohio Valley Converence standings.
Furgerson was honored as conference coach of the year
and standout quarterback Larry Tillman was selected
OVC Offensive Player of the Year.
A breakfast for team members is scheduled for Saturday at 8 a.m. in Winslow Cafeteria. The team will also attend the annual alumni smorgasbord at 11 a.m.in Beshear
Gym and be honored in special pre-game ceremonies at
Roy StewartStadium.
There will also be a hospitality suite at the Holiday Inn
for team members and their guests Friday night beginning at8 p.m.
The 1968 Racer squad has 17 team or individual marks
in the Murray State football record book and is recognized
as one of the most productive offensive units in the
school's football history.
Five members of the 1968-team were selected All-OVC,
including offensive tackle George Rice, offensive guard
Tony Sims, wingback Billy Hess, defensive back Don
Veatch and Tillman.
Murray State will host Middle Tennessee in the
Homecoming game with kick-off at Stewart Stadium
scheduled for 2 p.m.

Kite Clings To Share
Of Pensacola Lead
At Halfway Point
'PENSACOLA, Fla. (AP)
Halldorson, a two-year
The critical, par-5 holes regular on the American PGA
escaped, but gritty Tom Kite tour and a former Canadian
clung to a share of the lead at World Cup player, had a
the halfway point of the second-round 67. So did the 22$200,000 Pensacola Open Golf year-old Hallberg, who played
the par-5 holes four under and
Tournament.
is nine under - including two
"I played the par-5's even eagles - on
those holes for
today, and that's not very two days.
good," Kite said after posting
"That's where it all is," said
a 2-under-par 70 that dropped Hallberg, who has
won more
him from sole control of the than $46,000
since joining thelead to a three-way tie for the'Tour in July and is the
first
top after Friday's second man in more
than a decade to
round.
gain his Tour playing rights
He was tied at 135, nine without going
through the
shots,under par for two trips Tour's Qualifying
School
over the 7,133-yard Perdido
Another two shots back at
Bay Golf Club course, with 137 were Lanny Wadkins,
Bob
Canadian Dan Halldorson and Wynn, Tim
Simpson, Jim Colrookie sensation Gary bert, Mark
McCumber, Mike
Hallberg.
Gove and Lyn Lott.

RANDY DAWSON (23)streaks upfield for 40 yards after taking a pass in the backfield
from Laker quarterback Tim Brown. The Lakers scored their only touchdown a few
plays later.
back Randy Mayfield found
Jimmy Grimm all alone over
the middle for a sudden 56yard touchdown that spelled
the beginning of trouble for
Calloway.
The Lakers then made a
determined effort to drive the
ball right back at Reidland as
Rusty McKenzie returned the
kickoff to the 46.
Craig Darnell picked up 15
yards to the Reidland 36, but
the drive ended when he could
not get the handle on a handoff
at the 25, and Reidland took
over to run out the clock.
The second half brought two
different teams, with
Fteidland's Cliff Mitchell and
John Goins beginning to grind
out the yardage as the
Greyhounds gradually wore
down the Lakers.
But the Laker defense continued to keep Reidland from
taking the ball all the way into
the end zone, stopping one
drive at the 11-yard line and
containing another at the 27,
despite the increased yardage
Mitchell and Goins were picking up with each play.
It was not until Calloway
County was hit with the second
of two critical 15-yard
penalties for interfering with a
fair catch that Reidland got
the field goal position to put
together the winning drive.
After the second penalty put
the ball on the Reidland 45yard line instead of the 30, Mitchell and Goins exchanged
chunks of yardage.
Mitchell picked up two key
first downs, the first going to
the Calloway 44-yard line and
the second coming on a 12yard run to the Laker 24.
Shortly thereafter, Goins
did the rest of the work by going the final 12 yards on two
runs to give Reidland the final
edge.
Calloway tried to muster
one final drive, but a Brown
pass went just off McKenzie's
fingertips and a final toss for
Dawson came close to forcing
a pass interference call. But,

when it was over, Calloway's us. That left them in good field
best effort of the season had position.
"When you have 115 yards in
fallen short.
"We played too good tonight penalties,it's hard to keep any
to have lost this game," Laker drives going.
"We- came out and jumped
coach Sam Harp said. "Our
in on them early as we had
believed
players
themselves tonight, but they hoped. I believe if we had
just did not get the breaks in come in at the half ahead 7-0,
it might have been different."
the second half.
For Calloway, Brown com"We felt we had Reidland
defensed pretty well with the pleted seven of 18 passes for 85
exception of that one big pass. yards, with Dawson catching
We were very well prepared four for a total of 66 yards.
Workman gained 51 yards
for Reidland.
"By far, it was our best of- rushing on 14 carries to pace
fensive and defensive effort. I the ',alters to a total of 121 on
think Tim (Brown) showed a the ground and 206 for the
lot of poise, and I thought the game. Reidland finished with
238 total yards.
offensive line did a good job.
The Reidland tandem of
"We just had difficulty
holding their fullback (Goins) Mitchell and Goins proved to
up the middle. They had too be the thorns in the Lakers'
plans, as they gained 67 yards
much yardage there.
"The thing that hurt us in in 22 carries and 62 in 14 tries,
the second half was that the respectively.
The Lakers will host Murray
defense was on the field most
of the time. It hurt that the fair in their second home game of
catch penalties were called on.. the season next Friday night.

RACER FOOTBALL

MURRAY STATE
VERSUS
TENNESSEE-MARTIN
SATURDAY, OCT 11
1:30 P.M.
STEWART STADIUM-MURRAY, KY
GATES OPEN AT 11 A.M.

WSJP SPIRIT DAY
11:00
11:15
Noon

New Fall
A Shipment
In
Evergreens,
Flowering Trees
and Azales
at

JONES
LANDSCAPING
752-7723

Allittakir

,

12:15
12:30
12:45

•

The Great Bed Race
Intramural Cross Country
Championship
Bo Derek Look-Alike
Contest
Dolly Parton Look-Alike
Contest
Tug Of War
The Great Munch
(Pizza Eating Contest)

Spirit Day Competition Will Involve MSU
Students WSJP 11130 AM-Murray) Will
Broadcast Spirit Day Competition
The Great Bed Race Will Begin On The
Square In Downtown Murray And End At
Stewart Stadium

TICKET PRICES
'Reserved Seat — $S
General Admission — $4 oath $2
Call 762-8184 For More Information

•
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Stale Second Half Spoils MHS Comebacks
As Trigg County Claims 27-14 Victory

r Times

By STEVE BECKER
Sports Writer

nal
:ers

ass in the backfield
touchdown a few

ALBERT BALL (30) is hauled dovvn by a Trigg County defender in Murray's 27-14 loss
last night. The Tigers' record is now 2-3.

The Murray High Tigers
came back from deficits of 6-0
and 13-7 but suffered a stale
second half to drop a 27-14 loss
to Trigg County last night,
dropping the season record to
2-5.
Trigg County jumped off to
a 6-0 lead on the strength of a
10-play, 57-yard drive. A 21yard run around left end by
Wildcat halfback David Birdsong set Trigg County up with
a first-and-goal on the Tiger
12.
The Murray defense, led by
Mike Gough and Jeff Chadwick, stiffened momentarily
on the next series of downs.
The Tigers forced Trigg into a
fourth-and-one at the three
before Wildcat quarterback
David Butts sneaked for the
first down.
Butts used a quick count to
catch the Tigers unprepared
and garner the first down.
Birdsong went over on the
next play to stake Trigg to its
early lead. David Fuller missed the extra point attempt.
The Tiger defense had
earlier turned away another
strong Trigg County drive, using a Robin Roberts sack and
some strong line play to crush
the Wildcats'first thrust of the
game.
Murray trailed by that same

touchdown until early in the and the Tigers had taken the
second quarter. Facing a third lead.
down and eight at his own 48,
Trigg County came roaring
Tiger quarterback Greg Mor- back on the next set of downs
ton dumped a screen pass out to retake the lead. The
to halfback Tim Foster.
Wildcats needed just five
As has become a habit of plays to gain the upper hand.
Foster, the senior saitback
Butts hit split end Steve
left most of the Trigg team on Allen on the second play of the
the ground as he reeled off a drive for a 71-yard gain to the
52-yard touchdown run.
Tiger three. The Murray
Foster took the pass on tne defense again refused to conleft side but the Wildcats had cede the score,throwing Trigg
diagnosed the play well. The for a loss on the first two plays
slender halfback reversed his inside the five.
field all the way to the right
But Anthony Wilkerson
sideline, where it appeared he slanted in from the four on
was again hemmed-in. One third down to put the Wildcats
Juke and a crossover step later up, 13-7. '

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API —
Fullback Randy Grimes
scored two touchdowns and
added a two-point conversion
in leading Paducah ITIghman,
top-ranked in State AAAA,to a
28-0 decision over Bowling
Green in one of the featured
high school football games of
the weekend.
The leaders in each of the
other classes also won Friday
night but Paintsville, the No. 1
club in Class A, had a tough

time with Paris before winning 18-14 and running its
record 10 7-1.
Louisville Bishop David, the
No. 1 team in Jefferson County
AAAA, mauled Louisville
Shawnee 45-0 and upped its
worksheet to 7-0 while
Franklin-Simpson, top-ranked
in Class AAA, easily whipped
Warren Central 26-0.
FranklinSimpson is now
undefeated in seven starts.

1BALL

1
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Pop Gun Stronger Than Cannon; Astros
Could Head To Series With Win Today
By RALPH BERNSTEIN
and gave up the only run of the
AP Sports Writer
day.
HOUSTON (AP) ••{The pop
This position is not strange
gun is proving stronger than one for the Phillies, who have
the cannon and as a result the won four division titles in five
Houston Astros are ahead 2-1 years, and have yet to win the
in the be -of-five National NI. pennant. It is a strange
League Championship series. spot for the Astros, who in
The Astros beat the their 19 years in the league
Philadelphia Phillies 1-0 in 11 have never won a title.
innings Friday and need just
The outlook of Phillies
one more victory to buy a Manager Dallas Green
was
ticket to the World Series.
succinct. "We're in trouble."
The only run of the game
The Phillies are going to try
came in the 11th when Joe and extend this series by senMorgan, a veteran of playoff ding out their ace, Steve
pressure cookers for years at Carlton, tonight against
Cincinnati, tripled to start the Houston's
Vern
Ruhle.
final inning. After two inten- Carlton, whose 24 victorics
tional walks loaded the bases, were the most in the league
Denny Walling hit a sacrifice this season, will be working
fly scoring Rafael Landestoy, for the 15th time with just
running for Morgan.
three days rest. He pitched in
The rest of the game might the series opener Tuesday and
best be described as a duel of was not involved in the decimissed opportunities, dictated sion of the game won by
by superb pitching on both Philadelphia.
sides. Joe Niekro worked 10 inHouston won the second
nings and pitched six-hit game in Philadelphia, 7-4,
shutout ball for Houston. with a four-run 10th inning ralReliever Dave Smith backed ly-off reliever Ron Reed.
him up with one inning of
Should Carlton manage to
scoreless relief.
keep the Phillies alive, Green
The Phillies wire almost as said he would use unbeaten
effective. Larry Christenson rookie Marty lystrom, 5-0, in
started and went six, allowing the fifth game Sunday. The
only three hits. Dickie Notes Astros would counter with
worked 11-3 innings to main- either Ken Forsch or Nolan
tain the scoreless battle. Tug Ryan.
McGraw went- three innings,
The Phillies' Mike Schmidt,

NI. home run and RBI king, fielder to be immobilized for sixth inning.
sat calmly in his locker space six weeks. Cedeno is expected
"Everybody is concerned
and tried to put the Phillies to be ready to play by spring and upset," said Houston
-position in its proper prospec- training.
Manager Bill Virdon. "But
tive.
The Astros are prohibited this is a better club, more in"They've got to beat the from adding a player to the testinal fortitude than a lot of
best pitcher in baseball roster for the playoffs, but in people may give us credit for.
(Carlton). If they do, they the event they get into the They'll keep it together for the
deserve to go to the World World Series, a determination next one or two days."
Series. But remember, will be made then as to
Rookie Gary Woods, who hit
baseball games are like snow whether or not the club can .365 in 18 games since being
flakes. There are never two of substitute for Cedeno.
brought up from the minors
the same kind," Schmidt said.
Cedeno was hurt while Aug. 31, wiljoin Terry Puhl
The Phillies, a hard-hitting crossing first base after hit- and Jose Cruz in the Astros'
team which depends on long ting into a double play in the outfield.
ball hitters such as Luzinski
'and Schmidt, lose their power
edge in the wide open spaces
of Boston's Astrodome. The
lighthitting Astros, who depend on pitching, speed and
defense—a team made for
their huge park—just try to
hold on until they can squeeze
across a run or two.
An advance peek at the Murray State men's basketball
The Phillies will face
team will be available for public display Homecoming
another tough pitcher today in
Saturday when Racer coach Ron Greene divides his 12Vern Ruhle, 12-4, and 7-2 since
man roster for the annual pre-season Blue-Gold ScrimHouston lost J.R. Richards,
mage.
who suffered a stroke in midThere will be no admission charge for the controlled
season.
scrimmage with tip-off scheduled at 10:45 in Racer Arena.
The Astros' Cesar Cedeno
Murray State returns seven lettermen, including four
underwent successful surgery
players with starting experience, from last year's 23-8
after suffering a compound
team that shared the OVC championship and advanced to
dislocation and extreme ligathe quarter-final round of the National Invitational Tourment tear in his right ankle in
nament.
the Astros' victory Friday.
The Racers will have just three days to prepare for the
Dr. Harold Brelsford, the
scrimmage as the NCAA doesn't allow college basketball
Astros team physician,said he
teams to begin practice until Oct. 15.
expects the Houston center
In addition to viewing a new team, area fans will have
their first opportunity to see the new floor that has been
added to Racer Arena. The original hardwood surface has
been replaced with a Versaturf floor, which is a synthetic
substance.
Returning starters for the Racers include All-OVC
guard Lamont Sleets, forward Glen Green, forward Kenney Hammonds and guard Jerry Smith.
Greene plans a 20-minute scrinimage with the teams
divided on an equal basis.
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1977 Kawasaki KZ1000
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Lakers Start Season
Similiar To Last Year
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
It was deja vu for the Los
Angeles Lakers.
A year ago they opened the
National Basketball Associatio,. reason with a one-point
victory on the road before a
national television audience.
And Friday night, they did the
exact same thing.
There were differences,
though. Lest year's victory
was at San Diego and came on
a last-second hook shot by
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar. This
time the site was Seattle and
the hero was Michael Cooper.
Cooper, the Lakers'...1np
feserye, sank a short jumper
with one second left to cap a
Loa Angeles comeback from a
19-point deficit in the first half
to a 9948 victory over the

Seattle SuperSonics in a matchup of the NBA's last two
champions. The Lakers won
the title last spring, the 50111CS
in 1979.
In other NBA season
openers, the Phoenix Suns
beat the Golden State Warriors 121-101, the Milwaukee
Bucks edged the Philadelphia
76ers 106-103, the Boston
Celtics trounced the Cleveland
Cavaliers 130-103, the Indiana
Pacers defeated the New
Jersey Nets 110-91, the Utah
Jazz topped the Portland Trail
Blazers 96-86. the Washington
Bullets beat the Detroit
Pistons 95-85, the San Diego
Clippers outscored • the
Houston Rockets 120-104 and
the San Antonio Spurs trimmed the Denvsr Nuggets 113112.

SPORTS AT A GLANCE 1
'

Baseball
Bylso Assoelsieel Prim
Best of Sews
Tuesday's Game
Gsme
!Camas Oh at Houston or Philadelphia.
(in
WedneNkey's Crow
Game Two
Kansas (Sty a Houton a Phladelpha,
(n)
Feiday's Geer
Game ltirce
Houstaia Phladelphia al Kansas City,
(n)
Sotareby'e Game
Game Few
Hanlon Cr Philadelphia at Kansas llty
Seteiy« Came
Gsme Flve
Houston or Phdadelptaa a KAOSOS city, if
nenemart
Tueadm,Oct. 21
Game*"
Kansas C112,' a Muslin cr Phdadelphui,
n if noremary
Wedamelay,Ort. 72
Gime Seven
Kansas City a Winton or Raladelphia,
n if necessary

Hoop Scrimmage
Game Scheduled

ECONOMY MACHINES and
PRICED TO SELL

ARTIN

"We couldn't stop their offense," Tiger coach John Hina
said. "They surprised us with
their palming and we couldn't
stop them."
Trigg County utilized-..
another Butts-Allen hook-up to
take the fire out of the Tigers.:
Allen's 43-yard touchdown
reception capped a four-play!
whirlwind drive. The kick
gave Trigg a 20-14 lead with
eight minutes left in the third
quarter.
The Wildcats capped the
scoring six minutes later on a
three-yard run by Butts. The
Trigg signal-caller swept
around the right side to
culminate a nine-play drive
that began at the Trigg 38.
"We didn't feel that we
could run around them, so we
practiced the pass a lot in
practice this week," Trigg
head coach Dixie Jones said.
"They have an awesome
defensive line. We got lucky
Mayfield, the front-runner with a few long passes and got
in Class AA, snapped back them down. John has got abetfrom last week's defeat by ter team than their record
Paducah Tilghman and says."
The two teams flailed away
trounced Marshall County 33at each other in the final
14. Mayfield is now 6-1.
period with neither squad able
to put together a decent drive.
Paducah Tilghman led Murray got
an initial first
Bowling Green by only 7-0 at down several
times in the
the half and was held fourth
quarter, only to see the
scoreless in the third quarter. drives extinguishe
d by holding
In the fourth period, however, calls.
Tilgham unleashed its power
Murray visits Calloway
and scored three touchdowns.
County Friday night

Grimes Scores Twice As
Tilghman Rolls On 28-0

left them in good field

n you have 115 yards in
s,it's hard to keep any
oing.
r.ame out and jumped
n early as we had
I believe if we had
at the half ahead 7-6,
have been different."
alloway, Brown corneven of 18 passes for 85
with Dawson catching
a total of 66 yards.
man gained 51 yards
on 14 carries to pace
ers to a total of 121 on
end and 206 for the
ieidland finished with
: yards.
Reidland tandem of
1 and Goins proved to
thorns in the Lakers'
s they gained 67 yards
rries and 62 in 14 tries,
vely.
akers will host Murray
second home game of
on next Friday night.

Murray struck back as
quickly as possible. Stephon
Reed took the Trigg kickoff on
his own 18 and scooted to an
82-yard score.
The junior defensive back
took the Trigg kickoff team by
surprise as he blasted straight
up the middle,then broke it off
to the right sidelines for the
touchdown. David Denham's
kick made it 14-13 in favor of
Murray.
The Tigers took that lead into the second half but hit the
skids quickly. Murray could
not mount a serious offensive
drive in the second half as
penalties and miscues
hampered the Tiger attack.

Kentucky High
School Scores
By The Associate...I Pre.
Friday Games
Allen Co 33, Hart Co 0
Ashland 34, Huntington W Va 14
Ballard Memarhal 23, McLean Co
Barren Co 16, Russell Co 7
Bath Co 34, Lewis Co 13
Beechwood 27, Dayton 0
Belfry 28, Johnson Central 6
Berea 12, Richmond Madison 10
Betsy Layne 20, Mullin.6
Bourbon Co 24, Jessamine Co 6
Boyle Co 27,Somerset 24
Breathitt CO 29, Whitesburg 6
Breckenridge Co 14, Grayson Co 13
Bullitt Central 23Owensboro Apollo 12
Butler Co 32, Ohio Cot
Campbell Co 20, Covington Holmes 16
Conner 28 Boone County 0
Corbin 56,Everts°
Cumberland 50, Virg« 8
Dixie Heights 28, Ludlow 6
Estill Co 32, Rockcastle Cot
Fleming Co 17, East Carter 6
Fort Campbell 21, Fort Kest 6
Fort Thomas Highlands 211 Erlanger
Scot*
Frankfort 33, Eminence°
Frankfort W Hills D.Owen Co 17
Franklin-Simpson 26, Warren Central
0
Gamaliel 22, Casey Co 15
Glasgow 20, W East 13
Harlan 32, Lone J ark 0
Harrodsburg 12.Garrard Co 7
Huard 15, Elkhorn City 3
Heath 27,Lane Oak,
Henry Co 14, Maysville 12
Hopktasville 44. ClarkevIlle, Team NE

•

LaRue Co 39. East Hardin 0
Leslie Co 28, Williamsburg 6
Los Lafayette 28, Bryan Station 7
Lou Bishop David 45. Lou Shawnee 0
Lou Butler 21. Lou Male 0
lou Dedales 1 7, Lou Durrett 0
Lou Eastern 30. Lou Manual 0
Lou Fairdale 27. Lou Stuart 7
1.0u Iroquois 6, Lou Jeffersontorrn 3
Lou Moore 10, Lou Southern 7
Lou Pleasure Ridge Park 10. Ion
Western
ou Seneca 16. Lou Atherton 7
Lou Trinity 45. lou Waggener 0
Lou Westport 28. Lou Central 13
Madison Central 37, I aur e4 Cot
Mason Co U. West Carter 6
Mayfield 33. Mardsall Ca 14
Meade Co 21, Elizabethtown 6
Mercer Colt Wayne Co
MiddLesboro 13. Len Tales Creole
Montgomery Co 13Clark Co 7
Nelson Cot Marion Co 7
Newport 14, Bellevue 6
Newport Cath 14. Covington Cath 7
North Hull* le North Ha rrhn
Owensboro It, Henderson Co/
Owensboro Cath 14 elinatiam Co 11
Paderigi Tilghman 2l, Bosirling Genes

•

Pikeville 34 Oldham CO 8
Release 14.ChILOWA Y(557
Rowan Co 20, PinestIle II
Russell 33,Boyd Co it
Ressielhille 33, Flitaa018
Scott o 13 Franklin lot
Sltelby Co 41 Harrwon Co 3
Trigg Ca 27, MURRAY 14
Trimble Ca 12,14sereelide $
Unites Cole, Webster Co II
Wesselfseil Co IS. DanwOW 26

.--1.1•••••••77.pormori-rrr- Cr

Sports In Brief
TENNIS
TEL AVIV, Israel AP — Top-seeded
Harold Solomon defeated young Sammy
Giammalva 7-5, 6-3 to Move Into the
finals of the 150,000 Israel Tennis
Classic
Second-seeded Shlorno Glick.stem beat
!he Nustase of Romania 6-4, 6-2 to loin
Solomon in the finals
In doubles action. Eric Fromm and
Carry leeda defeated Werner Terngibl of
West Germany and Onny Partin of New
Zealand 6-7, 6-3, 6-2, and Per Hiertquat
of Sweden and Steve Krulevihr defeated
Marcus Gunthardt of Switzerland and
Chris Mayott,3-6, 7.6, 7-6.
BARCELONA,Spain API — Ginner'no VW* defeated Balasz Taroczy of
Hungary 7-6, 6-0, while Ivan Lendl beat
Gabriel Urpi of Spain 6-2, 6-2 in quarterfinal action at a 1176000 tournament
In other matches. Adrian«, Panetta
outlasted Corrado Barazzuth 6-2. 4-6 64. and Jose 1•us den trirruned Andres
Gomee of Ecuador 6.1,6-4
MELBOURNE AP — Jimmy Connors topped Vitas Gerulaitui 6-1, 6-3. and
Gene Mayer elminated WoJtek Fthak of
Poland 6-2, 2-6, 6-2 to advance to the
finals of the 8300.000 Tennis Super
Challenge
PHOENIX, Ariz
AP
- Secondseeded ousted Duk Hee Lee of South
Korea 6-0, 6-1 in the 5106000 Phoenix
Classic
In other action, Caroline Stoll defeated
Trey Lewis 6-2, 6-3. Pam %river stopped Dana Gilbert 6-3. 6-3. and Tract
Austin, scheduled to face Regina Marsikova, withdrew because of exhaustion
GOLF
SYDNEY. Australia API
Art Wall
shot a 5-under-par 68 for a two-stroke
lead over Gene Littler in the first-round
of the 825,003 Australian Seniors Golf
Championship
MIYC1SHI , Japan API
Japan's
Toshiharu Kawada putted his way to a 4under par 68 for a I27 total and gained•
secondrowid tie with Shureru Uchida in
the 1160,000 Tbkai International Classic
SAN JOSE, Calif ( API — Arm Aleott
fired a 4-wider-par 69 total of439 to take
a one-shot lead after two rounds of a
1150.000 women's professional golf tournament.
Patty Hayes held second place at 140,
with Sandra Pon in thud

NBA Standings
By The Aseartsted Pre=
Embers Caskrenee
Allmtir Divines
W
L
Prt.GB
Boston
1
0
1.000 -Washington
1
1.010
0
New York
0
0
COO
in
New Jersey
0
1
COO 1
Phllsdelphai
0
1
as 1
Central OlvIstsa
Indus.
1
0
1.00)
Milwaukee
I
0
1.060
Atlanta
0
0
as
in
Chicago
0
0
SOD
in
Cleveland
0
1
COD 1
Detroit
0
1
as 1
We.Calderone
earnest Olvlim
San Antonio
1
0
1.031:1 —
Utah
0
1
1.000 -'
Dallas
, 0
0
in
01
Kansas ay
0
OW
0
in
Denver
0
1
000 I
Houston
0
1
000 1
Peelle °Mem
Lou Angeles
1
0
LOCO
Phoenix
0
1
1.0O3
San lingo
1
0
1.000
Seattle
0
0
in
000
Golden sista0
as 1
1
Portland
I
0
000 1
Pride?. Gam
Reeder Selma Opem
Baton 136 Oevelend 103
Indiana 110, New Jersey 91
Mawaukee 106, Rtiladelpho 103
Washington 95, retrial 85
Utah 96, Portland 86
San Angeleno 113, Denver 112
San Diego 120. Houston 104
Phoenix 121. Golden State 101
1* Angela 99, Seattle 96
%larder's Games
Chicago at Atlanta
New Jersey at Cleveland
Milwaukee al New Vat
.Philacielphia at Wasitangtan
San Antaruo at Dallas
Utah a Kamm (.1e.
Detroit at Indians
San Diego at Golden State
Saiday's Gmaes
Utah at Deriver
Hanlon at las Angeles
Seattle at Portland
KAMM city a Rim*
Mmelay's Gime
Detroit at New Jersey

Something
NEW!
We are now offenng low-interest loans for buying
and installing an electric heat pump — the energy efficient system that can cut electric heating bills in half
You may qualify for a loan Call today and ask about the
new Heat Pump Financing Plan

TVA:ti
HEAT PUMP
FINANCING
PLAN

Murray Electric System
401 Olive 753-5312

I
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- Fins It Feathers
Outdoor Editor: Mary Barrow

LAKELAND OUTDOORS

This First District of the League of Kentucky Sportsmen held a misting Saturday, October 6, at Camp Currie After the
meal was s
d a business meeting was held Among the guest was Sol Fritz, pictured left, talking with members of
the district.
Photo by Mary Barre.

Lake-By-Lake Rundown
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Fair to good fishing for black
bass and 'crappie prevails on
Kentucky's major lakes, the
state Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources reports.
The lake-by-lake rundown:
Cumberland: Black bass
fair to good on the lower lake
' still fishing crawfish off steep
rocky points during the afternoon; fair on the upper lake on
spinner baits early and artificial nightcrawlers at night
off points and deep banks;
white bass, black bass,
rockfish and walleye fair to
good on the lower fake trolling
medium to deep runners over
creek and main lake points;
crappie fair to good on the
lower lake drifting minnows
near the heads of creeks over
channel and fair on the upper
lake still fishing minnows over
submerged cover; in
tailwaters, trout good with
scattered limits; clear, falling
slowly, 41 feet below the
timberline and 71 degrees.
Buckhorn: Crappie good
over submerged cover; catfish fair to good still fishing
minnows and worms off
banks; black bass fair casting
surface lures and still fishing
minnows in weeds; clear to
murky, stable, 2 feet below
summer pool and 70 degrees.
Barren: Black bass good on
artificial nightcrawlers,crank
baits and buzz baits off points
and banks; crappie good over
submerged cover; clear to
murky, stable, 1 foot below
pool and 70 degrees.
Green: Black bass good on
spinner baits and artificial
nightcrawlers off points and
Ater dropoffs: crappie good
around submerged tree cops:
clear, falling, 31
/
2 feet below
pool and 70 degrees.
Barkley: Crappie good over
dropoffs and around brush;
black bass fair on artificial

nightcrawlers and crank baits
in inlets and bays and over
dropoffs; in tailwaters,catfish
good, crappie fair; - clear,
stable, 31
/
2 feet below pool and
68 degrees.
Kentucky: Crappie slow to
fair over submerged cover;
black bass slow on spinner
baits and crank baits off
points and in inlets and bays;
in tailwaters catfish fair;
clear, stable, 4 feet below pool
and 68 degrees.
Herrington :,...Black bass fair
to good early and late on surface lures and spinner baits
over visible cover; crappie
fair over submerged cover;
clear, falling, 7 feet below pool
and 71 degrees.

Jerry Maapia's
Boy, last weekend looked as
if old man winter was really
going to set in early didn't it? I
hope some of you were able to
get out anyway, the bass did
'biter
.
Neil Stubblefield and I fished together for the Murray
Bass Club, annual, steak and
beans tournament. We were
on fish all day but many of
them were too short to weigh.
We threw an assortment of
lures ranging from crankbaits
to the most popular topwater
buzzbaits. I am glad to announce that our team won by a
whopping 30 pounds! Team
captain L. J. Hendon was
super proud of his winners this
year because, we have eaten
an awful lot of beans in the
years past!
The total catch for the Murray club was 135 pounds plus.
It was tbe best the club had
done all year.

Dale Hollow: Crappie good
but small over deep cover;
black bass slow on surface to
medium runners and artificial
nightcrawlers off deep Tacky
points and banks; clear, falling, 5 feet below pool and 70
degrees.
Laurel: Bluegill fair around
stickups; blackthass fair on
surface lures and artificial
nightcrawlers in inlets and
bays; clear, falling slowly, 18
feet below pool and 68 degrees.
Nolin: Black bass fair on
crank baits in the creeks;
bluegill fair in inlets and bays;
clear to murky, stable, 2 feet
below pool and 72 degrees.
Cave Run: Musky good on
buzz baits in timbered coves;
'clear, falling slowly, 2 feet

Wholesale live Bait
Quality & Quantity Guaranteed

below pool and 70 degrees.
Grayson: Crappie fair over
submerged cover; black bass
slow
on
artificial
nightcrawlers off banks;
clear, falling slowly, 21
/
2 feet
below pool and 68 degrees.
Rough River: Black bass
fair on the north fork on
medium runners off rocky
points and around stickups;
clear, falling, 12 feet below
pool and 70 degrees.
Fishtrap: Crappie slow
around stickups; clear to
murky, falling, 10 feet below
pool and 70 degrees.
Dewey: Crappie slow
around stickups and tree tops;
clear to murky, stable at pool
and 68 degrees.

fishing line
Remember, the winter pool
stage of Kentucky Lake is
almost a reality, so pay attention when you are running at
1-4.
0 speeds. There are bars
and stumps that you can't
clear like you did two weeks
ago!
This makes it a little hazardous but also affords good
fishing when the bass move
onto the stumps.
Several crappie are being
taken whenever the wind is
slack enough for the folks to
hold onto the ledges and drops.
Minnows are still the best bait,
as most of you know, but jigs
will still catch crappie.
In many cases you will
catch larger crappie on th
jigs.
Catfish are still doing good
since they came out of the
deeper waters.
I mentioned last week, a
friend of Steve and Debbie

Murray Bait Co.
Fred Gardner, Owner

,,
c,'.
':•s1A--letteteMEIBEVEMeeer

Burkeen, that had been doing
well on cats but I didn't
remember his name. Well it is
James Phillips from the Dexter area. He's retired now and
loves to spend time chasing
the catfish much the same
way a bass fisherman chases
bass. All the time!
James estimates his catch
for the year to be around 400
pounds. All of these fish are
taken on rod and reel now, he
uses night crawlers mostly but
will resort to cut bait in a pinch.
Sauger fishing is still pretty
good by trolling the same old
bars and channels with the
deep running crankbaits you
have used all summer.
They will move into shallow
water soon so you may catch
some while casting for bass.
It's great outdoors so lets
go!
Happy Fishing!

Phone
502-753-5693

641 Super Shell
Where "Service Is Our Business

Food Omni
Open 7 Days A Week
Hwy. 641 So.

Phone 753-8322

Your U-Haul Headquarters

Photo By Wed* Beare*

about fishing the Thousand
Islands area. The St.
Lawrence river is a recentlydiscovered bass anglers
paradise. It holds large
schools of large fish, and pretourney speculation agreed
that it would take daily limits
of heavy bass to win. The tournament schedule called for
one day of practice, and then
three days of actual competition. A five fish limit would be
enforced, and bass brOught to
the scales had to be at least 14
inches long.
I was on the water two of
the four days,first with Corbin
Dyer of Lexington, Kentucky,
and then with Guy Eaker of
Cherryville, North Carolina.
Both contestants found fishing
to be tough. Dyer failed to
catch a keeper, and Eaker's
concentration of bass moved
from the grass flat where he'd
located them in practice. Our
action wassparse.

But Bo Dowden of Natchitoches, Louisiana, was the
man who pieced together the
puzzle. Dowden,found bass in
deeper cover along rocky
banks, and he mined the
waters with a jig and frog
combination. He lead from the
first day, through wind, waves
and chilly temperatures. He
outlasted a final day assault
from perennial money winner
Roland Martin, and he capped
off his last day's limit with a
beautiful six pound six ounce
bass. Dowden's total payroll
was $41,000.
Competitive bass fishing
has come a long - way over the
years, and interest and prize
money continues to grow. The
business has also come a long
way in realizing that it must
guard its image as conservationists. Of the 247 bass
brought to the scales during
the tourney, all were released
alive back into the St.
Lawrence.

Holland

WANTED
More ducks for America. Join Ducks Unlimited.
Murray-Calloway Co. Banquet
November 15 1980 — Ja cee Center

Big Mac's Discount
Sporting
Goods

Travel,Inc
Holiday
appl
uethores on Kentucky Lake
Panorama
Doormacm
cLaS
GRAYSON McCLURE

Hi-Way 641 S.

rake 94 Cost out of Murray for 2 rnfles Turn nght on 180
Follow 280 for 7 moll, post Bonner s Grocery take
blacktop into Panoranutand follow blacktop to your r/ghl

Murray, Ky.

Telephone 502-436-5483

On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake State Park

Kenlake Marina

OUTEBOAROS

Murray, Ky. 42071
Route 3 Box 80
Highway 94 East

753-9131

Bo Bowden Is proud of this largemouth bass which helped
him nail down victory In this tenth
I Bass Muster
Classic. A Louisiana boat dealer, Dowden collected $41,000
In bass fishing's "world series" in the Thousand Islands
region of New York

'Johnson

Darnell Marine Sales
Hw.641 South

making arrangements for
every small detail with
members of the New York
tourism department and the
Chamber of Commerce
representatives from Alexandria Bay, the city in which the
Classic was located.
Two projects deserve
special mention. First, all contestants in the Classic fish
from identical Ranger boats.
This meant the Flippin,
Arkansas, company headed
up by Forrest Wood had to
build 51 Classic rigs (10 extra
for spares and camera boats)
and transport them to New
York.
The boats were molded and
equipped in Arkansas. They
were transported to a local
lake and tested. Then they
were loaded back on the
trucks for the journey to New
York. The entire effort, involving five haulers making
three round trips, covered
80,000 miles. When we arrived
at the Classic site the boats
were lined up and ready to
go at Captain Thomson's
resort, as if they'd grown
there.
The second "special mention" project is food preparation for the Classic party. This
was the seventh year Ray
Scott employed gourmet chef
Frank Martinelli of Spartanburg, South Carolina, to feed
his guests.
"Ray's not cheap," Martinelli told me about Scott and
the food he allows the chef to
buy. "I order the best food I
can find and have it flown to
the Classic site. I work out
details for meal preparation
decorations and entertainment."
As an example of Martinelli's work, on seafood night
Classic guests dined on cold
shrimp and lobster, king crab
legs, almond fried shrimp, red
snapper in wine sauce and
shrimp creole. "Food for the
whole week will run around
$35,000," Martinelli said. This
was a tenth of the $350,000
total Classic expense.
But all the extravagance, all
the work and attention, is built
around bass fishing. After all,
this is the "test of the best,"
and none of the pros let the
good times interfere with their
quest for the classic title.
The field of 41 seemed happy,

Storey's

8 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.
Hwy. 94 East
Murray, Ky. 42071

Writing a single column
about the Bass Masters
Classic is like tying the World
Series into one neat package.
It can't be done! There are too
many different angles, too
many facets, too many stories
to give a reader a true taste
and feel of what the Classic is
like. The only way to know it is
to go to the scene and spend
the week, worrying with the
pros, eating the food, solving
in your own mind the
mysteries of the lake and the
bass hidden beneath the surface.
In essence the Bass Masters
Classic is the world series of
professional fishing, the "test
of the best," when qualifying
anglers are brought together
and matched on an even keel
to see who can boat the most
bass. This year's Classic was
the tenth annual event, and it
was held in the Thousand
Islands region (St. Lawrence
River) of upstate New York.
Backing up, the Classic is
sponsored by the Bass Anglers
Sportsman Society (BASS) of
Montgomery, Alabama. BASS
is the oldest and largest
(300,000 members) of the bass
fishing organizations. For the
past 13 years founder Ray
Scott and his staff have run a
slate of national tournaments.
For the past 10 years the most
successful contestants in those
tournaments have been invited to a grand finale fish-off.
The money in the event has experienced steady growth and
successful anglers in this
year's Classic stood to split
more than $80,000. The winner
would pocket $30,000 from
BASS and ' another $10,000
from the DuPont Company,
makers of Stren fishing line.
The field for the 10th annual
Classic numbered 41 anglers
from throughout the country.
This year BASS ran two divisions in its tournament
schedule ("eastern" and
"western"), and the top 29
fishermen in each division
qualified for the Classic competition. In addition, the
leading fisherman on the team
winning the BASS state
federation tourney also
qualified. This year Billy
Phillips of Jackson, Tennessee, fished his second
Classic via this free ticket.
,The enormity of handling
Classic logistics should be a
column all its own. Imagine
the work involved in putting
together such an event. First
the site was selected and two
lodges were contracted to
house the Classic entourage.
The party would number
around 350 persons, including
41 contestants, 41 wives, 100
media representatives,
manufacturers' representatives, BASS staff people,
security guards, drivers, and
soon.
Work in BASS' Montgomery
offices started months ahead
of the Classic, lining up the
guest list, calling each person
about airline reservations,

By Wade Bourne

--NE'W OWNER: Gary Darnell
BOATS MOTORS-ACCESSORIES MARINE SUPPLIES

HOOKS Tires, Wheels And Accessories
and

4

Complete line of Fishing and Sporting Equipment

Boat, Motor, Pontoon & Ski
Rentals- Guide Service-Covered StorageLaunching Ramp-Tackle, Bait. •"'
4

It

Hooks Wheel Alignment
Specializing in servicing tires & 4 W.D. Vehicles
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires
In The Jackson Purchase
753-6779
041(1 N 4th

1 Hardin

(502) 474-2245 or 474-2211, ext. 171

werwiewrser 4.4

•
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The Duck Call

ey Wads Beim
511111MISMail

By Charlie MeKenney
Well, I have seen two flights anyway to attend the next
of geese heading South so it meeting of the local chapter.
must be time to crank up the It will be held Tuesday night
Duck Call for another season.
Oct. 14th at the Triangle Inn in
After the trading season we Murray. The meeting starts at
had last year I am sure most 7:00 p.m.
duck and goose hunters are
Tickets are now available
looking forward to a much bet- and members are asking local
ter season this year. Pro- merchants and businessmen
viding the weather is to help ,ihe D.U. cause by
anywhere near normal we donating auction items or door
should have a much better prizes.
season.
The "Night For The Ducks"
However,due to the dry con- banquet will again be held at
ditions at some of the breeding the Jaycee Center on Nov. 15th
grounds the total duck hatch starting at 6:00 p.m. with the
will be down from last years. dinner meal being served at
So the ducks you shoot at this 7:00 p.m.
year may be old pros at spotIf you attended last years afting duck blinds.
fair you won't want to miss it
Talking about breeding this year. If you have never atgrounds and dry conditions tended a D.U. Banquet I would
are a good way to get this arti- encourage you to attend just
cle underway.
one and see for yourself what
As most hunters know a great time you can have.
Ducks Unlimited is a nonThe general format of the
profit' organization dedicated banquet will remain the same
to providing wetland habitat as in years past. However, this
for waterfowl. Since D.U. gets year we are hoping to have
no federal funds the money several special quest. More on
spent on waterfowl wetland who they are in another artirestoration must come from cle. Oh! I might as well tell
the D. U. membership and you a couple of them now. How
donations from concerned per- does the World Champion
sons. The total D.U. member- Goose Caller and the World
ship is well over 250,000 with Champion Duck Caller sound
about 1,100 D. U. chapters for special guest, not bad for
throughout the U.S.
starters.
Most chapters have an anHarold Knight is the current
nual D.U. Banquet that raises World Champion Goose Caller
needed funds. These funds and Mike McLemore is five
are sent to the National time World Champion Duck
Chapter. The Murray- Caller.
Calloway County Chapter is in
Both men will be at this
the process of planning this years banquet unless the
years banquet for Calloway world championships interfere and as it stands now
County.
First I want to encourage the dates do not conflict so we
anyone interested in helping in , expect them to attend.

outh bass which Is•!pod
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Winter Boat Buying When snow flies and the
lakes are frozen, and no one in
his right mind would even consider getting out on the water.
the time is right to start shopping for a boat!
The prime outdoor recreation season may be over in
many parts of the country, but
boats are still available in
dealers' showrooms. Whether
it's a first-time purchase, or
replacing an old boat or one
that you've outgrown, looking
and buying during the offseason can be advantageous.
According to Mercury outboards' boating department,
many marine dealers don't
like to carry stock over from
one season to the next. They
prefer to sell what's:on hand
and often will reduce prices to
clear out last season's models.
But price reductions aren't
the only reason why winter
boat shopping is worthwhile.
This is also a good time to visit
a dealership because there are
fewer people contending for
the dealer's attention. He'll be
able to spend more uninterrupted time with you, and

'scount

that's especially important if
you're a new boating enthusiast. He'll be more able to
discern your personal needs
and suggest the type of rig
that'll suit you best.
Winter is also the time when
boat shows open around the
country, previewing the new
models and offering prospective boat purchasers the
chance to compare features,
quality and performance on a
scale that is otherwise impossible. If you don't know of a
nearby boat show, ask your
local marine dealer. If there is
one in the area, chances are
he'll be a part of it. Or, in the
event no large show is
scheduled, he may have his
own winter or early spring
show where factory representatives will display the latest
models and equipment.
The best reason, of course,
for winter boat shopping is
that when warm whether
comes next spring, you'll
already have your rig. You'll,
be out on the water having fun
while others are just looking
and wishing.

GUN
SAFETY..
IT'S UP
TO YEN 6

•

The calls that these men
produce will be auctioned at
the banquet. Speaking of auction items, each year I think
we get nicer items, but here
are some of the items D. U.
will send to be auctioned.
The D. U. Commemorative
Shotgun is a Weatherby
Deluxe Centusion II a gas
operated automatic shotgun.
The astist of the year is Lee Le
Blanc and the D. U. print of
the year is entitled
New
Water Mallards." What may
be the most sought after items
are a Tim Hooker and Tom
Taber wood carved decoy.
Each is a limited edition carving that is signed and
numbered and copyrighted for
Ducks Unlimited. Their carving will some day be almost
priceless. D. U. is offering a
special treat to Greenwing. A
H and R 20 ga. single shot
"Greenwing Special," will be
given away to some lucky
greenwing attending the banquet. Ducks Unlimited will
also be sending six other
beautiful wildlife prints.
The local chapter also has
some great auction items including a Remington 870 that
has gold filleh engraving, it
has serial numbers two with
the D. U. crest and the local
chapters name. A Browning
and Marlin shotgun will also
be auctioned. For the first
ti- ne that I can remember we
will have a Smith and Weason
handgun that will be sold to
the highest bidder. Other
items include duck stamp
prints,a matched pair or wood
carved decoys and eight other
wildlife prints that should appeal to a wide range of outdoor
interest.

By now I hope you are
wondering where to buy a
ticket, so here are some D. U.
members who are selling
tickets. Tom Rushing at the
Bank of Murray, Jr. Pitman at
Hooks Tires, Wheels, Acc.,
Dan Gardner at D. and W.
Auto Supply, Carlos Black at
Blacks Decorting Center, Don
Gilbert at the Triangle Inn,
Gene Starks at Starks Concrete, Rick McGee or Jerry
McConnell at Big Macs Sporting Goods and Joe Wayne
Thweatt at Thweatt's Service
Station in Almo.
Some other members selling
tickets are Neil Thompson,
Brent Hatcher, Eddie Rollins,
Terry Yarborough, Vernon
Anderson, and
Charlie
McKenney. Just find them
where you can, or give them a
call and tell them you want to
attend the banquet. Again this year tickets must
be purchased before the night
of the banquet, since the meal
is catered. Only about ten extra meals will be prepared
just in case ticket holders
have ttnexpected guest. So
please try to buy your tickets
now, only 200 will be sold to
prevent over-crowding at the
banquet.
I hope to get into more detail
concerning the special quest
and other auction items in
next weeks article. I haven't
even mentioned the door
prizes yet, but I know a
shotgun will be given away to
someone attending the 'banquet. Make plans now to attend.
MAY ALL YOUR HUNTING BE
SAFE AND ENJOYABLE

Pictured above are left to right, Wayne Bennett, Doug
Walker, Randy Wright and Not Underwood, before leaving
on a fishing trip to Canada left is the men's plan which
was landing too close to another plane and the air current
flipped the plane. Only the pilot was on board and he was
uniniured Below Is a scene of where the men were fishing,
Twin Falls Their catch included, Northern Pike, Walleye,
and Smallmouth Bass, which was taken mostly on artificial
bait, with some coming on live bait At one point the men
lost their fish basket which contained about 20 fish, but
luck was with them, while Wayne Bennett was duelling for
the basket he caught the largest fish of the trip, a 14 lb.
Northern Pike

Events At LBL
MONDAY,OCT. 13
,
Empire Point will close effective Oct. 12.
WEDNESDAY,OCT.15 to SUNDAY,OCT. 19
Quilting Bee — Join an old-fashioned quilting bee and help
the women of The Homeplace-1850 make a new quilt for the
winter. We'd like to compare quilting patterns and techniques with you. Bring your own quilt to work on if you like. 1
p.m.,The Homeplace-I850.
FRIDAY,OCT. 17
Solstice — A philosophic, scientific, and personal look at
time. Features multi-image slides and star projection. 8 p.m.
Colden Pond Visitors Center Theater.
SATURDAY,OCT. 18
Fantastic Fotograms — Learn to make framable
"photograms" of natural objects while learning basic principles of black and white photography. Advance registration
is required; call 502-924-5509. Limited to 25 participants. 50
cents materials fee. 1 p.m. to 3 p.m., Center Station.
Fall Photo Session — Come along and bring your camera
for an afternoon photographing the spectacular fall colors
and wildlife of LBL. We'll share some of our photography
techniques and we'd like to hear yours. 3 p.m. to 4 p.m.,
Center Station.
SUNDAY,OCT. 19
Deer Check Data — Why do we have deer check stations?
What do they tell us about our deer herd? What information is
colleeted and how is it used? Join our biologist for the
answers to these and many other interesting questions. 2
p.m. Center Station.
What About The Songbirds? — Wise wildlife management
benefits both game and nongame animals. Join us for explanations to these questions during a 30-minute slide program and discussion. 3 p.m. Center Station.

Scuba Diving Courses
Scheduled at MSU

ADAMS
FISH MARKET

S. 12th ST

A month-long special course
in scuba diving has been
scheduled to begin at Murray
State University Tuesday,
Oct. 14.

ducted in the university's pool
in the Carr Health Building.
The $95 fee includes books,
certification fees and the use
of tanks, regulators, air and
The course, which is being instructor costs.'Registration
offered for Continuing Educa- will be at the Tuesday, Oct. 14
tion credit and certification meeting of the class.
The instructors will be
through the Professional
Association of Diving In- Robert Jones, an associate
structors ( PALII ), will be professor in the Department
taught twice each week .for of Engineering Technology,
four weeks, at 6:30 p.m. and Ross Meloan, adTuesdays and'from 8 a.m. to ministrative assistant to Dr.
Frank Julian, vice-president
12 noon Saturdays.
for student development.
The Tuesday classes will be
Additional • information
classroom sessions, while the may be obtained by contacting
Saturday classes will be con- Jones at (502) 762-3394.

New Ownership
759-1208
Formerly Watson s Fish Market

9-69-6
.
Tues.-5at.
Tues. Sat.
Fresh or Frozen

Price

Steaks
1 69
O so

Fiddlers
PRICE CHANGES
was
Boneless Catfish
Buffalo

$ 1 4?•

BUCKS
BODY SHOP
Boriv-weiRK

,

Keep guns and ammunition
separate and on locked
storage

Wholesale or Retail

'Catfish

we
$1 57
.

95ci.

It s therale you ye been
waiting for We ye cut the
pi ices on ourIvinrude` molars
F.-;or-.^"ow 1,,rt 9M/f'

Sportsman's Marina

900 Sycamore
753-5142

Route 5• Highway 68
At Jonathan Creek
Benton Ky. 42025
502 354 -6568

•

non
ke State Park

ren's,

larina

)rting Equipment

I

Open Mon. thru Sat.9 til 9
Sunday 1-6

South 12th Street

COPY AVAIL ABLE

SIDING
Al's
Home Improvement

'overh;:
- g7. 7‘1-

Hwy.1641 North

__m on

753-44,18

#

.• '

M

Quality Workmanship
and Materials
-7.ri;t11
Siding - Windows - Awnings - Doors Precast Unit Steps - Railings - Complete
Remodeling - Kitchens - Rec Rooms

SPORTING GOODS

Irered Storage-

45 or 474-2211, ext 171

jeein

Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.

on & Ski

ckle, Bait '

M.MM.

,

—)-

•:.•

pc,

Rt. 5 Box 2059

°di"

"tel46";-liew

FREE ESTIMATES
436-2802

Murray

'
•

-

•
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Calloway County 4-H'ers
Celebrate National 4-H Week
More than 850 4-Hers in
Calloway County join fellow 4H youngsters around the state
and the country to celebrate
National 4-H Week October 610.
The theme of the week-long
salute to 4-H is "Expanding
Horizons." Activities planned
in Calloway County include
window displays and a poster
contest.
National 4-H Week is set
aside each year by the
Cooperative' Extension Service to focus attention on the
values of 4-H as an informal
for
education
program
youngsters ages 9-19.
This year's theme emphasizes the expanding
horizons of 4-H members as individuals and the entire 4-H
program.
4-H is reaching out to all
young people,- rural and urban, from every cultural,
economic and social
background. There are programs to meet the needs and
interests of all youngsters.
4-H has grown and changed
considerable since, it was
created 65 years ago to teach
boys better farming methods

and girls better ways of munity population. One fourth
managing a home. Nearly 6 of Kentucky's 243,000 4-H'ers
million American youngsters live on farms, slightly more
participate in programs, led than another fourth live in
by more than 10,000 county large. towns or cities of 10,000
Extension agents and one-half to 50,000, and nearly half live
in small towns of 10,000
million volunteers.
population or less.
The youth education arm of
4-H programs in the Comthe Cooperative Extension
monivealth reflect the diversiService, 4-H is administered ty of backgrounds, interests
by land-grant universities,
and needs of its young people.
such as the University of KenNew programs in energy
tucky, in cooperation with the
education, career awareness
of
U.S. Department
and even computer technology
Agriculture.
complement traditioanl 4-H
As 4-H has extended its maintstays spch as livestock,
program through the years, handicrafts, cooking and
it has reached not only more gardening projects.
farm youngsters than ever
But in expanding its
before, but more city kids as horizons, 4-H has maintained
well. Throughout the United its tried-and-true philosophy
States, 4-H participation of ur- of learn-by-doing. The proban youngsters has tripled gram's learn-by-doing prosince 1970. Twenty-three per- jects encourage young people
cent now liv& in suburbs and to acquire real-life skills. They
cities of more than 50,000 — learn not only about science,
the same percentage of 4- agriculture, and home and
H'ers living on farms.
consumer economics, but also
The majority of 4-H about personal development,
members, 54%, live in small community service and
towns and cities,. of 10,000 to citizenship.
50,000.
More than 125 adult
Kentucky 4-H membership volunteers help provide
and growth reflects the state's leadership for county 4-H prolargely rural and small corn- grams.

Competing In The
Kentucky State Fair

The Superstars 4-H club was named as outstanding 4-H Club in Calloway County last
year. The club represented the Purchase area at the State Variety Show at the Kentucky State Fair. Club leaders are Joyce Tidwell and Marilyn McKinney.

Officers presently serving the Calloway County 4-H Council are Maxine Scott, vicepresident; Joyce Tidwell, secretary; Larue Sledd, treasurer; Judy Cunningham,
president. Standing is Arlie Scott, area delegate.

Volunteer Leaders
Guide 4-H Program
Belcher Oil Co.
South Second St.
Murray, Ky.
753-0212

There is not a single club
that offers more opportunity
to reach more girls and boys
than the 4-H Club. To do this,
there is the need for leaders.
Boys and girls need constructive guidance. The role of
leadership is both a desirable
and a demanding one. It is
desirable in terms of being
able to assist and direct
youngsters in the right direction.
There is the satisfaction in
acthat
realizing

October
5-12
71977CAN
Mail=
‘a211"
The 4-H Club has done a great job in preparing our young people for
the future. The boys and girls, young men and women between the
ages of 9 and 19, are taught to respect their environment, work to better their community and become self-reliant and responsible individuals. By taking an active role in the 4-H experience, they're having
fun as they do important work across the nation. They're working for
tomorrow...let's proudly solute them today! Keep up the GREAT work,
4-Hers.

c7be

cW42

PEOPLES BANK

(91

MURRAY

Member FDIC

KY.

State Fair and seeing the
fairgrounds for the first time
was a sight to see. The time
came for us to perform. We all
had our parts memorized and
everything went smoothly. As
soon as we started it seemed
like we were finished.
When we had taken off our
costumes we went to see the
various shows and visit the
Amusement Park. The following day we went to Cloverville,
which has state winning 4-H
projects,and watch a rodeo.
—Stani Tidwell

A Picture Is
Worth 1,000 Words
4'741

JOIN

After three years of hard
work we finally won the Area
Variety Show and would get
the chance to compete in the
State Fair in August. We
thought that August would
never come. But finally it was
just a few weeks until we loaded the bus for the trip to
Louisville. It was hard work
preparing for the competition.
It seemed like rehearsal after
rehearsal after rehearsal, but
three weeks later we were
ready to go.
Arriving in Louisville for the

complishments and progress
have been made;..and that
strength and sense of direction
has been achieved in the individual. Leadership demands
only our best is adequate and a
constant effort must be made
as opposed loan irregular one.
It often, if not always requires
some sacrifices and the firm
establishment of priorities.
One report estimated that
about one in four of our people
desire to be of help. Are you
one of them? You can be. We
are not all great orators;
however,from those with that
talent, we can better
speakers. Not all are good
writers, butfrom them we can
learn to write better. We all do
not have the talent to be an ex-

Studying
Bugs Is
A Part
Of Program
Entomology is Oe study of
insects. Collecting insects is a
lot of fun and you can learn a
lot too.
You need a net to catch insects with. There are insects
almost everywhere you look.
Go for a walk, look in your
yard or around on outside
lights and see what you can
find. You can catch butterflies
in the day or moths at night.
You have to spread a butterflies wings before you can
put it in your collection. My
favorite insects are the butterflies. They are so pretty
and colorful. You can catch
dragonflies around water if
you are extremely fast.
You get labels and identify
your bugs. Your insect collection% put in a 18"x24" wooden
box covered with glass.
I caught some caterpillars
and fed them carrot tops for 3
days. Two caterpillars spun a
cocoon. After a few days the
cocoon turned into a Black
Swallowtail Butterfly.
I entered my Entomology
project in the Cilunty Fair and
I won a blue ribbon. Then I"
entered it in the State Fair and
won a blue ribbon there too.
—Shay Mitchell

cellent cattle judge, but from
the gifted one, we can become
a better judge.
Few things seem worse than
one not using his talents for
the improving of a communities most important
possession - their children. 4-H
goes beyond the school and
home. Consequently, many
can be a leader in the developing of a childs self-confidence,
self worth and his ability to
descriminate between different ideas. 4-H is the place
for children to get rewards for
efforts and recognition of
the right kind. Leaders are
needed and it is easy to be a
part. As a 4-H leader, you have
the opportunity to guide
children and see them develop
as a result of your guidance.
To do this one must establish
priorities.
Won't you check with your 4H Agent on how you may
become one of the thousands
of volunteer 4-H leaders
across our land, and in doing
so, you can count your blessings, honor your responsibilities and do a good deed
by helping others - you will be
glad you did.

I enrolled in Photography
when I 'as 12 years old. My
younger sister and I did a
team demonstration, which
won first place at the county
and area levels and a red ribbon at state. In the fall of 1978,
I joined a Photography Club.
That year, my sister and I
team
again
did
a
demonstration, which' won

first at county and second at •
area levels. In 1979 I reported' my project activities in a •
record book, which won first.
at county and area levels. 1
have learned many things in
Photography and believe that
it is one of the most interesting
and fulfilling projects offered
in 4-H.
—Michelle Jarrett

State Fair Bound
One of my favorite experiences in 4-H is the State
Fair. I believe everyone
should go to the State Fair at
least once in a lifetime,
whether it is for competition
or enjoyment.'
I went for competition, but
this doesn't keep one from enjoying him or herself. Going in
competition is great fun. All
the people competing talk
about what they are doing and

no one gets angry if another
person wins. When you leave.
the State Fair, you will pro-, bably feel as I did, as if you've
had an experience you'll never
forget.
Going to the State Fair
teaches one sportmanship and
how to enjoy himself at the
same time. Overall it's truly
an experience 'everyone
should have.
—Jennifer Jarrett

Nita Nute, with the help of Mrs. Alice Like compiled the
Calloway County 4-Fl Council scrapbook. Based on the
information presented, the council was chosen as outstanding council for the Purchase Area.

RAILROAD AVE.,
s MURRAY,KY.
„•

t---BEST COPY AVAILA
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Ion
Fontana 4-H Resource
Development Conference

The Fontana Resource
states and get involved with
Development Conference was the conference.
held June 2-6, 1989.
Fontana Dam Village, the
This conference, sponsored
place where the conference
by the Tennessee Valley
was held, made everything
Association of Testthat Much better. The cabins
Demonstration
Farm
where we slept during the
Families, the Agricultural Exweek were clean and had
tension Services, and the Teneverything we needed. The
nessee Valley Authority, was
entertainment was great".
developed to introduce people
Every night there was square
to the many natural resources
dancing, and disco dancing. In
in their area.
.the daytime there was every
The seven states that take
sport imaginable, volleyball,
part in the Conference are
fishing,swimming etc.
Georgia, Mississippi,
Everyone should have the
Alabama, Virginia, North
chance to go to the Fontana
Carolina, Tennessee, and KenResource Development Contucky. Each state sends a
ference, it is a worthwhile,
representative speaker to
educational and fun exdirect classes in his states best
re_
z
perience.
known natural resource. For
—Fontana Delegate for 1980
example: Kentucky would
Jeanne Cooper
Representing Calloway County at the Kentucky Youth
Seminar held at the University
send someone to discuss Kenof Kentucky was, Craig Chandler, Nick Horton,
and Dwayne Fulkerson.
tucky's most important
natural resource; coal. These
My First Year
classes are conducted in an inAs a 4-H'er
teresting way to inform the
I had a fun year my first
delegates of the importance of
year
as a 4-H club member. I
I have been a member of the ing division. In the Senior diviour natural resources and to
4-H horse group for 2 years. sion we were required to judge learned to do many things. what is being done in that parI have been in 4-H five
One of my greatest ac- Saddlebreds, Walking horses, One of the things I learned was ticular field as far as progress
years. I feel I have accomplishments in 4-H was Morgans, and Abrabian how to be a better cook than! is concerned.
complished a lot since then,
representing Calloway County breeds in both the halter and was before plus lots of other
The Fontana Conference is
things. I have also met many an educational program
such as in my Rabbit and Bee
in the Senior English Division performance classes.
kinds of people during my first developed especially for
projects.
at the State 4-H judging comyear
of
4-H.
I
can
say
that
in
4In my Rabbit project I have
4-H is a good learning expetition this year. The comteenagers involved in 4-H.
H
you
can
do
things
that
make
won county. twice and area
petition was held at the perience and is a stepping
Along with this education the
you
feel
good.
delegates get the chance to .once on my record books. I
University of Kentucky in stone in learning to be a
—Tracy Henry meet new people from other
have taken this project only
Lexington. This was my se- responsible person and
two years and have won an
cond year attending the con- a productive adult in the comaward each year.
test and this year I placed munity. This will be my last
In my Bee project I have
.sixth in the English Division. year as a Senior, but! plan on
won the county and area
To attend this contest you continuing as an active
award. I have only been takmust first place in your area's member in the collegiate 4-H
ing this project one year and
judging contest. Our area con- program at Murray State
feel I have achieved much in
test was held in April at the University next fall. I would
this project.
West Kentucky Expo Center also like to help new 4-H'ers
I sincerely hope others will
and was attended by both the get a start in the horse projoin 4-H and enjoy itoimuch
Purchase and Pennyrile 4- gram and other programs that
as! have.
are offered by 4-H. As a
H'ers.
—Rachel Garland
An important part of the member I have learned a lot
judging is not only visually about responsiblity and growjudging the horses but giving ing up and!feel because of my
verbal reasons for your deci- experiences in 4-H I will be a
sions. Verbal reasons are not better citizen.
necessary in the Junior judg—Peg Bassford

!Walk

r
"The Cooperative Business Corporation" was the topic of discussion
led by Will Ed
Clark at the American Private Enterprise Seminar.
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4-H'ers participating in the County Fashion Revue were:
Rhonda Kerr, Denise Cunningham, Leigh Ann Steely,
Gaye Martin, Staci Tidwell, Jeanna Cooper, Tracy Beach,
Carla Beach, Trisha Clark and Lisa Workman.

1

Pur
cha
se
EQUIPMENT CO.INC.
Hwy. 94E Phone 153-1215

From Kentucky
To Washington
During the week of April 512, 1980 Tracy Beach and
Roesch,
Dawn
both
sophomores at Calloway
County High School attended
an Older Youth Conference in
Washington D.C. The Murray
Moose Lodge helped fund trip
for the two girls. Miss Beach
and Roesch were among 285 4H'ers chosen from Kentucky
to make the trip to Washington
D.C.for this Conference.
While in Washington the
KPntucky4-H'ers stayed at
the National 4-H Center in

We Salute All Our

Local 4-H Members
& Leaders
During

NATIONAL
WEEK
Stokes Tractor 8.
Implement Co.

D AVE.,
,KY.

Industrial Rd.

COPY AVAILABLE

"Propagating House Plants", taught by Judy Stahler was enjoyed
by students at
Southwest Elementary School.

-nafill. weele

LEARN BY DOING

Jennifer Jarrett

•••

753-1319

Chevy Chase, Maryland.
Every morning the 4-H'ers
would depart on a tour of some
of the numerous sites to see in
Washington. The groups
toured such places as: Kennedy Center, Capital Hill,
Senate, House of Representatives, Library of Congress,
Botanic Gardens, Mount Vernon, Washington Monument,
National Archives Building,
Ford's Theatre, Smithsonian
Institution, and Arlington National Cemetery.
When the group toured U.S.
Representative Carroll Hubbard's office his staff
presented the 4-H'ers with a
thank-you letter and a book
telling all about the Capital
Building and Congress on his
behalf.
One of the spectacular sites
was the 4-H'ers first tour:
night view of Washington D.C.
The Kentucky 4-Hers also lunched a few times on the bank
of the Potomac River.
The
4-Hers attended
assemblies on International
Awareness,
Citizenship,
Leadership, International Interdependence, Economics,
Careers, and Action on Capita!
Hill etc.
• The entire trip was very informative . The group
developed
a
greater
understanding and appreciation of the American Heritage,
increased their knowledge of
the National Government and
gained inspiration to fulfill
their responsibilities as a
citizen of the United States. It
was a great learning experience and all of the ass_
Kentucky 4-H'ers had a really
good time and met slot of new
friends.
—Tracy Beach
•

We Salute
All Our Local
4-H Groups
and
Leaders!
W

W3

Ikaarr
ilEAD
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Maims

4-H WEEK — Callósay County Ju
ge-Executive Ttaert35:kriler srg
a proc matio
declaring Oct. 6-13 as National 4-H Week in
Calloway County. With Miller
are, froff
1101, David Grady, Dana Cunningham,
Gina Herndon, Denese
Cunningham, Vick
Grady and Judy Cunningham,
b.ickAritsouncilpresident.

Bank#Murray
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MSU Biological Station To
Be Open To Public Today
Murray State University's
ilancock Biological Station on
Kentucky Lake off Highway 94
E is open to the public today
aturday from 10 a.m. until
'4 p.m.
First year biology students
and area cornmercial
fishermen have scheduled
visits and others are welcome
to drop in and talk with
available faculty and
students.
The Station is open year
round to science classes from
regional universities, colleges, and high schools and interested groups for class work
-and tolirs, as Well as to scientists for research projects.
Several current and .past
research projects have involved environmental questions of
interest to, and supported by,
the Kentucky Department of
•Fish and Wildlife Resources,

National Marine Fisheries
Service, Kentucky Department of Environmental Protection and
Natural
Resources, U.S. Department
of the Interior, U.S. Forest
Service, and other public as
well as private organizations.
The station was developed
from 1965 to 1975 by Dr.
Hunter M. Hancock, Professor
Emeritus of Biology and the
first Station Director.
This facility is the only
research and teaching facility
available to students and
faculty for year-round study in
the valleys of the Tennessee,
Cumberland, Ohio, and
Mississippi Rivers.
The concept began to be'
realized with construction of a
spacious modern laboratory
building in 1972; it has continued to develop with the installation of laboratory and

SINGING HELPS
If you need a quick energy
boost, sing in the shower. Or
sing anywhere. Singing draws
lots of oxygen into your lungs
and that means more energy
research facilities including a for your entire body. Feeling
floating dock in alai .
too shy to sing in public? Take
Interest in utilization of the 10 deep breaths. Inhale from
Station was indicated by 25 your stomach, hold five
colleges and universities, seconds, then exhale commost of which have had facul- pletely. You'll feel peppier
ty and students visit the Sta- right away.
tion in 1980.

Your Individual
Horoscope

6 Chemical
c,ompound
II Fated
12 Perched
14 Man s nickname
15 Buckets
17 POtion
18 Sum up
20 Ran and hail
22 Nothing
23 Man s name
25 Boredom
27 Down Prefix
28 Pry
30 Signifies
32 Function
34 Location
35 Own
38 Cavils
41 Part of -to
42 Diner
44 Pintail dock
45 Deposit
47 Morecertain
49 As wntten:
Mus.
50 Thick slice
52 Later
54 Man's nick55 Weirder
57 Paragons
59 At present
60 Helpers:
Abbr,
DOWN
1 Soaked
2 Italia-Inver
3 Demon
1 Beverages
5 Boman otti-

cial
6 A3cetics
7 Compass pt
8 Youngster
9 Short jacket
10 Dwell
11 Transactions
13 Takes out
16.1mpart
19 Entrances
21 Hip-length
coat
24 Loop
26 Specks
29 Entreaties
31 Expressions
33 Firth
35 Out of date
36 Egg dish
37 Slave
39 Flower parts
40 Ooses
43 Nerve netOr 2

3

11
14

15

, 18

19

23

24

28
32
35 311
45
1 ..

0 42

SO

51

S5
59

Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows
News,

-.-Frans Drake Foit SUNDAY,OCTOBER 12, 1880

What kind of day will may hear of a financial
tomorrow be? To find out what opportunity. Keep spending
the stars say, read the though within affordable
forecast gixen for your birth . limits. Accent prudence.
Sign.
SAGITTARIUS
ARIES
( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) Wf(iii).
Behind-the-scene career
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Unexpected expense planning pays off. You have
possible. New job opportunity. new self-confidence, but don't
ahead
without
Travel brings adventure. plunge
Enjoy sports and cultural considering long-range plans.
activities. Be bold!
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) V
TAURUS
( Apr. 20 to May 20)
Enjoy cultural activities
New romantic possibilities with friends. You may receive
abound. Luck in love. A an invitation to a play or
partner feels strongly about a concert. Evening favors
financial plan. Exercise privacy.
Answer to Friday's Puzzle
caution with joint assets.
AQUARIUS
SLAMI
VA
BOAIEAST
GEMINI
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
A
LAD
FLEA
( May 21 to June 20)
Be alert for financial or
MER
ARM
FEAT
Work
at
a
home career opportunity. Avoid a
LS, IDEALS
improvement project should
contest of wills with a friend.
A T
T
be enjoyable. Use initiative in
The p.m. favors lectures and
rITE
11 TE A D Y
love. Be loyal to those who are serious entertainments.
A
0E
N
true. Be responsible.
PISCES
7
A
R
CANCER
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
A
E
C
(June 21 to July 22)
Good news from someone at
A
W
C A N
D
Optimism attracts benefits a distance. An invitation
D
APE
D
possible. You're anxious to
R S in love and travel. Creative
R
D
E
A
E energy high, but be careful of reach the top, but patience is
health in the p.m. Don't take
now called for.
risks.
53 Legal matworks
YOU BORN TODAY are
LEO
ters
46 Edible
highly creative but inclined to
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
rootstock
56 Babylonian
Luck in financial and scatter your energies. Self48 Maroons
deity
51 Offer
58 Near
domestic matters. Sports and discipline will provide you
hobbies are pleasurable, but with the key to making the.
4 5
I 7 8 .
9 10
most of your abilities. You
avoid risky experiments. Stick
12
13
have a flair for design and
to the tried and true.
public speaking. Also, you
16
17
VIRGO
would succeed in music,
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
20
21
22
Day favors neighborly visits writing, acting, painting,
25
26
27
and Sunday drives. Don't rush education and architecture.
You can make a valuable
into a change around home
29
30
1
contribution to humanity if
base. Consider costs first.
33
34
you'll take a chance on your
LIBRA
37
3t
FPO
ideals. At times, you can let
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
your sensitivity get the best of
Look for out-of-the-way
44
43
47
you. Law, selling, advertising
speak
bargains. Don't
WI
49
prematurely. Consider all the and publishing are other
possible vocations for you.
52
54
facts. Temper initiative with
patience and self-discipline. Birthdate of: Ralph Vaughan
57
58
Williams, composer; Dick
SCORPIO
60
Gregory, comedian; and
Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 171,
Luciano Pavarotti, tenor.
Luck through friends. You

er

(2)

and

Display,
Classified,
Circulation
and the
Business Office may
be reached on 753-

IiM 5ORRL( LITTLE
FRIEND...I WA5 HASTY.YOU'RE NOT A DUCK..

W4.4
"
2
7.4.

Bible Facts Free Store for the
needy. 759-4600

I'VE BEEN
HAv1NG
INSOMNIA
LA-TELY--CAN'T
SLEEP

IF I SPIN LIKE A TOP
MAYBE I'LL_ SLEEP LIKE
)
A TOP

Customers of 501 if you have
not received your canceled
check from your bank please
contact 501 in Fulton

ITS A

FACT
Free gift wrapping is a
specialty at:

Starks
Hardware
12th & Poplar
753-1227

Farmers! Want to reduce your
overhead? M.F.A. Insurance
can save you money with their
farmers
comprehensive
package policy. See or call
Johnny Williams. your M.F.A.
agent, 753-0445.•

"Overcoming Worry"
- 759-4444. Children's
Bible Story - 759-4445.

The Puryear ,Laundramat will
be open daily, except Sunday,
7 AM til 8 PM. Under new
ownership. No change
available, bring your own
quarters and dimes.

•• CARTER STUDIO
•
304 Main

753 8298

5. Lost and Found
Lost: Fiberglass saddlebag top,
dark red with gold stripe.
Reward offered! Call 753-8738
after 5, 753-7989.
Six month old part Terrier puppy with brown leather collar
Call 753-6470 after 5 Om

•

OTelERS MAY
LET ME DOWN -

MANAGER TRAINEE
Apply in person between 2 p m. and 4 p.m
Long
12th

John

Silvers,

Street
Kentucky.

Murray,

Accountant wanted by rapidly
expanding company 0-2 years
experience, degree required
Salary open Reply to P 0 Box
32 U
Church custodian needed. Apply by sending application to
P.O. Box 32 T.

HELP
WANTED
Mowers. a.m., for mspertsalsie
a,.,4..I seeable of ...Mos posits. ot
netronel soles MM.,. II
0000ent
telephotre sales ered 0m140
per wace
Secretors. Storir
kelp,.
rerpectil 1.1.1 Se proficient m ell
secretenel shills (0•14enmers posmon
end melte. opportnerr, f. nte c1Iff'
Seed resume end sob.
marsideed
D. fen", in
reporrements N
tik,.•411, IncP 0 00. iS
Si 42071. ATTN. US. Momper Ns
phe.'As Ogress.

Earn $50 per hundered securing, stuffing envelopes. Free
details, Reply: "HomemakersSl2S", Box 94485, Schaumburg, IL 60194.
Personnel Manager wanted.
Two years college requned, experienced preferred. Salary
open. Reply P.O. Box 32 U.
Regional Sales Manager.
$30,000 first year advance
against commission. Sales person for your area to sell, train,
and motivate. 3-5 Sales people.
Must spend first 4-6 months
excelling in personal production in advance sales. Send
resume to County Map Service,
P.O. Box 12061, Lexington, KY
40580:
• • "

I

The City of Hazel is now
accepting applications
for City Clerk. Interested persons may
apply at the Hazel City
Hall through Oct. 20,
1980. Prefer person

residing in the City
Limits of Hazel.

STATE DISTRIBUTORSHIPS and
Area Dealerships now available
for low cost, multi-line solar
heating units and other energy
related products. Potential
unlimfted. Investment required. Energy Advisors, Inc.,
P.O. Box 190, Sioux Falls,
South Dakota 57101. 605-3353069.
Wanted: Responsible older person for babysitting and
Salary
housekeeping.
negotiable. Call 753-1863.

9. Situation Wanted
Two women would like to clean
houses. 753-8687 from 8-5.
Will do housekeeping, experienced. Call 753-9344.
Would like to babysit in town
Call 753-5954.

I

Will do public
sewing
and
alterations. Reasonable prices. 7530952.

POSITION OPEN

BUT I CAN
ALWAYS COUNT
ON YOu,°Tr°

S

merely NI

NOTICE
Effective
immediately to all
mobile
home
owners that move
into Riviera Courts,
you will be given
two (2) months rent
free. UNDER NEW
MANAGEMENT COME AND LIVE WITH
US. We also have
homes for rent.
753-3280.

rames, mattes, needlework
stretching and mounting, and
non•glore gloss or;

YOU NEED EXERCISE--IF YOU EXERC1sE
YOU'LL SLEEP
LIKE A TOP

9441.ation Wanted

1916 and 753.1917.

afiCk

I 6iVE UP! I DON'T
K.NOUJ WHAT kIND OF
BIRP YOU ARE!

Society

Sports 753.1918. Retail
Display advertising
753 1919. Classified

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
acraosS
Malice .i-

6. Help Wanted

2. Notice

(Full Time)
Looking for individual with experience in appliance delivery and installation. Must have
some experience in electrical wiring and antenna repair and installation. Send reply to P.
0. Box 32V, Murray, KY 42071.

Will cut firewood Call 4365870 or 436-2918.

12. Insurance
Fantastic rates on 1974 or
newer mobile homes. See or
call Johnny Williams, your
M.F.A. agent. 753-0445

14. Want To Buy
Apples for cider. To pick up
free or cheep. 753-2709 from
9-6 and ask for John.
Used playpen. Call 489-2613.
Want to buy standing timber
Will look at all tracts approximately 20 acres and up. 7535592.

15. Articles For Sale
Bookcase and set of encyclopedias Call 489-2188
after 5 pm
For sale _Evening dresses and
pageant dresses, sizes 7, 9, 11,
and 14 Call after 6 pm, 7591207
For sale: An in home 8-track
tape player. Also a Hump
Mount speaker for CB radio.
Call 759-4012.
Four rooms of carpeting, good.
condition, also an easy chair.
Call 753-0503 after 4:30.
Hides and furs. Custom made
belts, moccasins, billfolds,
purses, chaps, gun cases,
clothing. 753-9736.
Metal clothes cabinet, 27 inches wide, $30; plus aluminum
slant board for a trim waist.
$20. Call 767-2759.
Two gas heaters, 50,000 BTU.
Also 1968 Ford pickup, 6
cylinder straight, short bed, excellent condition. Call 4892595.

16. Home Furnishings
Avacado green, 9 cubic ft.
"Amana chest type freezer; 4drawer chest and matching
.
dresser. Call 753-6242.
Frigidare range, self cleaning
oven. Call 759-1084..
Frugo V. free standing
fireplace., black with glass
doors. Call 753-0491 after 5
-.
Remodeling sale! Four rooms of
carpet. used, celery green;
built-in dishwasher, built-in
stove, hood, and oven; upright
deep freeze. Call after 4 pm,
753-3730.

19. Farm Equipment
Disc blades and 3 point
seeders. See them before you
buy! Vinson Tractor Co., 7534892.
1968 D-17 Allis Chambers
Series IV. 3500 hours! also 4
row Rotary hoe and 3-16 AC
breaking plow. 498-8970 or
498-8428.
1947 Ford Ferguson tractor
with good grader blade. Looks
and runs like new. Completely
rebuilt. $1450. 753-9288.
Ford Ferguson tractor in very
good condition. Call 753-7785.
For sale: A Vemere trencher, P,
100 on tracks with trailer. Call
753-8072.
1964 International tractor with
two 4' plows. Call 435-4429
after 5 pm
4400 John Deere Combine, 13
ft flowing cutting bar, 261
hours, 23.1 x 26;rice and cane
tires. Price $24,500, Call 7533966 or 753-1389.
11974, 300 Massey Ferguson
Combine. Call 489-2300.
New Goodyear, Firestone, and
B F.G. farm tires on farm tire
service Vincent Tractor Company, 753-4892.

2O Sports Equipmeiti
For sale 732 Woodsmaster 308
Bushnel 3x9 scope and a Dan
Wesson, 357 magnum with
heavy 6' ventilated barrel_ Call
435-4429 after 5 pm
MEC 600 JR Reloader with 12
and 20 guage dies Several bars
and bushings. $50. Redfield 4x
scope $60. Weaver V-22 scope,
$10. 753-1866.

22. Musical
New and used pianos and
organs, largest selection in the
purchase area. Buynow and
save up to $1000. We accept
lay-aways for Christmas.
Clayton's - J & B Music, Dixieland Center, Murray.
Upright piano, antique white,
reasonably tuned. $425. Call
753-6775.
23. Exterminatint

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
Phone 753-3914

24. Miscellaneous
Barn full of used luMber, •
cabinets, molding, etc..for sale.
Call after 6 pm, 753-1861.
Firewood 23" seasoned hard
wood $35 a rick delivered.
435-4494
Firewood, oak and hickory, 18"
or 24". Also custom cut sizes.
489-2327.
Firewood, $25 rick delivered.
759-4805 or 753-8430 after 5
pm.
Firewood for sale, $20 rick,
-delivered. Oak, hickory and
ash. Call 437-4731 after 7 PM.
• green
Handmade wool afghan,
ripple pattern, $50. Call 7535954.
Overhead garage door, wooden,
16 x 7 foot. 4 section, 10 windows with track, torsion spring,
. 1/3 hp automatic opener and 2
remote controls, like new, Call
354-8244.
30 Sheets galvanized underkinning for trailer. Call 436-5844.
Used Franklin fireplace, like
new. Call 436-2595 after 5 pm.
Wood for sale. Call 436-2758.

25. Business Services
INDUSTRIAL SHEETIAETAL
Calhoun
WORK. Call
Sheetmetal for gutters,
downspouts, flashings, fascia,
or metal building repair. Quality work guaranteed. References
furnished upon request. Barry
Calhoun, 502-247-8755.

26. TV-Radio
10 inch color TV, $130. Call
767-2548.
Used 19- color t.v., also 25"
color tv. Clayton's - I & B
Music, Dixieland Center, Murray.
Wanted: Responsible person to
take up small monthly
payments on color t.v. Warranted. Clayton's, 753-7515.

27. Mobile Home Sales
1972 Armor double wide, completely remodeled, dishwasher
and central gas heat. Call 4314729.
1974 Atlantic 3 bedroom, 2
baths, $4000. Financing
available at low rate. 753-0187
after 5 pm.
1973 Double wide, reduced to
$11,500. Call 527-3149
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AIRLINES
Major airlines are now hiring for the following opportunities:
FLIGHT ATTENDANTS
RAMP 8. BAGGAGE PERSONNEL
TICKET AGENTS
RESERVATIONS AGENTS
CLERICAL POSITIONS
CUSTOMER SERVICE
FOOD SERVICE
Individuals interested in applying with these airlines
companies must be career oriented, have a public
relations personality, be willing to travel if required,
and be in good health. For further information on how
to immediately apply directly with these major airlines
companies, write to:
TRAVELER, fNC.
ATM: AIRLINES APPLICATION INFORMATION
3865 SOUTH WASATCH BLVD. SUITE 101
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84109
Please indicate briefly your background, what airlines
position(s) you are interested in applying for and enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope so that you
•••-ps to
may- receive further information e.
take so that possible interviews might be arranged by
these airlines. All major airlines companies are EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYERS.

American Midlands
of Tennessee, Inc.

We're banking on you. America. with

We Iand'

AGRICULTURAL LOANS
Qualified applicants to American Midlands,
Inc. can receive assistance for:
Farm Purchases
Livestock and Machinery
Farm Refinance
Conversion from short term
to long term
Leasing
MINIMUM: $150,000

Call Toll Free
1-800-228-2702
(In Nebraska call 402/3345100)
American Midlands, Inc.
Omaha. NE,RA1 44
!
2945 S. 132ncJiStw
Member NAF((i

With offices in Los Angeles. Dallas,
Minneapolis. Denver and Knoxville

CONT'G'.
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Jouble wide, comdeled, dishwasher
as heat Call 437-
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300. Financing
ow rate. 753-0187

wide, reduced to
1527-3149.

974 Baywood mobile home
'/T60 2 bedroom $400 down
dhP over payments Call .153'556
ii
sale 1972 Buckaneer
12x65. good condition
13548983
1971 Howard Johnson. 12x64,
2 bedroom extra nice Call
attar 4 pm, 753-6919 or 7537625
1974 Holly Park, 14)(70', 2
bedrooms, furnished, fireplace,
carpeted, 8x12 patio with awning. $13,500. 247-0935.
Three bedroom mobile home
on large lot. Will finance for
,!ight person. Call between 1
and 8 pm. 753-9747.

28. Mb.Home bits
For rent 2 bedroom trailer,
near Murray. No pets .4892611.
For rent: 2 trailers at Stella
one 12x70 unfurnished, one
1260 furnished. Call after 4
pm, 753-2493.
-12 x 60 Mobile Home for rent.
See Brandon Dill at Dill's
Trailer Court, Murray Drive In
Theatre entrance.
One or two adults,;2 bedroom.
all electric, water furnished.
one mile out of city limits,
Highway 121 South. $50
deposit, $95 per month. Phone
753-5405 after 5 pm.
Two- bedroom trailers, completely furnished, good condition, from $145 Call 7538964.
Two bedroom. 12x60, on large
private lot. 3 miles east of Mur
-ray. No pets. Call 753-6283
after 5 pm.

Two bedroom duplex, 3 miles
from town on private road,
753-8848
$160, deposit
before 9 pm.
Two bedroom apartment, near
University. 1414 Vine St.
Two bedroom • duplex, good
condition, nice yard. private
drive .For 2 adults or with one
child $135 per month unfurnished, $145 with refrigerator
and stove. Call 489-2595.
Two bedroom upstairs apartment. Private entrance. Carpet
and built-ins No children or
pets. Lease and deposit required. $170 per month. Call
753-9208 after 4 pm.
Two bedroom apartment,
recently redecorated, private
area and good neighborhood.
No children, no pets. Lease and
deposit required $175 per
month Available November
1st. Call 753-9208 after 4 pm.
Two bedroom duplex with central heat and air, outlets for
washer and dryer, couples
preferred. No pets. Call 7539741.
Two bedroom duplex with
family room and fireplace. Central air and heat. Appliances
furnished with washer-dryer
hookup. No pets or children.
Lease and deposit required.
159-4509.

33. Rooms for Rent
Rooms for rent, girls. Call 7531812 or 759-4909.

34. Houses For Rent

43. Real Estate

you

1ANS

Midlands.

?Sin

CERAMIC
BOUTIQUE
Owner Margaret McCuan
Located on 94 West Between
Lynn Grove and Tr -City

OPEN HOUSE

,k1144

)allas.
xville

Sunday, October 12th
2:00-4:30 P.M.
Door Prizes - Refreshments

COPY AVAIL ABLE

L4OsatilD
r
753-1222

C Ian up,toa F•ar,• S.nri.cono

"Tonight give them lots Of facts
Nothing confuses them more than that"

753-7411
AROUND THE CLOCK

41:11ii[We

38. Pets-Supplies
Centenial Sweet potatoes, half
mile off 94 at Pilot Oaks Call
376-5155
Carport sale, 1307 Peggy Ann
Drive, Saturday, 9 til 5.
Garage sale at 1702 Audubon
Drive (South of Murray High) on
October 10th and 11th, from 9
AM to 5 PM, rain or shine.
Toys, women's, men's clothing
(sizes 10, 12, 42X1), odds and
ends.
Hugh garage sale, Friday and
Saturday, 94 East to first road
on left, about a mile on Van
Cleave Road. Blow dryer, electric organ, toys, bicycles, old
stove, nice boys coats and
suits, antiques and Avon bottles lots more.
Huge yard sale, Friday and
Saturday at old Doc Mason
farm. Take 94 West out of Murray, 3 miles turn right on 783
at Taylor Seed, then go 2 miles
and follow signs. Furniture,
small appliacnes, dishes,
household items, clothes, and
other items too numerous to
mention:
Moving sale, 1713 Plainview
Drive. Some
antiques,
household items, everything
must go! Saturday, 8 til ?.

New listing. 3 bedroom, 2 fu I
baths. brick veneer horn ,
1621 Keenland Drive. Home
features Olympic size pox
central heat and air, fireplace,
burglar alarm system. For more
information tall Purdom &
Thurman Real Estate. 7534451. Suzy Wells 753-1585,
Geneva Jones 753-6557.

An exceptional nice 20
acre farm, all tendable, level to gently
rolling, completely
fenced, pond stocked
with Hybrid catfish.
Coldwater area. Call
for details.

41. Public Sale

1

We hove well pump repair service and service
and install So-Rite pumps.

up

JOHN SMITH

Paschall
Plumbing Repair

:a. with

Nice 4 bedroom home on
Highway 641 North of Almo
Heights for sale lease or rent
with option to buy Has approved Farmer's Home Administration loan which can be a5sumed by qualified buyer Priced to
sell $25,000, Call Spann Realty
Associates, 753-7724.

WOODED 1.0/11 That's only
M. of the nice 14sings about
tins lovely home locatird it
includes
1517 lobes*.
bedrooms, hying room end
god both
rfUni,
formal dining
Also has fenced back yard one
lo•ely pens. Lots of other six
ire s hove boon added to the
home to make it more en
lovable lust call, we'll pick

For rent; Cabin for rent. Pine
Bluff Shores. $100 per month
Call 153-5791.
Four or live bedroom furnished
house for 'four or five college
30. Business Rental
girls or boys. Also small furnished apartment for 1 or 2
Large building for rent.
college girls. Call 753-5865
4 boys in front. Hoist 2
days, 753-5108 after 530 pm.
back bays. Extra large
For rent: Large 3 bedroom
753-8581
rooms. Call
house, 2 baths, dining room,
or see at 808 Coldwater
large beam family room with
Road,
fireplace, washer and dryer
hookup, built-in electric range,
carport. 753-7276.
Mini
Two bedroom house, $150 per
Warehouse
month. Call 437-4462 or 437Storage Space
4569.
HILLTOP
Three bedroom house, 3 blocks
For Rent
YARD SALE
from
MSU, appliances
753-4758
available. Call 753;3006.
Sat., Oct. 11 9-5; Sun.
Three bedroom house, washer
Oct. 1212-5
31.Want To Rent
and dryer hookup, gas heat, airfall and winter clothes
Wanted. Small apartment for conditioned.
Women's sites 9-14. Men's
carpeted,
winter months by Graduate references and deposit. No
sixes 38-44. Home furstudent/Farmer and wife. Can pets. Family only. 753-2835.
nishings. decorative nems,
pay advanced rent through
vacuum cleaner and other op
with
bath
Three
bedroom,
2
April 1. 1980. Write P.O. Box
pliances.
washer
527and
dryer.
Call
lst House on left north of
114, Wingo, KY 42088.
7222.
Fisher Price Rd. on 641 N.
32. Apts. For Rent
Three bedroom country home
Apartments for rent, near for rent. Call
Moving Sale, ceramic shop,
436-2262.
downtown. Call 753-4109.
equipment, molds and
37.
Livestock-Supplies
materials, $1000. Dining table
For rent Attractive 2 bedroom
duplex. all appliances furnish- ARABIAN HORSES FOR SALE. and 4 chairs $25, desk $20,
Visitors welcome! South on antique secretary $75, plated, near M.S.U. 753-5191.
Locust Grove Road. 753-6100. form rocker $35, color TV $25.
Furnished one bedroom, 4 Ree-Mar Arabians. 753-6126.
washer $75, also 161
/
2 ft
Toms carpeted very close to
Johnson seasport boat, 150 hp
campus. Call -153-8724 after 5 . Beauhful 3 gaited registered 10 motor all ski equipment ingelding, very well mannered, 5
3m.
cluded, $1,200 or will trade for
years old, shown by teenager good0,usedcar
or van. Call 753urnished one bedroom apart- now too busy.
All tack includment. $150 per month. 602 ed. $2000. 1-444-9646 or 443Poplar Heat and water furnish- 8444.
Yard sale, Friday and Saturday.
ed. Call 753-0187.
Highway 121 North in Stella by
Leather repair and custom old Pottery
place. Baby clothes,
ideal apartment for older work. Chaps, belts, moccasins,
,ingle person or couple. Near gun cases, • billfolds, saddle trinkets, and many other items.
iowntown area References. No bags. 753-9736.
Yard sale, Friday and Saturday.
;els. Call 753-6429.
October 10th and 11th, A3
38.
Pets-Supplies
Coach Estates, 8 til ?. Snow
New duplex for rent or sale! 2
pedroom plus carport All ap- Basic and Advanced dog obe- tires, electric heaters, moped,
Jliances furnished with washer dience classes. Breed handling, minibike, some furniture, 1969
mddryer hookup. No pets. Call tracking, and protection. All Mercury with new tires in good
breeds and ages. Professional condition, odds and ends.
753-2965.
instructor. 436-2858.
Yard sale at 423 South 9th, 9
iiveria • Apartments. Two
Dedrooms. refrigerator, range. For sale. White German to S. Friday and Saturday.'
lisposal, carget, drapes, Shepherd puppies. 753-0355. Clothes, household items,
nasher-dryer hookup, and Need AKA registered Labrador miscellaneous.
lishwasher.
443-3430, Retriever for stud service in Yard sale. 104 S 13th, around
'aducah. KY.
November. Call 753-8918.
the corner from Dairy Queen.
Saturday only, til 7 Dishes
and kitchen items, nic-nacs,
bass guitar, AM-FM cassette
radio, baby bassenette and swing, tupperware, mags, car
ISTALRITE
bucket seats, Pepsi machine,
hot water heater, wheel chair,
For Fast Service
auto sirens, and toys.
.
and Installation

Call 753-1168

43. Real Estate
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NEW AND
NICE
Brand new 3 bedroom,
21-2 bath home on large
landscaped lot in
beautiful
Oaks
Estates. Heat pump;
-heat-o-lator
in
fireplace; and large
covered patio for summer entertainment
and relaxation. Mid
$70's. Phone Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222 for
further details.
DESIGNED WITH
DISTINCTION
This home has
everything for comfortable convenient family living. • Many
outstanding features
include heat pump,,
large and lovely
fireplace in den,
spacious 2-car garage,
3 bedrooms, 21
/
2 baths,
tastefully decorated
throughout. Let us
describe this impressive home to you!
Upper $60's. PRICE
REDUCED! Phone
Kopperud Realty, 7531222 for all the information.

Do you own your own lot or lot
BROEYADL-M
ESATJAOTRES
and mobile home? If you do
and your family income is
t1 I
753-8080
within the following adjusted S
income limits, you may qualify
Prufesstuna I S..rvict,
for a 4% interest loan on a 3 or 5 5• rii, riendls 10,4
4 bedroom home. Income
limits are. Two in family A MOST
1
$13,500; Three in family - a TEMPTING BUY
$15,150, Four in family 1508Sunset Blvd., near
$17,900. With today's inflation
Murray High, charmand interest rates up, why not
ing 3 bedroom, 1 bath,
visit our office today and let us
B.V. spacious livingnow...153talk • terms
dining room, plush
1492...CENTURY 21 Loretta
carpeting, elec, heat,
Jobs, Realtors at 1200
built-in range, exhaust
Syç.a more.
fan 2 window air con44. Lots For Sale
ditioners,
two
bedrooms have builtLarge shady lot for sale with
in vanities, 'desk,
water and septic tank. East
Purdom & Thurman
$4000 Call 753-2467 after 4
bookshelves. Outside
Insurance &
storage building plus
Real Estate
SeathsIde Court Square S workshop. Fenced-in.
p Homes For Sale
backyard. Quiet ,qkS" 4rn.
Murray, Kentucky
neighborhood,
divided
For sale by owner 3 or 4
753-4451
bedroom brick home, 1/7
sttzr9eet..00
A.good buy at
son
baths, fireplace, central heat
and air. East of Murray on 1
WANT A FARM?
acre of land, $39,500. Call
i, 95 acres about 50 open.
f Seven apartment
436-2401.
N Neat 3 BR., home in
building ,located
prime
condition.
House and 25 acres. 759-1100
▪ between downtown
k Almost new large
New 4 bedroom Executive type
Murray and the
i 1 Metal pole barn,
house, priced realistically. Call
r: University. Excellent
tobacco barn, ex753-3903.
rental income. Furcellent investment onniture Included with
Three bedroom brick house and
ly $85,000. Only /
1
2
mile
price
of
only
house trailer. 50x50 body shop
E. of Ledbetter
• $39,000.00. Storm doors
Church
1346ca llRtdo.daoyff Hwy. . 2 acres land on 641, Vs miles
and windows and
5n6orit8h of Murray. Call 753
natural gas heat. Let
Alex make the arbedroorn house with
rangements for you to
\ aluminum siding. Living room.
see this today. Office,
kitchen, bath, upstairs.
753-1651 or home 753Local market for sale. Gracery screened-in back porch, 2 out
1575.
g store with contents, building, buildings!arid pole barn, with
lot. and 2 gas pumps. Located 2'
,2 acres. Phone 492-8336.
• miles north of Murray. Ca
11 Two bedroom duplex, has 900
753-1334 or 753-1861.
sq.ft. per unit, -Carpeted
throughout, new appliances.
cgiicrete drive and patios, 6
Sentb12% et Sycamore
Tokaphisson 753-1651
months old. Call 753-9400.
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P.O. Rai 311

Priced slashed! Make an offer
on this under priced
home.. The family is anxious to
move with husband to his new
job location. This home is just
outside of city limits just 2
miles, making for town conveniences but no city taxes. The
house has a traffic pattern that
is very liveable. Insulated up to
TVA specifications for
econorriic utility bills. Priced in
the $30's. Call 753-1492 CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs, Realtors
and let us show you this home
today
•
%
S

43-.11-eal Estate

Does Price Count? You bet it
does! 2 bedroom brick on
beautiful acre lot surrounded
by mature trees. Bright, sunny
kitchen, dining room, large living room with wood burning
fireplace And
best of
all Priced in the 520's. For
comfort and value, compare
with anything you may have
seen .Offered bu Century 21
Loretta Jobs, Realtors - 7531492
s

47. Motorcycles

i7

F.111111111111

PRICE
REDUCED $2000
Nice home situated on
11
/
2 acres, in the country but yet close to
town. Two bedrooms,
large living room and
kitchen. Fenced lot
with stable and shed is
ideal for horses. Now
offered at $31,500
through
Kopperud
Realty,711 Main.
SEEING IS
Nice 3 bedroom BV
BELIEVING!
house w/bath. Good
Loving care and good
location; 2 blocks from
taste are obvious in
Outside
M.S.U.
this outstancling, newstorage building. This
ly remode4
%! home.
is a well built house.
Home features 3
$42,500.
bedrooms, 11
/
2 baths,
living room with
Nine bedroom home
fireplace, glassed-in
near the campus of
sun porch, modern kitM.S.U. Ample bath
chen and economical
and kitchen facilities,k
gas heat. Priced in the
Central heat and air.I
mid $40's. Phone KopExcellent year round
perud Realty, 753-1222,
income. Seller will
for courteous compefinance. Call for morek
tent real estate serinformation on how
vice.
easily this can be ."yours.

1971 Honda Express, good condition, 100 mpg, $150. Call
753-7231 after 4 pm.
Honda Express, good condition,
700 miles, $325 • Call 7535159 after 5 pm
Leather repair. Also chaps,
motorcycles suits. saddle-bags,
custom leather seats. Call 7539736.
Nice 450 Semi-Chop Honda
with extra set of pipes and
original front end. Phone 4928879.
1979 Yamaha 650 Special,
black, like new. Call 759-4749
after 4 Eilll

49. Used Cars
1919 Buick Electra Limited,
loaded with extras, local car,
20,000 actual miles Can be
seen at Black's Becorating
Center, or call 753-0839 or
753-5287
1978 Camaro. white exterior,
black interior. 305 V8, power,
air. radio. Rally wheels. $4175.
Call 753-1480.
1972 Chevrolet, 2-door, vinyl
roof, ps and brakes, good con
dition. $1000 606 Broad Ex
tended

STROUT REALTY, INC

Listings
needed! Offices
Coast to Coast Buyers from
Everywhere. "Free- Cedillas
STROUT REAI TV
L Ilsomalyek.
it,teldwahr Ili 753.0786
41.nrey

1976 Chevrolet statuamitiagon, 4
cylinder, automatic. 21 mpg,
good tires, 43.000 miles.
$1850 763-2266 ask for Bob
1977 Cutlass, 1976 Grand Prix
Gall 527-3149. 1972 Chwolet, 4 door sport
sedan, power and air, 54000
miles. Call 753-3969
1977 Datsun 810, 4-door
sedan, nice. Call 753-8124
1974 Dodge Dart Swinger, new
radial tires, extra clean low
mileage. Call 354-8382.
Extra nice 1966 Plymouth. Call
753-4151.
1976 Ford Maverick. 4-door
air-conditioned, power steering, radio. Call after 3 pm. 753
1245.
1974 Ford LTD, good shape
will sell or trade for pickup
equal value. Call 436-5844.
1973 Monte Carlo, dark green,
Landau roof in good shape. Can
be seen at Speedway, Highway
641. Call 759-1160.
1973 Mercury Montego. Good
running condition. Body needs
little work. Air-conditioned,
AM-FM stereo. Call 759-4603
after 5 pm .
1976 Plymouth Salon, good
condition, good tires, 318
engine, $1295. Datsun pickup
model 620. good condition,
great gas mileage, $1395. Call
489-2595.
1978 T-Bird, silver with all extras. $4000. Call 753-8451.
1975 VOlkswagen Rabbit, 4door, air-conditioned, looks
good. drives good. 753-1898.
1971 Volkswagen 411. new
vinyl top, near new tires, good
body and good mechanical condition. Call 759-1628 after 4
pm.
1946 Willis Jeep, metal top,
436-5377
.

50. Used Trucks
1968 Dodge Dump truck also
50 head of chickens. Call 4362262.
1974 Chevy pickup. $800. Very
dependable. 12' utility trailer
with dual axle and bumper hitch, $1000. 753-9400.
1978 Chevrolet C-10 4-wheel
drive truck; P.S.. P.B., AM-FM
8-track stereo. Has 36,000
miles. Call 498-8970 or 4988428
1976 Dodge Ramcharger, 4x4,
automatic, air,
p.b., AMFM, excellent condition.
$2850. 753-9262 after 4 pm.

Jest traded tor, 1974 Heavy
duty 2-ton truck, long gram
bed, hoist, 2 speed atle
17,000 actual miles, velure
truck with red bed. Loral one
owner. Real Sharp, Real good
inechanica/ condition. S6850
Come see sod

PARKER
FORD

53. Senices-Offiia- SI Services Offered
Babysitting after 5.30 pm.
Monday through Friday. and
Sundays $1 25 per hour per
child Has experience and own
transportation Call Laurie after
5 pm at 753-3085
Concrete and block work. Block
garages, basements, driveways,
walks, patios, steps tree
estimates. Charles Barnett,
753-5476

LEATHER REPAIR and custom
leather work Reasonable Call
753-9736
Licinsed Electrician and gas instailation, heating installation
and repairs Call 753-7203
Morse Excavating 4 inch Water
wells end loader and dozer
work Ben Morse Grand Rivers,
KY. 502-362-4064

Fireblace inserts custom built
Fireplace and chimney brick
repair Call after 6 pro 4362855

Or .r wood
Early Before
Bad Weather!
Call 753.5648
after 4 p.m.

Concrete end block
work. Block garages,
Isesemonts, driveways,
walks, series, steps.
free estimates. Charles
Barnett, 753-5476.

311
your plumbing installation and repair. all work
guaranteed. call 753-8950
Fence sales at Sears now. Call
Sears, 753-2310 for free
estimate for your needs
For interior and exterior
decorating. home repair and
remodeling, call 753-0068.
General construction and Home
Improvement, all
work
guaranteed. Prompt, efficient
service Call 753-0948.
Have your driveways white rocked and graded before bad
weather Free estimates. Clifford Garrison. 753-5429
[0!

PAINTING

-77-7

Need work on your trees? Topping, pruning, shaping, complete removal and more Call
BOYER'S TREE SERVICE for
PrOfessional tree care, 1538536.
Painting, paperhanging, commercial or residential Farm
buildings, etc. 20 years experience, Free estimates. 7591987.
Paper hanging and interior
painting. Call after 4 pm, 7537337 or 437-4617.
Stop! For all your repair needs.
roofing, carpentry. plumbing
and electrical work, look no
more! Call 753-9226 or 7539623. We'll do your lob large or
small. All work done to your
satisfaction..
Tractor work: bushhogging,
plowing, discing, blade work.
gardens. Free estimates Call
753-1400 or 753-2632

Interior & Exterior

Tuxtra Ceiling; caulking
and winterizing. Quality
work, 15 years experience, Coll Robert
Scroggins, 436-2353.
Heating: Refrigeration, Am r Conditioners,• appliance repairs
Bob's Refrigeration Service.
Hazel Kentucky. 498-8370.
Murray Ky 753-7829, Robert
(Bobby) Lockhart.
Insulation blown in by Sears.,
save on these high heating and
cooling bills. Call Sears. 7532310 for tree estimate. K & K Stump Removal. Do you
need stumps removed from
your yard or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24" below the
ground, leaving only sawdust
and chips. Call for free
estimate, Bob Kemp 435-4343
or Bob Kemp. Jr 435-4319
KARATE CLASSES. Open daily Murray Karate Center. For opDointment call 753-6317..
Sou will like our large selec
tion of quality frames We
hove some new and unusual
styles.

CARTER STUDIO
753-8298

304 Main

1

ROOFING
C•ninsisrclal
and
Residential, ShIsik
and built-ep reefs.
Referees's, alk work
gearantemd. 759-4512
or 759 1859,
TENTS AND AWNINGS, custom .
made and repaired. Reasonable
rates Free estimates Call 753.
9736
WEST KENTUCKY ASPHALT
COATING & SEALING.. Have
your home•driveway or parking
lot sealed professionally before
winter. 753-8163
Will haul driveway white rock
and Ag lime, also have any type
of brown or white pea gravel
Also do backhoe work. Call
Roger Hudson. 753-4545 or
753-6763.
Wet basement? We make wet
basements dry. work completely guarenteed. Call or write
Morgan Construction Co.,
Route 2, Box' 409A, Paducah,
KY 42001, or call day or night,
1-442-1026.

56. Free Column
Collie bird dog mixed. about 4
months old has had shots and
been wormed, Call 753-9786 or
753-3940.

Hornbuckle Barber Shop
209 Walnut Street

753 5773

1950 GMC pickup, 327 rebuilt
engine. 1967 Elcamino body
Call 436-2439 after 430
1974 GMC utility pickup, 283
motor, diamond plate bed.
$675. 153-3570 or 753.1852
1963 GMC Grain truck, tandem
axle, 16' grain bed. 500 bushel
corn capacity. 2-speed axle, A.
1 condition 492-8425.

51. Campers
1969 Little Colonel camper.
14'..$900 Call 753-8451.
1975 Self-contained, 23-foot
camper with air, awning, and
hitch Excellent condition.
Phone 153-2913.
TENTS AND AWNINGS, custom
made and repaired. Reasonable
rates. Free estimates. Call 7539736.

Closed For Relocation
Open On About Oct. 15
Thank

You

MARBLE
Don't let the Bathroom make your

house

look "Behind The Times" Give it the

"Now Look"with
MARBLE

Thornton Tile
&Marble
"Quality That Will Please"
So 9th

753-5719

52. Boats and Motors
For sale 1978 35 hp Evinrude
outboard, electric start. $900.
Two bass seats with pedestals
and stands. $50. Call 753-9646
anytime
15 Foot, Fabuglass speed boat,
45 hp Mercury Good condition, $350. Call 436-2506.

53. Services Offered
Keep your boat safe and
clean this winter
Economical dry dock
stornge.
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(502)7534146
304114 12th St
Murray Ily 42071
•
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This home on I acre wooded lot lust 8 miles west of
Murray. lots of roam; lots of extras. Must see t^
predate. Can 435-4776.

CLEANING
CARPET
Guaranteed References Free
estimates. 753-9736.

FOR SALE
comfortable 2 bedroom brick home,
located at end of quiet dead end
. Has attached
garage and work area, outside storage
building. Living
room with fireplace. located on large
lot. May be seen
by appointment only
909 Pogue Aye., or cell.
753-.
0347. 534,500.
Attractive,

stov-e

I'%GE
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MSU Biological Station To
Be Open Tot Public Today
Murray State University's
Hancock Biological Station on
Kentucky Lake off Highway 94
E is open to the public today:
Saturday ) from 10 a.m. until
4 p.m.
First year biology students
and area commercial
fishermen have scheduled
visits and others are welcome
to drop in and talk with
available faculty
and
students.

The Station is open year
round to science classes from
regional universities, colleges, and high schools and interested groups for class Whrk
and tours, as well as to scientists for research projects.
Several current and past
research projects have involved environmental questions of
interest to, and supported by,
the Kentucky Department of
Fish and Wildlife Resources,

National Marine Fisheries
Service, Kentucky Department of Environmental Protection
and
Natural
Resources, U.S. Department
of the Interior, U.S. Forest
Service, and other public as
well as private organizations.
The station was developed
from 1965 to 1975 by Dr.
Hunter M. Hancock, Professor
Emeritus of Biology and the
first Station Director.
This facility is the only
research and teaching facility
available to students and
faculty for year-round study in
the valleys of the Tennessee,
Cumberland, Ohio, and
Mississippi Rivers.
The concept began to be
realized with construction of a
spacious modern laboratory
building in 1972; it pas con-4
tinued to develop with the installation of laboratory and

research faciSties including a
floating dock in 1980.
Interest in utilization of the
Station was indicated by 25
colleges and universities,
most of which have had faculty and students visit the Station in 1980.

Your Individual
Horoscope
---

FOR SUNDAY,OCTOBER 12, 1980

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
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5.

iiii

I 6iVE UP! I DON'T
.KNPIL) WHAT KIND OF
BIRD YOU ARE!

(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) nP i
t l
Day favors neighborly visits
and Sunday drives. Don't rush
into a change around home
base. Consider costs first.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Look for out-of-the-way
bargains.
Don't
speak
prematurely. Consider all the
facts. Temper initiative with
patience and self-discipline.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 111,
Luck through friends. -You

%MEIN
titatice

6. Help Wanted

may hear of a financial
opportunity. Keep spending
though within affordable
limits. Accent prudence.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) "eir440.
Behind-the-scene career
planning pays off. You have
new self-confidence, but don't
plunge
ahead
without
considering long-range plans.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
Enjoy cultural activities
with friends. You may receive
an invitation to a play or
concert. Evening favors
privacy.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Be alert for financial or
career opportunity. Avoid a
contest of wills with a friend.
The p.m. favors lectures and
serious entertainments.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Good news from someone at
a distance. An invitation
possible. You're anxious to
reach the top, but patience is
now called for.
YOU BORN TODAY are
highly creative but inclined to
scatter your energies. Selfdiscipline will provide you
with the key to making the
most of your abilities. You
have a flair for design and
public speaking. Also, you
would succeed in music,
writing, acting, painting,
education and architecture.
You can make a valuable
contribution to humanity if
you'll take a chance on your
ideals. At times, you can let
your sensitivity get the best of
you. law, selling, advertising
and publishing are other
possible vocations for you.
Birthdate of: Ralph Vaughan
Williams, composer; Dick
Gregory, comedian; and
Luciano Pavarotti, tenor.

SORRY, LITTLE
FRIEND-I WAS HA5T4'...
LfOU'RE NOT A DUCK..

YOU NEED EXERCISE
IP YOU EXERCISE
YOU'LL SLEEP
LIKE A TOP

Kentucky
Accountant wanted by rapidly
expanding company. 0-2 years
experience. degree required
Salary open Reply to P 0 Box
32 U.
Church custodian needed Apply by sending application to
P.O. Box 32 T.

Society
and
Sports 753-1918. Retail
Display advertising
753-1919. Classified
Display. Classified,
Circulation . and the
Business Office may
be reached on 7531916 and 753-1917.
•

IF I SPIN LIKE A TOP
MAYBE I'LL_ SLEEP LIKE
A TOP

imeihate (wean5 ler fa...snit
agave! nine el essnaong swallow el
anneal moles aon41141
an!!!!!
gnaw. le naiades sne aoW sales

needy. 759-4600

eane•14 Hipt,ISecronessl Fork
tenni Men it p•ha Wel 50 .11
mtr•tOnel Akins (hallooing pomace
and en•Ilera egratverto ler *a roan

NOTICE
Effective
immediately to all
motrile
home
owners that move
into Riviera Courts,
you will be given
two (2) months rent

free. UNDER NEW
MANAGEMENT COME AND LIVE WITH
US. We also have
homes for rent.
753-3280.
Customers of 501 if you have
not received your canceled
check from your bank, please
contact 501 in Fulton

ITS A
FACT
Free gift wrapping is a
specialty at:

navels* its inn* rat sole,
,ensoreaseels te
Den Nevin it
P 0 Boo 97 Mean
wins.
KY 4701? AM* Sales Manager Re
PhOe• calls please

Earn $50 per hundered securing, stuffing envelopes. Free
details, Reply: "HomemakersS12S", Box 94485, Schaumburg, IL 60194.
Personnel Manager wanted.
Two years college required, experienced preferred. Salary
open. Reply P.O. Box 32 U.
Regional Sales Manager.
$30,000 first year advance
against commission. Sales person for your area to sell, train,
and motivate. 3-5 Sales people.
Must spend first 4-6 months
excelling in personal production in advance sales. Send
resume to County Map Service,
P.O. Box 12061. Lexington, KY
40580. •

Starks
Hardware

The City of Hazel is now
accepting applications
for City Clerk. Interested persons may
apply at the Hazel City
Hall through Oct. 20,
1980. Prefer person
residing in the City
Limits f

12th & Poplar

753-1227

Farmers! Want to reduce your
overhead? M.F.A. Insurance
can save you money with their
farmers
comprehensive
package policy. See or call
Johnny Williams, your M.F.A.
agent, 753-0445.

"Overcoming Worry"
- 759-44440 Children's
Bible Story -759-4445.

The Puryear Laundramat will
be open daily, except Sunday,
7 AM til 8 PM. Under new
ownership. No change
available, bring your own
quarters and dimes.

CARTER STUDIO
304 Main

753 8298

5. Lost and Found

STATE -DISTRIBUTORSHIPS and
Area Dealerships now available
for low cost, multi-line solar
heating units and other energy
related products. Potential
unlimited. Investment required. Energy Advisors, Inc.,
P.O. Box 190, Sioux Falls,
South Dakota 57101. 605-3353069.
Wanted Responsible older person for babysitting and
housekeeping.
Salary
negotiable. Call 753-1863.

9. Situation Wanted
Two women would like to clean
houses. 753-8687 from 8-5.
Will do housekeeping, experienced. Call 753-9344.
Would like to babysit in town.
Call 753-5954.

Lost. Fiberglass saddlebag top,
dark red with gold stripe.
Reward offered! Call 153-8738
after 5, 753-7989.
Six month old part Terrier puppy with brown leather collar.
Call 753-6470 after 5 Pm

Will

do

public

sewing
and
alterations. Reasonable prices. 7530952.
e

CDTHERS MAY
LET mE DOWN
BUT _I CAN
ALWAYS COUNT
ON YOU, OTTO

POSITION OPEN
(Full Time)
Looking for individual with experience in appliance delivery and installation. Must have
some experience in electrical wiring and antenna repair and installation. Send reply to P.
0. Box 32V, Murray, KY 42071.

27. M

9. Sibgation Wanted
Will cut firewood Call 4365870 or 436-2918

12. Insurance
Fantastic rates on 1974 or
newer mobile homes. See or
call Johnny Williams, your
M.F.A. agent. 753-0445

14. Want To Buy
Apples for cider. To pick up
free or cheep. 753-2709 from
9-6 and ask for John.
Used playpen. Call 489-2613.
Want to buy standing timber.
Will look at all tracts approximately 20 acres and up. 7535592.

15. Articles For Sale

HELP
WANTED

Bible Facts. Free Store for the

tames, mattes, needlework
stretching and mounting, and
non•glare glass at:

I'VE BEEN
H AV I NG
INSOMNIA
LATEL,Y--I CAN'T
SLEEP

MANAGER TRAINEE
Apply in person between 2 p m and 4 p m
Long John Silvers, S
12th Street Murray

Phone Numbers
For The
ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows
News,

Frances Drake

What kind of day will
tomorrow be'To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)ert4
Unexpected
expense
possible. New job opportunity.
Travel brings adventure.
Enjoy sports and cultural
activities. Be bold!
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
New romantic possibilities
abound. Luck in love. A
partner feels strongly about a
ACROSS
oat
financial plan. Exercise
1 Malice
6 Ascetics
Answer to Friday s Puzzle
caution with joint assets.
6 Chenscal
7 Compass pt
S L AM
a AS T
GEMINI
compound
8 Youngster
A
I May 21 to June 20)
Fated
9 Shan iacket
12 Percher!
10 Dwell
Work
at
a
home
14 Man s nick11 Transactions
improvement project should
13 Takes out
be enjoyable. Use initiative in
15 Buckets
16 Impart
love. Be loyal to those who are
17 Potion
19 Entrances
true. Be responsible.
18 Surn up
21 Hip-length
CANCER
20 Ran and Sal
coal
22 Nothing
(June 21 to July 22)
24 Loop
23 Man s name
26 Specks
Optimism attracts benefits
25 Boredom
29 Entreaties
in love and travel. Creative
27 Down_ Prefix
31 Expressions
energy high, but be careful of
28 Pry
33 Firth
health in the p.m. Don't take
30 Signifies
35 (kil of date
risks.
32 Function
36 Egg dish
works
53 Legal mat34 location
LEO
37 Slave
46 Edible
ters
35 Own
39 Flower parts
( July 23 to Aug. 22)
rootstock
56 Babylonian
38 Cavils
40 Closes
48 Maroons
deity
Luck in financial and
41 Part of "to
43 Nerve net51 Offer
58 Near
domestic matters. Sports and
hobbies are pleasurable, but
1 2 3 4 5
6 7 9 9 10
42 Diner
avoid risky experiments. Stick
44 Pintail duck
11 III
12
45 Deposit
ill to the tried and true.
47
More certain

SINGING HELPS
If you need a quick energy
boost, sing in the shower. Or
sing anywhere. Singing draws
lots of oxygen into your lungs
and that nieans more energy
or your entire body. Feeling
too shy to sing in public? Take
10 deep breaths. Inhale from
your stomach, hold five
seconds, then exhale completely. You'll feel peppier
right away.

Bookcase and set of encyclopedias. Call 489-2188
after 5 pm.
For sale Evening dresses and
pageant dresses, sizes 7, 9, 11,
and 14. Call after 6 pm, 7591207.
For sale. An, in home 8-track
tape player. Also a Hump
Mount speaker for CB radio
Call 759-4012.
Four rooms of carpeting, good
condition, also an easy chair.
Call 753-0503 after 4:30.
Hides and furs. Custom made
belts, moccasins, billfolds,
purses, chaps, gun cases,
clothing. 753-9?36.
Metal clothes cabinet, 27 inches wide, $30; plus aluminum
slant board for a trim waist.
$20. Call 767-2759.
Two gas heaters, 50,000 BTU.
Also 1968 Ford pickup, 6
cylinder straight, short bed, excellent condition. Call 4892595.

16. Home Furnishings
Avacado green, 9 cubic ft.
Amana chest type freezer; 4drawer chest and matching
dresser. Call 753-6242.
Frigidare range, self cleaning
oven. Call 759-1084.,
Frugo V. free standing
fireplace, black with glass
doors. Call 753-0491 after 5
PM.
Remodeling sale! Four rooms of
carpet, used, celery green;
built-in dishwasher, built-in
stove, hood, and oven; upright
deep freeze. Call after 4 pm,
753-3730.

19. Farm Equipment
Disc blades and 3 point
seeders. See them before you
buy! Vinson Tractor Co., 7534892.
1968 D-17 Allis Chambers
Series IV. 3500 hourst also 4
row Rotary hoe and 3-16 AC
breaking plow. 498-8970 or
498-8428.
1947 Ford Ferguson tractor
with good grader blade. Looks
and runs like new. Completely
rebuilt. $1450. 753-9288.
Ford Ferguson tractor in very
good condition. Call 153-7785.
For sale.• A Vemere trencher, P100 on tracks with trailer. Call
753-8072.
1964 International tractor with
two 4' plows. Call 435-4429
after 5 pm.
4400 John Deere Combine, 13
ft flowing cutting bar, 261
hours, 23.1 x 26, rice and cane
tires. Price $24,500, Call 7533966 or 753-1389.
11974, 300 Massey Ferguson
Combine. Call 489-2300.
New GoodYear, Firestone, and
B.F.G. farm 'tires on farm tire
service Vincent Tractor Company, 753-4892.

914
141.013.
rake "O)

For sale 732 Woodsmaster 308
Bushnel 3x9 scope and a Dan
Wesson, 357 magnum with
heavy 6' ventilated barrel. Call
435-4429 after 5 pm.
MEC 600 .1Ft Reloader with 12
and 20 guage dies. Several
and bushings. $50. Redfiet
-' scope $60. Weaver V-22 scope,
$10. 753-1866.

2556
For s.
trailer.
1-354-I
1971 f2 bet
after 4
/625

19/4 1
bed rooi

22. Musical
New and used pianos and
organs, largest selection in the
purchase area Buynow and
save up to $1000 We accept
lay-aways for Christmas
Clayton's - I & B Music, Dix
'eland Center, Murray.

car pete
ing $1.
Three
on larg
right p
and 8 p

2141

Upright piano, antique white,
reasonably tuned $425 Call
753-6775

For rer
near N
2'611.
For ren
one 12
12x50
pm, 75.
12 x 6(
See Bi
Trailer
Theatre
One or
all e'er
one ml
Highwa)
deposit,
753-54(
Two bi
pletely
lion, ft
8964.
Two be(
private I
ray. No
after 5 t

23. Exterminating

Kelley's Termite
8. Pest Control
Phone 753-3914

24. Miscellaneous
Barn full of used lumber,
cabinets, molding, etc for sale.
Call after 6 pm, 753-1861.
Firewood 23" seasoned hard
wood $35 a rick delivered
435-4494
Firewood, oak and hickory, 18"
or 24" Also custom cut sizes.
489-2327.
Firewood. $25 rick delivered
759-4805 or 753-8430 after 5
pm.
Firewood for sale, $20 rick
delivered Oak, hickory and
ash Call 431-4131 after 7 PM
Handmade wool afghan, green
ripple pattern, $50 Call 7535954
Overhead garage door. wooden,
16 x 7 foot, 4 section, 10 windows with track, torsion spring,
't hp automatic opener and 2
remote controls, like new, Call
354-8244
30 Sheets galvanized underpinning for trailer. Call 436-5844.
Used Franklin fireplace, like
new. Call 436-2595 after 5 pm.
Wood for sale. Call 436-2758.

25. Business Services
INDUSTRIAL SHEETMETAL
Calhoun
WORK
Call
Sheetmetal for gutters,
downspouts, flashings, fascia,
or metal building repair Quality work guaranteed. References
furnished upon request. Barry
Calhoun, 502-247-8755.

26. TV-Radio
10 inch color TV. $130. Call
767-2548.
Used 19" color t.v., also 25"
color t.v. Clayton's - I & B
Music, Dixieland Center, WIray.
Wanted Responsible person to
take up small monthly
payments on -color t.v Warranted. Clayton's, 753-7575.

27. Mobile Honfe Sales

.,30. a

Large
4 bay
back
f00111

or se.
Road

f

31.Wi
iklanted,
winter
student/
pay ach
April 1,

114, Win
3110
Apartmei
downtow
For rent
duplex.
ed, near
Furnishei
TKOs, C
Campus.

pm,
Furrushei

ment.
Poplar. H
ed Call 7
Ideal

a

single pi
clowntow
Pets. Call

1972 Armor double wide, completely remodeled, dishwasher
and central gas heat. Call 4374729. .
1974 Atlantic 3 bedroom, 2
baths, $4000. Financing
available at low rate. 753-0187
after 5 pm

New dup
bedroom
pliances
and dryer

1973 Double wide, reduced to
$11,500. Call 527-3149

washer-di
dishwas
Paducah.

753-296!
Riveria
bedroom!
iisposal,

[P11
HONEY ITS BEEN TWO WEEKS
•
SINCE I ASKED YOU TO
FIX hei KITCHEN

IT JUST HANGS BY'NE Scrimam
I-liNGE WHEN I OPEN IT

WELL,YOU JUST KEEP
AFTER ME UNTIL
I FIX IT

-,
L

.VelAT'S vr-Y.=
•'AcKET, MAN?
PY , N& TO KEEcu
LL 7HE 'vow,.
"irl'JRSELF 2

DO WE
CHARGE
THEwa

NOT YET.
THEY HAVE
GUNS PACING
HIM.

CONT'17.

AIRLINES
Major airlines are

now hiring for the following op-

portunities:
FLIGHT ATTENDANTS
RAMP L BAGGAGE PERSONNEL
TICKET AGENTS
RESERVATIONS AGENTS
CLERICAL POSITIONS
CUSTOMER SERVICE
FOOD SERVICE
Individuals interested in applying with these airlines
companies must be career oriented, have a public
relations personality, be shilling to travel if required,
and be in good health. For further information on how
to immediately apply directly with these major airlines
companies, write to:
TRAVELEX, INC.
ATTEN: AIRLINES APPLICATION INFORMATION
3865 SOUTH WASATCH BLVD. SUITE 101
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84109
Please indicate briefly your background, what airlines
position(s) you are interested in applying for and enclose a stamped, self -addressed envelope so that you
ma, -z: -farther information nv tri win. fleas Se
take,so that possible interviews MOS be arranged by
these airlines. All major airlines companies are EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYERS.

American Midlands
\Nzf:ennessee. Inc.

We're banking on you, America, with

We h,
and

AGRICULTURAL LOANS
Qualified applicants to American Midlands.
Inc. can receive assistance for:
$ Farm Purchases
$ Livestock and Machinery
$ Farm Refinance
$ Conversion from short term
to long term
$ Leasing
MINIMUM: $150.000

Call Toll Free
1-800-228-2702
(In Nebraska call 402/334-5100)

American Midlands, Inc.
2945 ST I 3zrit1 St. -*Omaha. NE 68144
Member

NALCO

With offices in Los Angeles. Dallas,

Minneapolis. Denver and Knoxville

Pp

BEST COPY AVAIL

l'U.E 13 THE MURRAY,Ky.,LEDGER &TIMES,Saturday,

October 11, INS

um WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULT'S!
27. Mobile_ Home Sales 32. Apts. For Rent

Tifig-Pitent
Noodsmaster 308
scope and a Dan
magnum with
lated barrel Call
r 5 pm
2eloader with 12
dies. Severalilaii,Th
$50 Redfieti
iaver V-22 scope,

II
ed pianos and
selection in the
i. Buynow and
000. We accept
u Christmas.
B Music, DixMurray.
1, antique white.
ned $425 Call

s Termite
Control
753-3914

aner-cis
used lumber.
ling, etc..for sale.
1, 753-1861.
seasoned hard
rick delivered.
and hickory, 18"
ustom cut sizes.
i rick delivered
153-8430 after 5
sale, $20 rick
k, hickory and
1731 after 7 PM
ol afghan, green
, $50 Call 753-

ge door, wooden,
section, 10 win:k, torsion spring,
tic opener and 2
Is, like new. Call

anized underpinCall 436-5844.
fireplace, like
2595 after 5 pm.
Call 436-2758.

ss Services

SHE(TM ETAL
ill
Calhoun
for gutters,
:lashings. fascia,
mg repair Qualiteed. References
n request. Barry
?.47-8755.
li0
TV, $130. Call

Jr t.v., also 25"
(ton's - I & B
nd Center. Muf-

insible person to
mall monthly
-color tv War's, 753-7575.

Honfe Sales

ruble wide, corn!led, dishwasher
3 heat. Call 437-

3 bedroom, 2
10. Financing
rate. 753-0187

tide, reduced to
127-3149
MIMI/

43. Real Estate

43. Real Estate

49. Used Cars

53. Services

• 1974 Baywood mobile home
0. 2 bedroom $400 down,
talke"Oviar payments Call 7532556
For sale 1972 thickaneer
trailer. 12x65, good concht.
1 354-8983
1911 Howard Johnson, 1264,
2 bedroom, extra nice Call
after 4 pm. 753-6919 or 753/625
1974 Holly Park. 14'00'. 2
bedrooms, furnished, fireplace,
carpeted. 8x12 patio with awning $13.500. 247-0935.
Three bedroom mobile home
on large lot. Will finance for
right person. Call -between 7
and 8 pm. 753-9747.

eiffFa- 53.tennces Offered

Two bedroom duplex, 3 miles
from town on private road,
Nice 4 bedroom home on 1976 Chevrolet stabonwagon 4 Babysitting after 530 pm. LEATHER REPAIR and custom
1900010 LOTH That's only
Highway 641 North of Almo cylinder automatic. 21 mpg. Monday through Friday. and leather work Reasonable Call
$160, deposit
753-8848
eas of Me MIC• thongs about
before 9 pm.
Heights. for sale, lease or rent good tires, 43,000 miles Sundays $1 25 per hour per 753-9736.
tins lovely home located e
with option to buy Has approv- $1850 753-2266 ask for Bob
child Has experience and own
1517 Johnson It includes 3
Two bedroom apartment, near
Licinsed Electrician and gas ined Farmer's Home Administra- 1977
bedrooms living room and
transportation Call Laurie after stallation.
University 1414 Vine St.
Cutlass,
Grand
1976
Prix
heating installation
fennel dining room, and both
tion loan which can be assum5
pm
at
753-3085
Call 527-3149.
and repairs Call 75,3-7203
Two bedroom duplex, good
Also has Mewed back yard sod
ed by qualified buyer Priced to
Concrete and block work Block
condition, nice yard, private
lovely pew Lots of other as
Morse Excavating 4 inch water
sell $25,000! Call Spann Realty 1972 Chvrolet, 4 door sport garages,
basements, driveways. wells end
tro's hove been added to Ma
drive For 2 adults or with one
sedan, power and air, 54000
753-7724.
Associates,
loader and drizer
walks.
eait
more
patios,
make
to
home
steps.
free work. Ben Morse, Grand Rivers.
child $135 per month unfurmiles Call 753-3969.
estimates
Just call, orm ii pock
ioyeble
Charles
Barnett,
nished, $145 with refrigerator
KY, 502-362-4064
1977 Datsun 810, 4-door 753-5476
you up
and stove Call 489-2595
sedan, nice. Call 753-8124
Two bedroom upstairs apartFireplace inserts custom built
JOHN SMITH
Or •er wood
1974 Dodge Dart Swinger. new
ment Private entrance Carpet
Early Before
radial tires, extra clean, low Fireplace and chimney brick
and built-ins No children or
repair Call after 6 pm 436
Bad Weather!
mileage. Call 354-8382.
pets. Lease and deposit re2855
Call 753 5648
C ,rn
Extra nice 1966 Plymouth. Call
quired $170 per month. Call
after 4 p.m.
753-4151.
753-9208 after 4 pm.
NEW AND
Concrete end block
"Tonight give them lots of facts.
1976 Ford Maverick. 4-door. work. Block garages,
NICE
Two bedroom apartment.
.Need work on you,r trees? Topp• Brand new 3 bedroom, air-conditioned, power steerbasements, drive ways,
recently redecorated, private Nothing confuses theniMore than that."
753-7411
ing, pruning, shaping cornwalks, patios,
AROUND THE CLOCK
21
/
2 bath home on large ing, radio. Call after 3 pm. 753
area and good neighborhood
plete removal and more Call
For rent. 2 bedroom trailer, No children, no pets Lease and 38. Pets-Supplies
Charles
'Wheelies.
free
7245.
landscaped
lot in
43. Real Estate
BOYER'S TREE SERVICE for
year Murray. No pets. 489- deposit required $175 per
Barnett, 753.54711.
beautiful
Oaks
1974
Ford
LTD
shape
good
professional tree care • 7532611.
New listing 3 bedroom, 2 full
month Available November Centenial Sweet potatoes, half
Estates. Heat pump; will sell or trade for pickup
An exceptional nice 20
8536.
mile off 94 at Pilot Oaks Call
baths, brick veneer home,
For rent: 2 trailers at Stella, 1st. Call 753-9208 after 4 pm
heat-o-lator
equatralue.
acre
436-5844.
Call
in
farm,
all
tenFor
all
your
plumbing
in1621 Keenland Drive. Home
Painting. paperhanging,
one 12x70 unfurnished, one Two bedroom duplex with cen- 376-5155
fireplace; and large 11313 Monte
dable, level to gently
Carlo, dark green. stallation and repair, all work mercial or residential comfeatures -Olympic size pool,
12x50 furnished, Call after 4 tral heat and air, outlets for 41. Public Sale
Farm
covered patio for sum- Landau roof in
rolling, completely
guaranteed,
call
753-8950
good shape. Can
central heat and air, fireplace,
pm. 753-2493.
buildings. etc 20 years exmer entertainment be seen at Speedway, Highway
washer and dryer, couplgs Carport sale, 1307 Peggy Ann
fenced, pond stocked
burglar alarm system. For more
Fence
sales
at
Sears
Call
now
perience
Free
estimates 759and relaxation. Mid 641. Call 759-1160.
12 x 60 Mobile Home for rent. preferred. No pets. Call 753- Drive, Saturday, 9 til 5.
with Hybrid catfish.
infotmation
Sears. 753-2310 for free 1987.
Purdom &
B70's, Phone Kopperud
See Brandon Dill at Dill's 9741.
Coldwater area. aD
Thurman Real Estate. 753estimate
for
your
needs
Garage sale at 1702 Audubon
1973
Mercury
Montego.
Good
Paper hanging and interior
Realty, 753-1222 for
Trailer Court, Murray Drive In Two bedroom duplex with
for details.
4451, Suzy Wells 753-1585,
Drive (South of Murray High) on
running condition. Body needs For interior and exterior Painting. Call
Theatre entrance.
ftirther details.
after 4 par, 753family room and fireplace. Cen- October 10th and 11th, from 9
Geneva
Jones
753-6557.
little
work.
Air-conditioned. decorating, home repair and 7337 or 437-4617
752-9198
DESIGNED WITH
One or two adults, 2 bedroom, tral air and heat. Appliances AM to 5 PM, rain or shine.
,AM-FM stereo. Call 759-4603 remodeling, call 753-0068
DISTINCTION
Stop! For all your repair needs.
•
all electric, water furnished, furnished with washer-dryer Toys, women's, men's clothing
after 5 pm.
This home has
General construction and Home roofing, carpentry, plumbing
one mile out of city limits, hookup. No pets or children (sizes 10, 12, 42XL), odds and
RI AI ESTATE
1976
Plymouth
Salon,
good
Improvement,
everything for comfat,
all
work and electrical work, look no
L PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
„
Highway 121 South. $50 Lease Ind deposit required. ends.
table convenient fami- ,condition. good tires. 318 guaranteed. Prompt, efficient more! Call 753-9226 or 753deposit. $95 per month. Phone 759-4509.
Hugh garage sale, Friday and
engine.
$1295.
Datsun
0!1]
pickup
1
,1[
service Call 753-0948.
ly living. Many
9623 Well do your job large or
753-5405 after 5 pm.
33. Rooms for Rent
Saturday, 94 East to first road Do you own your own lot or lot
model -620. good condition,
outstanding features
BOYD-MAJORSH
Have your driveways white rock- small. All work done to your
Two bedroom trailers, com- Rooms forilent, girls. Call 753- on left, about a mile on Van and mobile home? If you do
great
gas
Mileage,
Call
51395.
include heat pump,
•
ed andu graded before bad satisfaction.
REAL ESTATE
pletely furnished, good condi- 1812 or 759-4909.
Cleave Road. Blow dryer, elec- 2nd your telly income is
489-2595.
large and lovely
weather Free estimates CIO- Tractor work: bushhogging,
753-8080
tion, from $145 Call 753tric organ, toys, bicycles, old within the following adjusted
34. Houses For Rent stove, nice boys coats and income limits, you may qualify th I Prolesstur Services % fireplace in den, 1978 T-Bird, silver wait*, ex- ford Garrison. 753-5429
plowing. discing, blade work,
8964.
tras, $4000. Call 753-8451.
Th,..,,,emni
spacious 2-car garage,
for a 4% interest loan on a 3 or N
gardens. Free estimates. Call
r ...,..d1, Touch'
%
Two bedroom, 12x60, on large For rent. Cabin for rent. Pine suits, antiques and Avon bot- 4 bedroom home. Income 0,......„.wilfisze,
3
5
bedrooms,
2
1975 Volkswagen Rabbit, 4753-7400 or 753-2632.
baths,
PAINTING
private lot. 3 miles east of Mur- Bluff Shores. $100 per month. tles, lots more.
limits are: Two in family tastefully decorated
'mem,8, Exterior
door, air-conditioned, looks
Huge yard sale, Friday and $13,500, Three in family ray. No pets. Call 753-6283 Call 753-5791.
A MOST
throughout.
good. drives good. 753-1898.
Tuxtra Ceiling; caulking
ROOFINS
Let us
BUY
after 5 pm.
Four or five bedroom furnished Saturday at old Doc Mason $15,150; Four in family - \ TEMPTING
describe this im1508 sunset _
C•asonorclal 'and
near
1971 Volkswagen 411, new - and winterizing. Quality
house for four or five college farm. Take 94 West out of Mur- $17,900. With today's inflation
,
gl3hi,vdi
pressive home to you!
work, 15 years es-,
Residential, Shingle
30. Business Rental girls or boys. Also small fur- ray, 3 miles turn right on 783 and interest rates up, why not , Murray Hi charmvinyl top, near new tires, good
Upper $60's. PRICE
and hellt-op roofs.
perience. Call Robert
ing bedroom, 1 bath,
body and good mechanical connished apartment for 1 or 2 at Taylor Seed, then go 2 miles visit our office today and let us
y3.
Large building for rent.
B
REDUCED! Phone
.iving
dition. Call 759-1628 after 4
I
Iltoforessas, all work
Scroggins, 436-2353.
college girls. Call 753-5865 and follow signs. Furniture, talk
dining
terms
now. .7534 bays in front. Hoist 2
pm.
guaranteed. 759-4512
room, Plush S Kopperud Realty, 753days. 753-5108 after 5.30 pm small appliacnes. dishes, 1492.. CENTURY
back bays. Extra large
carpeting, elec heat, k 1222 for all the inforor 759 1859.
1946 Willis Jeep metal top, Heating, Refrigeration. Air ConFor rent' Large 3 bedroom household items, clothes, and Jobs, Realtors at 1200
,.
mation.
ditioners,
rooms. Call 753-8581
appliance
.
repairs.
h built-inwinndgowe,
range, exhaust
436-5377.
house, 2 baths, dining room, other items too numerous to Sycamore.
Bob's Refrigeration Service. TENTS AND AWNINGS, custom
or see at 808 Coldwater
fan, 2
.
'
air conlarge beam family room with mention.
Hazel Kentucky. 498-8370 made and repaired Reasonable
44.
50. Used Trucks
Lots For Sale
Road.
s ditioners,
two
fireplace, washer and dryer Moving sale, 1713 Plainview
Murray Ky 753-7829. Robert rates. Free estimates
bedrooms have builtCall 753Large shady lot for sale with 1968 Dodge Dump truck also (Bobby)
Some antiques,
hookup, built-in electric range, Drive
Lockhart.
9736.
.
S in vanities, desk,
•
Norden' & Thurman
water
•and
household
50
head
items,
of
everything
septic
carport.
753-7276.
chickens. Call 4,36tank, East.
MInI
Insulation blown in by Sears, WEST KENTUCKY
bookshelves. Outside
$4000 Call 753-2467 after 4 2262.
Insuranc•
ASPHALT
Two bedroom house, $150 per must go! Saturday, 8 til 7
save on these high heating and COATING & SEALING.
Warehouse
storage building plus Si lufl
Real Estate
Have
1974 Chevy pickup. $800 Very cooling bills Call Sears.
month. Call 437-4462 or 437753- your home driveway or parking
Square
Court
S
SoolissIdo
workshop.
Fenced-in
Storage Space
dependable. 12' utility trailer 2310 for free estimate.
4569.
46.
Homes
For
Sale
lot
backyard.
Quiet
sealed professionally before
Murray, Kentucky
HILLTOP
with dual axle and bumper hitThree bedroom house, 3 blocks
For Rent
neighborhood, divided
K & K Stump Removal Do you winter. 753-8163
For sale by owner. 3 or 4 ch, $1000. 753-9400.
753-4451
YARD
SALE
from
MSU,
appliances
need stumps removed from Will haul driveway white
bedroom brick home. 11
A .good buy at
$street..00
/
2
753-4758
rock
available. Call 753-3006.
baths, fireplace, central heat 1978 Chevrolet C-10 4-wheel your yard or land cleared of and Ag lime, also have any
Sat., Oct. 11 9-5; Sun,
tYpe
drive
truck
P.S..
P
B.,
AM-FM
stumps? We can remove of brown or white pea gravel
Three bedroom house. washer
X and air, East of Murray on 1
WANT A FARM?
31. Want To Rent
Oct. 12 12-5
ac3r6a2400
f I land,„ $39,500. Call 8-track stereo. Has 36,000 stumps up to 24" below the Also do backhoe work. Call
k 95 acres about 50 open. ç 4
Pd and winter clothes
/anted' Small apartment for and dryer hookup, gas heat, airI Seven apartment
miles. Call 498-8970 or 498- ground. leaving
only sawdust Roger Hudson, 753-4545 or
conditioned,
Women's sizes 9-14. Men's
carpeted.
X
Neat
3
BR.;
home
in
winter months by Graduate
E building located
8428.
and chips. Call for free 753-6763.
sixes 38-44. Home fur.
references
deposit.
and
No
prime
condition.
s
House
and
25 acres. 759-1100.
student/ Farmer and wife. Can
between
downtown
items,
decorative
nishings,
19/6 Dodge Ramcharger. 4x4 estimate. Bob Kemp 435-4343
Family only. 753-2835.
pay advanced rent through pets.
Wet basement? We make wet
Murray and the 0 Almost new large $ New 4 bedroom Executive type automatic. air, p.s., p.b.. AM- or Bob Kemp. Jr. 435-4319
vacuum cleaner and other •p
Metal pole barn,
April 1, 1980. Write P.O. Box Three bedroom, 2 bath with
basements dry, work completeMimes.
University. Excellent
house, priced realistically. Call FM, excellent condition.
X
tobacco
KARATE
CLASSES
barn,
washer
dryer.
daily
exOpen
and
- ly guarenteed. Call or write
Call 527114, Wing°. KY 42088.
lot Noose on left north of
rental income. Fur753-3903.
52850. 753-9262 after 4 pm
Murray Karate Center For ap- Morgan Construction Co.,
cellent investMent
7222.
,
Fisher Price Rd. on 641 N.
niture included with
32. Apts. For Rent
Three
bedroom
brick
house
and
pointment
call
7516317..
y
Only mile
Route 2, Box 409A, Paducah
price
of
only
house trailer. 50x50 body shop.
Apartments for rent, near Three bedroom country home Moving Sale, ceramic shop.
E.$85,o(M
f Ledbetter
KY 42001. or call day or night,
for rent. Call 436-2262.
$39,000.00. Storm doors
2
acres
land
on
641,
selec
downtown. Call 753-4109
41
large
Ike
You
/
2
our
ovill
miles
‘tl Church Rd. off Hwy. s
equipment, molds ,and
Jost ',priori for, 1974 Heavy
1-442-7026
and windows and
north of Murray. Call 753lion of quality frames We
duty 2-ton truck, long gram
1346. Call today.
For rent Attractive 2 bedroom 37. Livestock-Supplies materials, $1000, Dining table
natural gas heat. Let
56.
Free Column
have some new and unusual
5618.
bed,
2
horst,
oele.
speed
.1 duplex, all appliances furnish- ARABIAN HORSES FOR SALE. and 4 chairs $25, desk $20, ▪ Alex make the arstyles.
27,000 art., miles, chile
Collie bird dog mixed. about 4
Visitors welcome! South on antique secretary $75, platTwo
bedroom
house
with
ed, near M.S.U. 753-5791
S
753-8080
• rangements for you to
frock with red bed Loco' one
months old has had shots and
CARTER STUDIO
aluminum siding. Living room,
Locust Grove Road. 753-6100. form rocker $35, color TV $25,
mune, R.I Sharp! Real good
- ;urnished one bedroom, 4
see this today. Office,
been wormed Call 753-9786 or
kitchen, bath, upstairs,
washer $75, also 161
Ree-Mar Arabians. 753-6126.
/
2
ft
8298
Main
nottionicol
753
cooditioo. souse,
304
:corns, carpeted. very close to
Local market for sale. Grocery screened-in back porch, 2 out
753-3940
Johnson seasport boat, 150 hp E 753-1651 or home 753Come see and drive!
:ampus. Call 753-8724 after 5 Beautiful 3 gaited registered 10 motor all
1575.
g store with contents, building, buildings and pole barn. with
ski
equipment
in.
gelding, very well mannered, 5
am.
PARKER
lot, and 2 gas pumps. Located 212 acres. Phone 492-8336.
cluded, $1,200 or will trade for
miles north of Murray. Call
Furnished one bedroom apart- years old, shown by teenager 7go4o9do.used car or van. Call 753FORD
Two
bedroom duplex, has 900
209 Walnut Street
_ 753-1934 or 753-1861.
ment, $150 per month. 602 now too busy. All tack includ753-5273
sq.ft. per unit, carpeted
ed.
$2000.
1-444-9646
or
443Poplar. Heat and-water furnishYard
throughout, new appliances.
sale, Friday and Saturday,
8444.
ed. Call 753-0187.
Smith 12th et Sycamore
Hrghway 121 North in Stella by
concrete drive and patios, 6
Tekpheise 753-1651
Ideal apartment for older Leather repair and custom old Pottery place. Baby clothes,
1950 GMC pickup. 327 rebuilt
months old. Call 753-9400.
P.O. los 381
3ingle person or couple. Near work. Chaps, belts, moccasins, trinkets, and many other items
engine. 1967 Elcamino body
G
cases, billfolds, saddlegun
Thank You
47. Motorcycles
_owntown area References. No
Call 436-2439 after 430
Yard sale, Friday and Saturday, Priced
bags. 753-9736.
slashed! Make an offer
:.ets. Call 753-6429.
Honda
1977
Express.
good
con1974
utility
GMC
October
10th
pickup,
and
283.
11th,
A3 on this under priced
'iew duplex for rent or sale! 2 38. Pets-Supplies
dition, 100 mpg. $150. Call - motor, diamond plate bed.
Coach Estates, 8 til ?. Snow home...The family is
anxious to
753-7231 after 4 pm.
- edroom plus carport. All ap- Basic and Advanced dog obe- tires, electric heaters, moped, move
$675 753-3570 or 753-1852
PRICE
with
husband
to
his
new
,Iiiances furnished with washer dience classes. Breed handling, minibike, some furniture, 1969 job
Don't let the Bathroom make your house
Honda Express, good condition, 1963 GMC Grain truck, tandem
REDUCED
location.
home
;2000
This
is
lust
,rid dryer hookup No pets. Call tracking, and protection. All Mercury with new tires in good
700 miles, $325. Call 753- axle. 16' grain bed. 500 bushel
look
outside
of
"Behind The Times" Give it the
city
Nice
limits
home
situated
just
on
2
breeds and ages. Professional condition, odds and ends.
153-2965.
5159 after 5 pm.
corn capacity. 2-speed axle. Amiles, making for town conveIts acres, in the couninstructor.
436-2858.
f,,iveria Apartments
Two
Yard sale at 423 South 9th, 9 niences but no city taxes. The
try but yet close to
Leather repair. Also chaps. I condition. 492-8425
:edrooms. refrigerator, range, For sale: White German to 5, Friday and Saturday.' house has a traffic pattern that
town. Two bedrooms,
motorcycles suits, saddle-bags. SIT InperU ---i
.tsposal, carpet, drapes, Shepherd puppies. 753-0355. Clothes, household items, is very liveable. Insulated up to
large living room and
custom leather seats. Call 7531969
Colonel
Little
camper,
washer-dryer hookup. and Need AKA registered Labrador miscellaneous.
TVA
specifications for
kitchen. Fenced lot
9736.
14' $900 Call 753-8451.
dishwasher
economic utility bills. Priced in
443-3430, Retriever for stud service in Yard sale, 104
with stable and shed is
S
13th,
around
Semi-Chop
450
Nice
Honda
Paducah. KY
November. Call 753-8918.
ideal for horses. Now
the corner from Dairy Queen. the 530's. Call 753-1492 CENwith extra set of pipes and 1975 Self-contained, 23-foot
Saturday only, 9 til ? Dishes TURY 21 Loretta Jobs, Realtors
offered at $31,500.
original
front end. Phone 492- camper with air, awning. and
hitch. Excellent condition
and kitchen items, nic-nacs, and let us show you this home
through
Kopperud
8879.
Phone 753-2913
bass guitar, AM-FM cassette today
Realty,711 Main.
1979 Yamaha 650 Special. TENTS
_,radio, baby bassenette and sw- -toe..0oocococerzrrAND AWNINGS, custom
SEEING IS
black, like new. Call 759-4749
ing, tupperware, mags, car I Nice 3 bedroom BV
made and repaired. Reasonable
BELIEVING!
after
4
pm.
STALRITE
house w/bath. Goodk
bucket seats, Pepsi machine,
"Quality That Will Please"
rates. Free estimal/s Call 753Loving care and good
not water heater, wheel chair,
location; 2 blocks front
9736.
So 9th
49.
Used
Cars
taste are obvious in
753-5719
For Fast Service
auto sirens, and toys.
M.S.U.
Outside
this outstanding, new1979 Buick Electra Limited. 52..Boats and Motors
and Installation
storage
building.
Thistl
43. Real Estate .
ly remodeled home.
loaded with extras, local car. For sale 1978 35 hp Evinrude
is a well built house.k
Home features 3
20,000 actual miles. Ogn be outboard, electric start. $900.
Does Price Count? You bet it,
$42,500
;
at Black's Decorating Two bass seats with pedestals
does! 2 bedroom brick on
0h bedrooms, 1',2 baths, seen
We have well pump repair service and service
.
Center, or call 753-0839 or and stands. $50 Call 753-9646
beautiful acre lot surrounded
0 living room with
bedroom
Nine
home 1
and install Sa-Rite pumps.
fireplace, glassed-in
753-5287.
by mature trees. Bright, sunny
anytime
near the campus of
kitchen, dining room, large livsun porch, modern kit1978. Camaro, white exterior, 15 Foot, Fabuglass speed boat
M.S.U. Ample bath
ing room with wood burning
chen and economical
black interior, 305 V8, power, 45 hp Mercury. Good condi
and kitchen facilities.
fireplace. And
best of
gas heat. Priced in the
air. radio. Rally wheels. $4175. lion, $350. Call 436-2506.
Central heat and ail mid $40's. Phone Kopall Priced in the 520's. For
Call 753-1480
•
Excellent year round
comfort and value, compare
53. Services Offered
perud Realty, 753-1222,
1972 Chevrolet. 2-door ,vinyl
income. Seller will\ for courteous compewith anything you may have
roof, ps and brakes, good conseen Offered bu Century 21
finance. Call for morek
tent real estate serdition, $1000 606 Broad Ex
information on how\ vice.
L1 o4r9e2t1a Jobs, Realtors - 753
Beep your boat safe and
tended
easily this can be clean this winter
Owner Margaret McCuan
yours
Economical dry dock
Alit, INC.
located on 94 West Between
ratl• n saw, 1900
storage.
Ie.."mote
Lynn Grove and Tr -City
4116-211110
FARMS HOMES
0401. •••••••••

k

k

k
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Hornbuckle Barber Shop
Closed For Relocation
Open On About Oct. 15
MARBLE

"Now Look"with
MARBLE

Thornton Tile
&Marble

Paschall
Plumbing Repair

k•

Call 153-2168

, with

INS
Idlands

CERAMIC
BOUTIQUE

11114111

OPEN HOUSE

BUSINESSES
IA. AND RICREATIONAI
PROPERTY •

Sunday, October 12th
2:00-4:30 P.M.

lisflogs
wooded! Office,
Coast to Coast Sayers from
Ev•rywhere "free" Catalog

Door Prizes 7,- Refreshments

Ilas.
file

s•-••

COPY AVAILABLE

ETSpUl REMIT
moil soften embor
1/17-(a/I•0•• Di
Yfarr, y

153.0186
A.,••••

',ea.@ ism.
love,. 11.111re
To",

7514311S
511•••
11••••••••.

113,93211

4
k

Murray-Calloway
County Realty
(502)753-81AR
304N
St
Murray /Cy 42071

This bowie on 1 aus wooded In" in miles..--• ^4
Murray. lots of room; lots of extras. Must see to op
preciate. Call 435-4276.

1

I

Eagle's Nest
Marina

Paris landing,
Tennessee
100 1)64 7 6 1 92
',ARPET.
CLEAlt4116
Guaranteed References Free
estimates. 753-9736

Attractive comfortable 2 bedroom brick home,
located no end of quiet dead end street. Has
attached
garage and work area, outside storage building.
Living
room with fireplace iwtnd, fe lot May he
seen
ay appointment only at 909 Pomo Ave.; or cull 713.
0381. 534,500.
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Mrs. E. L. Howe
Dies Early Today;
Rites Incomplete
Mrs Edgar 1.. t Louise
Howe, 1510 Paritlane, died today at 4:40 a.m at the St.
Thomas Hospital, Nashville,
Tenn.
She is survived by her husband, E. L. Howe, Sr.; one
son, E. I.. Howe, Jr., of Murray; on daughter, Barbara
Ann Rogers of Columbia, S.
C.; one sister, Mrs. Paul
Schmid of Albany, Ga., and
four grandchildren.
Funeral arrangemens are
incomplete. The J. H. Churchill Funeral Home is in
charge of arrangements.

Associate Pastor
To Speak At Church
The Rev. G. T. Moody,
associate pastor of the First
Baptist Church, will speak at
the 10:45 a.m,services on Sunday ,Oct. 12, at the church.
At the 7 p.m. services the
speaker will be the Rev.
Stephen Cobb.
Wayne Halley, rninisterof
music will sing a solo at the
morning service and direct
the Church Choir in special
music at both services. Sue
Spann and Bobby Malone will
sing a duet at the evening
hour.
Also assisting in the services will be B. C. Groan,
deacon of the week, Richard
Jones, organist, and Mrs.
Vicki Sorrow, pianist.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a .in. and Church Training will
be at 6 p.m.
The flowers for the sanctuary on Sunday will be furnished by Mrs. Mable Rogers
in memory of her husband,
HillardRogerS.
`Ts

,

Regular Services
To Be Held At
Grace Baptist
Regular services will be at
1045 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. on
Sunday, Oct. 12, at the Grace
-Baptist Church, 617 South
I
Ninth Street, Murray, with the
pastor, the Rev. R. J. Burpoe,
as.speaker.
Leland Peeler, music director, will direct the music with
special selections by the
church choir at the morning
hour and by the youth group at
the evening hour. Dwane
.Jones will be organist and
Terry Downey will be pianist.
Sunday School will beat 9:45
a.m.
Nursery workers will be
Robbie Hale, Vicki Maynard,
Frances Wyatt, and Roberta
Hall. For bus information call
Don Hale at 753-3063.

Dr. David Roos
To Give Sermon
At Church

Rev. Billy Turner
To Speak At
Services Sunday

"The Angelic Devil" with
scripture from Numbers 23:111 will be the subject of the
sermon by the Rev. Dr. David
serC. Roos at the 10:45
vices on Sunday, Oct. 12,at the
First Christian Church.
The Chancel Choir, directed
by Margaret Boone with Maxine Clark as organist, will sing
the anthem, "Clap Your
Hands."
Assisting in the services will
be Libby Hart, Cindy
McNight, Harland Hodges,
Lyle Underwood,Jim Clopton,
Mike Holton, Robert Hopkins,
Don McCord, Ann McKeel,
Corinne McNutt, Lenvel
Yates, Buffy Greer, Jim and
Shirley Boone, Ruth Daughaday, Jewell Jones, and Beulah
McMillin.
The flowers on the communion -table will be M memory
of Mrs. Peggy McCord by the
McCord family.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m, and the churchwide picnic will be at 2 p.m. at the
County
Murray-Calloway
Park.

'The Holy Spirit'
To Be Sermon Topic

DONATION MADE — The Calloway County Genealogical Society made a donation
of $100 to the Calleway County Middle School for the purchase of reference books.
Doris Nance, left, and Rowena Stubblefield, second left, members of the Society,
presented the donation to Roy Cothran, principal, and Vicki Ragsdale, librarian,
Calloway County Middle School.

HOLLYWOOD ( AP I — ed three-year contract con- before the 11-week strike got
They're off and running in tinues among the 67,000 under way, managed to cover
Hollywood. Your favorite members of the two actors' itself and honor the traditional
television shows, weeks unions, such shows as"WKRP season opening week of Sept.
behind in shooting schedules in Cincinnati" and "The Jef- 15 by showing the mini-series
because of the lengthy actors' fersons" are being readied for "Shogun." But CBS and ABC
strike, are coming to life, with the ratings war.
delayed new programming.
a new season of sorts to start
substantial
a
with
NBC,
the week of Oct. 27.
While balloting on a propos- backlog of shows produced

•
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4 speed with air, red w/white. Appros 25 000. Extre nice car._
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Dwain Taylor Cherrolot, Inc.
Keep That Great GM Feeling With Genuin, GM
Parts
Q
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GM
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John Dale will speak on
"Koinonia: Fellowship" with
scripture from I John 1:5-7 at
the 8:30 and 10:40 a.m. services ,and on "Church
Discipline" Part III with
scripture from Matthew 18:1517 at the 6 p.m. services on
Sunday, Oct. 12, at the Seventh
and Poplar Church of Christ.
Assisting in the services will
be Danny Cleaver, Jerry
Bolls, Keith Boyle, Mike
Lyons, Kevin McManus,
Charles Lamb, Forest Boyd,
Paul Kelly, Gene Roberts,
Johnny Bohannon, Bernice
Wilferd, Gene McDougal,
Steve Simmons, Jerry Fulton,
Stan Simmons, and Glen B.
Gibbs.
Teen nursery helper will be
Tracy LaMastus and special
class helper will be Rhonda
Manners. Glen B. Gibbs and
Emmanuel Manners will
serve on the extension department.
Bible study will be at 9:45
a.m.Sunday.

9/411
'
.15

Fraftes Drake

FOR MONDAY.OCTOBER 13, 1980
What kind of day will
SCORPIO
tomorrow be' To fincI out what ( Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) ITI"
the stars say, read the
A planned entertainment
forecast given for your birth
may be too costly. Eliminate
Sign.
unnecessary frills. Don't let a
friend's moodiness get to you.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19 terIg SAGITTARIUS
erdei/O.
Your intuition is good, but ( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21))
In dealing with higher-ups
you may feel awkward in a
Be
watch out for a social faux
situation.
social
considerate of the feelings of a pas. Be more reserved in
financial
behavior. You could overplay
co-worker. Seek
your hand.
advice.
CAPRICORN
TAURUS
20)
May
(Apr. 20 to
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 140
Know your audience. You
Work is inspired, but you
may overspend on a date. An could go on with a story, only
intimate situation makes you to find the other party isn't
nervous. Why not talk about it listening. A private talk goes
well.
with somebody.
AQUARIUS
GEMINI
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
(May 21 to June 20)
Be careful not to overspend
If you lay it on thick now,
others may question your on a business lunch. Not a
sincerity. Keep feelings time to loan or borrow money.
appropriate to the occasion. The p.m. favors a business
talk with a friend.
Don't gush.
PISCES
CANCER
---r
C4
(June 21 to July 22) ISO (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
A close ally may be moody.
Work goes well now, but if
you lapse into moody Find out what the trouble is.
behavior, others may be Get professional advice about
offended. Watch a tendency to a business matter. Trust your
intuition.
sentimentality.
LEO
2
(July 23 to Aug. 22)4/
Put artistic hunches to work
for you. If dining out, be
careful you don't choose the
wrong restaurant or get stuck
with the tab.
VIRGO
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) nP%.
A meeting of all precinct
It's a question of taste now
any inre home improvements. committee people and
Discriminate between the terested Democrats will be
glossy and what is truly held Tuesday, Oct. 14, at 7
p.m. at the Calloway County
beautiful. Watch costs.
Democratic Headquarters;
LIBRA
located at South Fourth and
(Sept. 73 to Oct. 22)
Unintentionally, you may Sycamore Streets.
hurt someone's feelings.
Violet Johnson and Billie
Choose your words carefully. Ray, managers at the headDay may bring good news. quarters, urge each one to be
Make financial decisions.
Present.

nap'

Committees, All
Interested Democrats
To Meet Tuesday

HAS THE

and county could lose the ambulance
service. He cited budget cutbacks at all
levels of government as a reason for
less funding in the future.
"If the people say they don't want the.
service and aren't willing to pay for it,
then I question whether city govern'
ment has any further responsibility in
the matter," Mayor Henley said.
If the tax passes in the November
election, an equitable system of service
charges will be established to collect
fees from persons receiving emergency
ambulance service from the district.
The rate of the service charge shall be
fixed in such amounts as can be
reasonably expected to yield revenues
not in excess of the cost of operation
and maintenance of the system and for
an adequate depreciation fund.
The tax would generate some $157,246
according to Charles Hale, Calloway
County Tax Commissioner.

Button
FOR YOU
Polaroid's new low-priced little instant automatically
hands you Time-Zero Supercolor pictures.

THE ACES,.,:,

IRA G. CORN, JR.

"Most people know that
there is no such thing as
luck, but it is difficult to
find anyone who does not
believe in it.",-- Raoul de
Sales.

NORTH

10-11-A

•- QJ 10 5
•AKQJ7S
•QJ10

EAST
WFST
•A .14
•K10/17532
There was nothing lucky Ilt K 4 3 2
V7
about West's defense •8
•10 9 6 4
49 8 6 3 2
*5
against today's heart slam
He knew what he was doing.
SOUTH
•Q 9 6
But there was some bad
•A 9 8 6
luck for declarer. It was the
•3 2
result of having to play the
*A K 7 4
slam against this particular
Vulnerable North-South
defender
Dummy tilled the open- Dealer West. The bidding:
mg spade leWand the heart
queen was passed and held West North East South
1
1•
Pass
the LI ;f!' Thinking about lass
4•
Ohl
4
missing seven, declarer led 3•
5•
Pass 6,
another heart changing his Pass
Pass
Pass- Pass
thoughts abruptly when
East discarded. Declarer
•
ducked this heart also, but
-co did West!
Opening lead Spade seven
West was Andy Allay of
:Toron to who was competing
*for a spot on the Canadian could not be prevented from
•
*team to play in the 1980 making his king of hearts
:olympiad in Holland this
fall Andy's second duck in
Bid with Coro
trumps was devastating
10-11-B
Had he taken his king, there South holds
would be no further defense
Declarer could win any
*K1087512
return. draw trumps and
K 4 32
claim the rest in minor suit
8
•
winners
*5
•
After the second duck.
•
• deilarer whs trapped He North South
• couldn't draw another
1•
1•
trump for he would then 1 NT
•
•
lose,a trump and a spade. So
declarer led his diamonds.
On the second diamond,'
ANSWER: Four spades It
Allay had another opportu- may not make, but the wild
nity to shine Instead of ruff- distribution might bring in a
ing. he discarded a club and winner
that was the end for declar• .er Another diamond lead
send bridge quesisons to The Ace,
•
• • provided a spade discard for 1' it It,,, 12363. Dallas. Testis 75325
"..Tr-a4tfieheetir itamped envelnpe
vocth
South as WrAt ruffed.
for reply
now another spade put the
lead in dummy and West

4
4•

1977 Chevette

GlOrMat

The St. John's Episcopal
Church will have morning
prayer services at 9:45 a.m.
on Sunday, Oct. 12, at the
church, located at 1620 West
Main Street.
,
Acolytes will be Jeff
Blodgett, Brian Doyle, and
Samir Mahfoud. Steve Hale
and Frank Blodgett will be lay
readers. In charge of the
nursery will be Missy George
and Ann Harcourt.
Church School and Adult
Class will be at 11 a.m. Sunday.

(Continued from Page 1)
County and city officials agree the
real issue facing votersif whether they
want their ambulance service bad
enough to pay for it.
"This is a service provided to all the
people involving vehicles, gasoline,
trained personnel on a seven-day-aweek, 24-hour-a-day, 365 days a year
basis. This makes it very,expensj,ve,"
commented Calloway County JudgeExecutive Robert 0. Miller. "It's like
Bear Bryant.rays,'Everybody wants to
eat the gravy, but nobody wants to buy
the chicken'."
Murray Mayor Melvin Henley
pointed out that if the tax does not pass,
there is a very real possibility the city

$9g88
Regular price
•Press only one button
•Motorized, fitted focus, never needs
batteries.
•Least expensive way to get beautiful new Time-Zero Super color
pictures
•Special $2 bonus refund direct from
Polaroid (come in for details)

7 price you pay
$ )1 9
Sole
200
Polaroid Bonus

997

$1

Your cost
of ter Poloraid fiebnot

The Button

:lir

•
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St. John's To
Have Services

Tax...

Masses Scheduled
At St. Leo's Church

Local Hairdressers
To Meet Monday

John Dale To
Speak On
Koinonia Fellowship

TV Actors Go Back To Work

Calvary Temple
To Hear Minister

Rev. Jimmy Stubbs
To Speak At Church

-

The Rev. Billy Turner,
pastor, will speak at the 11
a.m. and 7 p.m worship services on Sunday, Oct. 12, at the
Sinking Spring Baptist Church.
Bun Wilkerson, deacon of
the week, will assist in the services. Tommy Scott will direct
the music with special selections by the church choir at
the morning hour and by the
youth choir at the evening
hour.
Sunday School will be at 10
a.m. and Church Training at 6
p.m.

"The Holy. Spirit" with
scripture- from Matthew 1:18
and Acts 13:52 will be the 10:50
a.m, sermon topic, and "Gifts
From God" with scripture
from I Corinthians 12:1-7 and
Romans 12:4-8 will be the 7
p.m. sermon topic by the Rev.
Dr. Jerrell White at the services on Sunday,Oct. 12, at the
Memorial Baptist Church.
Guy Cunningham, deacon of
the week, will assist in the services, along with Milton
Gresham, minister of music,
Margaret Wilkins, organist,
and Michael Wilkins, pianist.
Church Teaching will be at
9:40 a.m. and Church Training
at 6 p.m. on Sunday.
Volunteer nursery workers
will be Estelle Shelton, Emma
Sholar, and Jane Rogers.

Calvary Temple, located
two miles south of Murray on
U.S. Highway 641, will hear a
guest minister, the Rev. Jim
„Jeffers of Harrison, Ark.,
speak at the 11 a.m, services
on Sunday,Oct. 12.
At age 71, the Rev. Jeffers, a
retired Baptist minister, was
called back into service in
August 1979. He returned to
school graduating this year
from Rhema Bible College,
Tulsa, Okla., and has since
returned to an active
ministry.
At the 6:30 p.m. service, the
church pastor, the Rev.
William Cox, will speak.
Sunday School will begin at
10 a.m, with classes for all
Masses will be held at 6:30 ages
p.m. today and at 8 and 11
a.m. and 4:30 p.m. on Sunday,
Oct. 12, at St: Leo's Catholic
Church with the Rev. Martin
Mattingly as celebrant.
The Rev. Jimmy E. Stubbs,
CCD classes will be held at
minister of evangelism, will
9:30 a.m.Sunday.
speak., on "Uphelld Christ:
Bob Garland is suprvisor for
Uphold Church" at the 8:45
St. Lea's parish Center.
and 112:i0 a.m services on
Sunday, Oct. It at the First
United Withrilit Church. His
scripture All be from MAtthew 5:13-16 and Psalms 56:12The Murray Unit of the Na- 13.
Mrs. Eleanor Diuguid will
tional Hairdressers will meet
Monday, Oct. 13, at 6:30 p.m. sing a solo, "The 91st Psalm,"
at the Community Room of the at both services.
The Chancel Choir, directed
North Branch of the Peoples
by Paul Shahan with Bea FarBank.
A potluck supper will be rell as organist, will sing
served followed by an educa- anthem, "If With All Your
tional and business meeting, Heart," at the later service.
Church School will be at 9:45
according to Paulette Wilferd,
a.m.Sunday.
unit president.

Your Individual
Horoscope

and Polaroid film specials, too!
New Time-Zero
Supercolor SX-70 film

New Time-Zero
Supercolor SX-70 film

Time
Supercolor

Time
Supercolor

SX-70 Land Film

Polaroid

Reg. $6.99

TIME ZERO
SINGLE PACK ........
•
$644

Prices
Good
Thru
Wed.

SX-70 Land Film

.

TI6g ZERO
TWO PACK

Reg. $13.88
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